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Abstract

The analysis of video data plays an increasingly important role in the
field of computer vision. Automatic and interactive video analysis algorithms are rapidly becoming central to commercial applications of
computer vision research such as video search, vehicle safety systems
or video editing. This work addresses a sub-problem of video analysis: semi-supervised video segmentation. The goal of semi-supervised
video segmentation is to determine a full or partial labelling of objects
by efficiently using small amounts of user-provided data. This thesis proposes novel probabilistic graphical models for semi-supervised
video segmentation.
Our primary contributions are threefold. Firstly, we introduce a series of novel “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical models of the
temporal structure of a video. Secondly, we propose efficient inference
strategies for estimating uncertainty of inferred segmentation labels.
Uncertainty estimates are used to facilitate semi-supervised learning
of model parameters. Thirdly, we provide an extensive quantitative
and qualitative evaluation of our segmentation algorithms on various
foreground/background and multi-label video segmentation datasets.
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List of Figures
1.1

1.2

This figure illustrates the main objective of our work. Given three
video sequences (a, c, e), and user-provided labels for some frames
(indicated by blue rectangles), three different semi-supervised video
segmentation tasks are performed: label propagation (b), tracking
(d), interactive segmentation (f). Label input is provided as either
fully labelled frames (b), object outlines (d) or as mouse brush
strokes (e). Outputs for the three tasks correspond to multi-class
labels of frames (b), tracked outline of a single object of interest
(d) and an object cut-out (f). Note the diverse range of qualities required to be satisfied by a segmentation framework: sparse
labelling (b, d, f), multi-label segmentation (b), complex shape
(d), accurate edges (f). Results were obtained using our proposed
semi-supervised video segmentation algorithms. . . . . . . . . . .
This figure illustrates challenges faced, design requirements met,
and the approach taken to perform semi-supervised video segmentation. We have provided quantitative and qualitative results for
label propagation, tracking and interactive segmentation tasks. . .

vii
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LIST OF FIGURES

1.3

3.1

This figure provides an illustration of our approach to semi-supervised video segmentation. Probabilistic label propagation (1) and
classifier learning (2) from inferred labels is performed iteratively.
A standard Random Forest [21] classifier is modified to be trained
on class distributions as opposed to class labels. The classifier
result, which is also represented as pixel-wise class distributions,
is then injected into a label propagation system via label unaries.
Typically, one full iteration is used. Segmentation finishes with the
label propagation step (3). The segmentation result at the bottom
of the figure is displayed as a probability map. The dark red colour
corresponds to a certain foreground object (a girl) label and the
dark blue colour corresponds to a certain background label. . . . .

8

This figure illustrates the output of three steps of our proposed
semi-supervised video segmentation framework. The video sequence and corresponding ground truth labels are shown on the
top two rows. Only the start frame labels are used to perform the
segmentation. The first step corresponds to the initial segmentation result (S1), which was obtained using a “Mixture-of-trees”
temporal structure model described in Chapter 5. We occasionally
refer to this step as temporal label propagation step. The second
step corresponds to learning of a classifier (S2) from inferred class
distributions during step (S1). The final result (S3) is obtained
by injecting classifier output as label unaries and performing label propagation. The object cut-out is obtained by assigning each
pixel with the most likely class label. In rows corresponding to the
three steps of the segmentation framework, the obtained labelling
is displayed using a probability map where a dark red colour corresponds to the confident foreground object and a dark blue colour
to the confident background. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

29
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3.2

3.3

This figure illustrates three flow charts listing design challenges and
potential solutions considered during the design of the proposed
semi-supervised video segmentation framework. Design challenges
are indicated with dashed rectangles. Design features which were
considered to be adopted as potential solutions are indicated with
full rectangles. Key design features in modelling, inference and
learning, which have been implemented in our framework, are
shown at the top of the respective decision trees. The chapters
and sections discussing particular design challenges and solutions
are italicised. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This figure illustrates factor graphs of families of temporal structure models by their approach to modelling temporal mappings
between video regions. Circles correspond to random variables associated to video regions. Appearance information is stored in random variables Ik , label information in Zk and mapping information
in Tk . Squares indicate factors used to represent joint distribution
of the model. All the shown factors correspond to various similarity functions between video regions. In more detail, factor graph
(a) represents the most general family of models which do not have
any restrictions on the temporal mappings. Factor graph (b) represents a family of models where temporal mappings are directly
influenced only by neighbouring frames. Factor graphs (c,d) represent families of models for which mappings are established only
to previous frames. Also, factor graph (d) shows a subset of models in (c), for which mappings are directly affected independently
by appearance and label variables. All our proposed probabilistic
models in this dissertation are from family (d). . . . . . . . . . . .

ix

31

36

LIST OF FIGURES

3.4

3.5

This figure illustrates an example of a general temporal structure
model. Row (a) shows a synthetic video representing a whitecoloured “X” sign moving over background of brown pixels. Pixel
j in frame k corresponds to a video region with appearance (Ik,j ),
label (Zk,j ) and temporal mapping (Tk,j ) information associated.
The appearance information is indicated by the colour inside the
circle and label information by the colour of the boundaries of the
circles (see legend). Full and stripy black edges, correspond to a
set of possible matches from three pixels. The remainder of the
matches are not shown for clarity. As there are no constraints for
matches for any pixels, the resulting temporal structure can be
highly loopy, making it a challenge to devise a tractable inference
algorithm. Row (b) illustrates the similarity distributions between
a seed node and its temporal neighbours. Similarity distributions
in general temporal structure models are calculated corresponding
to the marginal posterior P (Tk,j ) over mapping variable Tk,j using
similarity measure Ψa,l . For this particular example, Ψa,l can be
assumed to give high values for nodes with similar appearance and
labels and low values for dissimilar appearance and labels. . . . .
This figure illustrates a factor graph describing a family of “Mixtureof-trees” probabilistic graphical models, a subset of temporal structure models (see Fig. 3.3). Circles (filled and empty) correspond
to (observed and latent) random variables and black squares correspond to factor vertices. Factor vertices connected to a single
random variable correspond to its prior. This factor graph indicates two key properties for a temporal structure model. Firstly,
for any video region in frame k, the corresponding mapping variable Tk can only indicate to a video region in previous frame k − 1.
Secondly, the similarity of video region appearance (Ik ) and labels
(Zk ) is respectively captured by factor vertices Ψa and Ψl . The
only difference from the factor graph in Fig. 3.3 is that appearance
variables are observed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.6

3.7

This figure illustrates an instance of a pixel-based “Mixture-oftrees” probabilistic graphical model. Row (a) shows a synthetic
video representing a white coloured “X” sign moving over background of brown pixels. The appearance information corresponds
to the colour of inside of the circle and label information to the
colour of the boundary of the circle (see legend). Black edges
correspond to the best mappings estimated using both label and
appearance information for some regions. Because each pixel is
constrained to have exactly one corresponding temporal mapping
variable associated to it and because the mappings can point only
to the previous frame, the mapping obtained by a single estimate of
the mapping variables forms a tree structure. An example of such
a tree is indicated by stripped edges. Row (b) indicates similarity
functions based on appearance, labels and both. Here Ik,j and Zk,j
respectively correspond to random variables representing appearance and label information for a pixel j in frame k. Ψa and Ψl
correspond to similarity functions in appearance and labels. Also
note that each pixel is limited to be mapped only to a subset of
pixels (indicated by a black parallelogram) in the previous frame.
This figure illustrates two different models for chains of Bernoulli
variables, one of which can be completely expressed as a Directed
Acyclic Graph and another as an Undirected Graphical Model.
Four inference experiments are performed using four different settings of evidence for both models. Inference results are presented
in Fig. 3.8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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LIST OF FIGURES

3.8

3.9

This figure illustrates the results of four inference experiments
on directed and undirected graphical models (see Fig. 3.7). In
each window graphs correspond to inferred marginal posteriors of
Bernoulli variables xi and yi . The top row and bottom row respectively contain inference results on directed and undirected chains.
For each experiment different evidence (labelled at the top of each
graph) is provided. The explaining away[50] effect is observed in
the results for directed graphical models as parents xi−1 and yi
compete to explain the child xi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This figure illustrates three approaches used to establish a temporal
linkage in a three frame length 1D video. White circles correspond
to the pixels of a foreground object moving downwards. Brown circles correspond to the pixels of the background. Dotted lines mark
desired segmentation boundaries between the foreground and the
background. Black edges correspond to mappings established using different techniques named below visualisations of 1D videos.
Red edges correspond to false matches which connect pixels of opposite different labels. Black rectangles correspond to patches of
size 1 × 3 pixels in the right most video. The patch-based, unregularised temporal mapping approach produces the most accurate
and well-balanced temporal linkage, whereas the approach using
regularisation of temporal mappings introduces wrong mappings
due to enforced smoothness in temporal mappings. . . . . . . . .

xii
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3.10 This figure illustrates the results of label propagation over a video.
Labels of end frames only (1 and 36) are used to perform the segmentation of the video. Ground truth labels (see end frames of
row (b)) corresponding to a moving rectangle are marked in blue
and ground truth labels corresponding to the marked background
are shown in green colour. The black corresponds to pixels with no
ground truth labels provided. To obtain the segmentation three
different temporal linkages are used to propagate labels: unregularised patch-based linkage (b,c) as well as linkages established
using occlusion unaware [92] (d,e) and occlusion aware [4] (f,g)
optical flow. Rows (b,d,f) show the inferred marginal posterior
distributions of the pixel labels. Dark red colour corresponds to
confident background colour and dark blue corresponds to confident foreground label. Rows (c,e,g) indicate only the most likely
class for each pixel. Segmentation results which use temporal linkage based on optical flow experience an effect named as label drift.
It is caused by inherent regularisation of temporal mappings in
optical flow techniques. In contrast, patch-based unregularised
temporal linkage produces clean segmentation with sharp object
boundaries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.11 This figure provides inference results of five uncertainty estimation
strategies for three different MRF models. Notice how marginal
posterior distributions intuitively become more uncertain further
away from labelled data in all experiments. In contrast, uncertainty estimates obtained via max-marginals and sliding window
inference have few levels of uncertainty. Also note, that when several sources of the same label evidence are available (E3), marginal
posteriors favours the influence of multiple sources over the influence of a single source which has a shorter geodesic distance. This
contrasts with the behaviour of uncertainty estimates based on the
shortest path algorithm. Finally, the approach based on a continuous MRF measures the relative distance between different labels
and therefore, in the absence of input from conflicting labels, the
intuitive property of increasing uncertainty further away from label
evidence does not hold (E1, E3). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.12 This figure provides an illustration of the differences between max
marginal and posterior marginals for a real world label propagation example. Row (a) displays video frames from the tennis player
sequence in the Berkeley motion segmentation dataset [25]. Start
and end frames of the video have ground truth labels (black/white
images) provided. The patch-based temporal structure of the video
is built using the algorithm described in Chapter 5. Row (b) shows
the inferred posterior marginals. Row (c) shows the max marginal
uncertainty. The dark red, dark blue and green colours correspond
to the certain foreground label, the certain background label and
the fully uncertain label respectively. The inferred marginal posteriors demonstrate a gradual decay in uncertainty further away
from labelled data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.13 This figure illustrates three different approaches to capturing dependencies between distant frames in the video. Row (a) contains a video
sequence of Miss Marple from the Berkeley motion segmentation dataset
[25] and probability map of inferred labels using MoT temporal structure. Labelled start and end frames are not shown. Small red rectangles
correspond to a patch on Miss Marple’s jacket which we are interested
in labelling. As Miss Marple gets occluded by a wall and by a person, the labels of the patch cannot be transferred from both ends of
the video using only the temporal structure (blue lines) of the video.
Dependencies (dashed blue lines) between distant frames have to be
captured. Row (b) presents results of label transfer for two frames (direct temporal neighbour to the labelled frame, and one occluded from
both sides). Three label transfer techniques: the one based on the original MoT structure, temporal structure with global search and classifier
based techniques are used. Using the temporal structure based on the
local window search fails to detect the foreground object in the occluded
frame. Using the temporal structure based on a global search window
leads to a poor accuracy result. A much better result is obtained by
using a classifier. The random forest classifier based approach also is
the fastest as the computational complexity of comparisons per video
region is the lowest. Here D is the size of the patch. H, W and N ,
M are width and height of the temporal search window and the global
search window respectively. K is the number of frames. F is a number
of features selected per leaf node during training time. d is the average
path length in a tree. T is a number of trees. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Objective

With more than 72 hours of video content being uploaded on the internet every minute1 , video data analysis is rapidly gaining importance both in industry
and in the academic research community. Arguably, object recognition, tracking
and video editing are three of the most important tasks of video data analysis.
Solutions to all three tasks often contain an algorithm performing multi-label
semi-supervised video segmentation. For instance, object tracking and video
editing can be directly formulated as semi-supervised video segmentation problems [17, 98], whereas automatic object recognition algorithms can use semisupervised video segmentation frameworks for performing temporal smoothing of
predicted labels [112] or for acquiring vast amounts of ground-truth label data
for classifier training [5].
The main objective of our work is to develop a semi-supervised video segmentation framework which is applicable to a wide range of problems (e.g. label
propagation, tracking or interactive segmentation) as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. We
achieve our goal by developing three increasingly sophisticated video segmentation algorithms. Each algorithm consists of three parts: a probabilistic video
model of appearance, label and temporal mapping information, corresponding
inference schemes and a semi-supervised learning algorithm of model parameters.
1
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Figure 1.1: This figure illustrates the main objective of our work. Given three
video sequences (a, c, e), and user-provided labels for some frames (indicated
by blue rectangles), three different semi-supervised video segmentation tasks are
performed: label propagation (b), tracking (d), interactive segmentation (f). Label input is provided as either fully labelled frames (b), object outlines (d) or as
mouse brush strokes (e). Outputs for the three tasks correspond to multi-class
labels of frames (b), tracked outline of a single object of interest (d) and an object cut-out (f). Note the diverse range of qualities required to be satisfied by a
segmentation framework: sparse labelling (b, d, f), multi-label segmentation (b),
complex shape (d), accurate edges (f). Results were obtained using our proposed
semi-supervised video segmentation algorithms.
The key distinction of our work from the majority of state-of-the-art semi-supervised video segmentation frameworks is an extensive and efficient use of uncertainty
estimates at all stages of inference and learning.

2

1.2

Motivation

Our work is primarily motivated by potential applications of semi-supervised
video segmentation. In particular, we are interested in improving computer vision
tools for the following purposes.
• Video search, compression and summarisation. Vast amounts of
image and video data is still under-analysed as most video search algorithms
rely heavily on text tagging or audio analysis. Efficient object segmentation
tools might improve drastically the performance of image and video search,
compression and summarisation systems.
• Film and television industry. A world wide post-production and special effects industry is currently being revolutionized by the arrival of digital
technology for video editing. A rise in interactive television channels and
the introduction of 3D television sets places a significant demand for high
accuracy, low interaction video segmentation algorithms. 2D to 3D movie
conversion for both broadcast TV and on-line videos is a particularly exciting application.
• Medicine. The development of increasingly cheaper and higher quality
video cameras and image processing algorithms have encouraged scientists
to record their experiments on videos. Animal studies using bio-tracking for
drug discovery [7] and cell development [31] for cancer research have greatly
benefited from technological advances in video data analysis. Easier to use,
more generic video segmentation tools are essential to drive the progress
further.
• Robotics and transportation. Automatic and semi-automatic navigation systems have improved significantly in the recent years. Currently, the
majority of changes can be attributed to the use of various depth sensors
like GPS or LIDAR (as in Google’s self-driving car [1] project). A more
extensive use of visual input (one of the richest and the highest resolution
sensors) promises an even greater improvement1 .
1

MobilEye (www.mobileye.com) reports passing self-driving car technology benchmarks using a purely vision-based car navigation system.
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• Video editing for non-professional users. Professional image and video
editing tools are often expensive and complicated to use. On the other hand
non-professional video editing tools do not provide enough functionality.
The creation of a powerful, yet user-friendly video editing tool for home use
applications (e.g. video stylisation [111]) might ignite a revolution in video
sharing. Instagram1 , a user friendly photo editing tool, is a recent success
story for image sharing.
• Harvesting ground truth data. It is well known that vast amounts of
synthetic and natural ground truth data can be exploited to solve challenging real world problems, such as the recently successful Microsoft Kinect
project [89] for human gesture recognition. A tool providing the ability to
efficiently label semantic objects in videos could help to create vast datasets
of labelled videos (similar to ImageNet [44] for images) for action, object
and class recognition, semantic segmentation and object tracking systems.
Semi-supervised video segmentation frameworks could also assist learning
of shape priors and gathering of various statistics of certain activity patterns (e.g. crowd density or customer motion) for enhanced security or
commercial advantage.

1.3

Challenges

The extreme inter- and intra-class appearance variability, changes in viewing angle, lighting, scale and object pose, as well as partial and full occlusions make
computer-based recognition and segmentation a major challenge. Despite this,
encouraging results can be achieved without requiring high-level knowledge of
visual semantics. The key to success is the correct problem setting and the right
choice of machine learning tools. In this work, we demonstrate that the standard approach to solving semi-supervised video segmentation tasks by dividing it
into separate subproblems (see Fig. 1.1) of label propagation [5, 109], interactive
segmentation [10, 17, 43] and tracking [45, 98], can be replaced by employing a
single, general semi-supervised video segmentation framework.
1

Source - www.instagram.com.
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The goal of developing such a general framework requires addressing the following design challenges.
• Segmentation of long and complex video sequences. A general semisupervised video segmentation algorithm is required to work on long and
complex, multi-label video sequences. Tackling this challenge is particularly important for successfully solving label propagation tasks [5]. Label
propagation systems are often required to analyse videos that are hundreds
of frames long [29] and contain more than ten classes of objects [5].
• Efficient use of user-provided labels. A semi-supervised video segmentation system should be able to perform an accurate segmentation with the
sparse ground truth labels provided. Solving this challenge is crucial for
two reasons. Firstly, it helps to avoid the problem of early drift in tracking
scenarios. Secondly, it minimises the cost of obtaining additional user interactions or ground-truth(ed) frames for interactive segmentation and label
propagation scenarios respectively.
• Computational efficiency. To perform tracking and interactive segmentation, the segmentation framework is required to be efficient in its usage
of computational power and memory resources.

1.4

Design Requirements

The three aforementioned design challenges can be directly translated into three
design requirements (see Fig. 1.2). The underlying algorithm for semi-supervised
video segmentation should, firstly, make use of mappings between temporally
proximate frames. Secondly, it should estimate the uncertainty of segmentation
labels. Finally, it should employ semi-supervised learning for parameter updates.
The requirement for an explicit use of mappings between neighbouring frames is
primarily motivated by the existence of an implicit appearance similarity in the
time domain. Directly exploiting temporal links for video segmentation decreases
the need for large amounts of ground truth labelling and increases the speed of
a segmentation algorithm if the segmentation of a particular frame is strongly
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Label propagation

Tracking

Interactive segmentation

Challenges

Design requirements

•

Long and complex sequences

•

Label uncertainty estimation

•

Efficient use of labels

•

Semi-supervised learning

•

Computational efficiency

•

Explicit use of temporal structure

Approach

Probabilistic modelling of temporal structure with semisupervised updates of model parameters

Figure 1.2: This figure illustrates challenges faced, design requirements met, and
the approach taken to perform semi-supervised video segmentation. We have
provided quantitative and qualitative results for label propagation, tracking and
interactive segmentation tasks.
influenced by label information in neighbouring frames. Furthermore, the ability
to estimate the uncertainty of labels is considered to be one of the most important
design requirements as it allows a segmentation framework to be applied for long
and complex videos. In the presence of uncertainty estimation, ambiguous regions
are indicated by low certainty of corresponding segmentation labels and their
influence on the further stages of the algorithm is decreased. This helps to obtain
better accuracy in the final output. Finally, semi-supervised learning of model
parameters from user-provided labels enables the extension of a segmentation
framework to scenarios with severe occlusions and sparse ground-truth labels.
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1.5

Approach

We propose using a probabilistic approach to perform semi-supervised video segmentation. Probabilistic modelling is favoured over energy minimisation [17] and
other formulations of the segmentation task [36, 49], for its ability to provide a
principled way of estimating uncertainty and performing semi-supervised updates
of model parameters and structure. In this dissertation, we present three probabilistic video models (Chapters 4, 5, 6) and corresponding inference and learning
algorithms.
The proposed models are “Mixture-of-trees” (MoT) models of the temporal
structure of a video. All models share the same high level factor graph structure,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Each video model assumes a video is represented as a
set of video regions (e.g. patches or super-pixels) which correspond to three types
of variables capturing appearance (Ik ), label (Zk ) and temporal mapping information (Tk ). Factor vertices connected to appearance layer variables and label
layer variables measure the similarity (in appearance or label domain) between
neighbouring video regions. Neighbouring video regions are indexed by temporal mapping variables. For each instance of temporal mapping variables, the
temporal structure model is a tree of video regions, hence the name of “Mixtureof-trees”. More details on MoT models are provided in Chapter 3.
To perform segmentation, we employ structured variational inference [13] of
video region label marginal posteriors. In Chapters 5 and 6, we propose inference
algorithms, which permit label inference and corresponding uncertainty estimation over the full video volume. Our approach differs from commonly used sliding
window approaches [5, 98] (also see Chapter 4), where label variables outside a
particular window of frames are clamped to their MAP values. An inference over
full video volume alleviates the shrinking bias [98] and increases the predictability of the segmentation framework (see Section 3.6). Such an approach is made
possible by separating inference over appearance, label and temporal mapping
variables in the variational posterior. This separation makes the proposed inference schemes computationally efficient, permitting potential applications for
both interactive segmentation and tracking scenarios.
To improve video segmentation performance on long and complex video se-
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“Mixture-of-Trees” probabilistic graphical video model

Soft Label Random Forest classifier

1. User label propagation
𝑰𝟎

𝑻𝟏

𝒁𝟎

𝑰𝟏

𝑰𝟐

𝑻𝟐

𝒁𝟏

𝑰𝒏−𝟏

𝑰𝒏

𝑻𝒏

𝒁𝟐

𝒁𝒏−𝟏

𝒁𝒏
2. Classifier learning

3. Label propagation

Final segmentation output

Figure 1.3: This figure provides an illustration of our approach to semi-supervised
video segmentation. Probabilistic label propagation (1) and classifier learning
(2) from inferred labels is performed iteratively. A standard Random Forest [21]
classifier is modified to be trained on class distributions as opposed to class labels.
The classifier result, which is also represented as pixel-wise class distributions, is
then injected into a label propagation system via label unaries. Typically, one
full iteration is used. Segmentation finishes with the label propagation step (3).
The segmentation result at the bottom of the figure is displayed as a probability
map. The dark red colour corresponds to a certain foreground object (a girl)
label and the dark blue colour corresponds to a certain background label.
quences, we propose a two step iterative approach illustrated in Fig. 1.3. During
the first step of iteration, segmentation labels and corresponding uncertainties
are inferred. During the second step, a novel Soft Label Random Forest classifier
is used to learn from the inferred label distributions (as opposed to scalar class
labels). Label distributions predicted by the classifier are then injected back into
the temporal structure model as label unaries for another iteration. As shown in
Chapter 4, such a process corresponds to the standard procedure of iterating between label inference and model parameter learning. The use of semi-supervised
learning of a classifier results in increased performance in long and complex sequences containing severe occlusions.
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1.6

Contributions

The contributions of this work are threefold:
• A series of novel “Mixture-of-trees” (MoT) probabilistic video models for
video segmentation and their extension to label propagation in long and
complex video sequences by using a novel Soft Label Random Forest classifier.
• Inference schemes for our “Mixture-of-trees” models allowing for efficient
uncertainty estimation of segmentation labels and semi-supervised updates
of the model parameters.
• An extensive quantitative and qualitative analysis of proposed segmentation algorithms for label propagation, interactive segmentation and tracking
tasks.
This thesis is based on extensions of work described in three conference publications listed in chronological order:
• Budvytis, I., Badrinarayanan, V., Cipolla, R., Label Propagation in
Complex Video Sequences using Semi-Supervised Learning, In
Proc. British Machine Vision Conference, Aberystwyth, September, 2010 [27].
• Budvytis, I., Badrinarayanan, V., Cipolla, R., Semi-Supervised Video
Segmentation using Tree Structured Graphical Models, In Proc.
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, Colorado Springs, June, 2011 [29].
• Budvytis, I., Badrinarayanan, V., Cipolla, R., MoT - Mixture of Trees
Probabilistic Graphical Model for Video Segmentation, In Proc.
British Machine Vision Conference, Surrey, September, 2012 [30].
• Badrinarayanan V., Budvytis I., Cipolla, R., Semi-Supervised Video
Segmentation using Random Forests, Book Chapter in Decision Forests:
for Computer Vision and Medical Image Analysis, Edited by Criminisi A.,
Shotton J., Springer, 2013 [41].
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• Badrinarayanan, V., Budvytis, I., Cipolla, R., Semi-Supervised Video
Segmentation using Tree Structured Graphical Models, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, 2013. To appear [6].
Other works published during the first year of my PhD include:
• Budvytis, I., Kim, T-K., Cipolla, R., Making a Shallow Network Deep:
Growing a Tree from Decision Regions of a Boosting Classifier, In
Proc. British Machine Vision Conference, Aberystwyth, September, 2010 [28].
• Kim, T-K., Budvytis, I., Cipolla, R., Making a Shallow Network Deep:
Conversion of a Boosting Classifier into a Decision Tree by Boolean
Optimisation, International Journal of Computer Vision, 100(2):203-215,
2012. BMVC 2010 special issue [59].

1.7

Outline

The remainder of this thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 investigates the related work on video segmentation. Chapter 3 introduces a novel
semi-supervised video segmentation framework based on a family of “Mixture-oftrees” (MoT) probabilistic graphical video models. Each of the following three
chapters introduces a novel instance of an MoT model. Chapter 4, extends video
model of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] to be used for label propagation for long and
complex video sequences [27]. Chapter 5 introduces a novel patch-based video
model [6, 29], able to efficiently infer pixel label marginal posteriors over the
full video volume and producing the state-of-the-art segmentation performance.
Finally, Chapter 6 describes a novel super-pixel based “Mixture-of-trees” video
model [30] which is more efficient in both speed and usage of RAM by two orders of magnitude, with only a marginal decrease in the segmentation accuracy.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarising our contribution and providing
directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Video Segmentation
2.1

Introduction

Image and video segmentation can be described as a task of grouping similar
image and video regions such as pixels, patches or super-pixels and can be viewed
as equivalent to clustering task in machine learning [94]. Segmentation algorithms
can be divided into unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised approaches.
Depending on the segmentation approach employed, the image or video segment
can correspond to various concepts ranging from semantic objects or object classes
(e.g. tree, sky, building) to layers of similar motion and appearance (e.g. moving
person in a surveillance footage) or to spatially and temporally smooth regions of
image or video (e.g. super-pixels [49, 71]). In this chapter, we provide an overview
of unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised video segmentation algorithms,
and explain their similarities and differences to our work.
We start our discussion with the most important works in image segmentation
in Section 2.2, as the majority of video segmentation algorithms share common
formulations with their image segmentation counterparts. The rest of the chapter
is organised as follows. We explore unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised
video segmentation algorithms in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. Finally, in
Section 2.6 we provide a brief introduction to heuristic segmentation frameworks,
which make use of convenient interfaces to guide the user through the work-flow
of segmentation.
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2.2

Image Segmentation

We proceed by discussing various techniques employed for image segmentation.
Building up on the categorisation suggested by Szeliski [94], image segmentation
techniques can be grouped as follows:
• Active contours. Active contour image segmentation algorithms aim at
performing a segmentation of a single object by detecting its boundaries.
To achieve this goal, an initial object outline is iteratively adjusted by
incorporating edge and object shape prior information. Examples of segmentation frameworks based on active contours include snakes [58], intelligent scissors [72] and level set [70] techniques. Extensions to video segmentation work by propagating the estimated shape (e.g. level set based
tracking methods [12, 36, 40]) or a distribution of shapes (e.g. Kalman
snakes [15, 96], CONDENSATION [53]) frame by frame. See Blake and
Isard [14] for a detailed review of active contours algorithms for image and
video segmentation.
• Region splitting and merging. Region splitting and merging is one
of the oldest approaches to image segmentation. It dates back to the approaches of Horowitz and Pavlidis [52] and Brice and Fennema [22] from
the 1970’s. Such segmentation algorithms aim at partitioning an image into
regions by recursively dividing or merging regions of pixels until a stopping
criterion such as region uniformity or size threshold is satisfied. Recent
counterparts include Watershed [105], various super-pixelisation algorithms
[71] as well as graph-based segmentation approaches [46, 87]. Extensions
to videos include methods considering video as a 3D volume [85] or adding
temporal links connecting regions in neighbouring frames as in graph-based
formulations [49].
• Graph-theoretical methods. Graph-theoretical segmentation methods
[113, 116], also referred to as graph-based methods, can be viewed as a part
of region growing and merging techniques. Such methods formulate the segmentation problem as a task of node clustering on a graph. Each node in
such a graph corresponds to an image region (e.g. pixel or super-pixel) and
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each edge corresponds to relative similarity between a pair of image regions
identified by the nodes of the edge. The aim of graph-theoretical segmentation algorithms is to find clusters of nodes in a graph which maximise
the node similarity within the cluster and increase the dissimilarity across
the different clusters. The most popular recent graph-theoretical segmentation algorithms are the ones by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [46] and Shi
and Malik [87]. Their extensions to videos are created by adding dense
temporal connections to the graph structure [49] or by clustering tracks of
regions [66].
• Mode finding techniques. Mode finding segmentation algorithms work
by modelling feature vectors associated to image regions as samples from
some probability density function. By using either parametric (e.g. mixtures of Gaussians [13]) or non-parametric (e.g. Parzen window technique
[13]) modelling of feature distributions they aim at finding clusters (modes)
in such distributions. Mode finding techniques such as k-means [13] or
mean-shift [38] have many applications as end goal systems or as components in segmentation systems. Examples include super-pixelisation [2]
and colour modelling for segmentation [38, 84]. More complex models for
probability density function and mode finding techniques are used for texture modelling [54], auto-context learning [99] and many probabilistic approaches. Their extensions to videos often consider extending 2D image
regions to 3D, space-time cubes [35, 108] or employing layers of similar
appearance and motion [56, 107].
• Probabilistic modelling. Probabilistic methods formulate the image segmentation task as an inference task. Unlike other problem formulations,
methods based on probabilistic modelling allow to conveniently incorporate task specific knowledge and provide principled ways for estimating the
uncertainty of inferred solutions. The most popular group of probabilistic
segmentation methods consists of approaches which make use of pairwise
Markov Random Fields [16]. They work by encoding appearance and label similarity between neighbouring pixels (pairwise terms), and finding the
configuration of labels (MAP estimate) which respects the similarity terms
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most. As indicated by Singaraju et al. [90], the use of pairwise MRF’s
unifies three major branches of semi-supervised segmentation algorithms:
shortest path algorithms [9], graph cut based algorithms [17, 19, 84] and random walk algorithms [48]. Other probabilistic methods include previously
described mode finding techniques and various task specific probabilistic
models. Their extensions to video often include addition of the temporal
links to connect neighbouring frames [5, 17, 45].
• Energy-based methods. Energy-based methods work by specifying a
task as an energy function containing two sets of terms. The first set of
terms is used to describe the conditions required to be satisfied by a potential solution. The second set of terms is used to restrict and regularize
the space of solutions in order to avoid assigning complex solutions which
overfit the data. Similarly to probabilistic modelling, energy-based methods provide a convenient and intuitive way for describing a task for which
conventional energy optimisation techniques can be used. On the other
hand, energy-based methods cannot make use of some benefits of probabilistic methods such as principled uncertainty estimation. Despite this,
in practice, most of probabilistic frameworks, such as the ones based on
MRFs, which employ MAP inference, can also be viewed as energy minimisation problems. Along with MRF-based frameworks, energy-based methods incorporate previously mentioned graph-based approaches as well as
algorithms using the popular piecewise constant image representation by
Mumford and Shah [73]. Energy-based method extensions to videos include frame-to-frame propagation of segmentation labels [36] or addition of
temporal terms [17] to the energy function.
In our work described in this thesis, we employ a probabilistic formulation of
video segmentation task. We choose probabilistic modelling in order to be able
to estimate the uncertainty of labelling, which is needed to enable efficient semisupervised learning from the inferred labels.
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2.3

Unsupervised Segmentation

We start with unsupervised video segmentation methods [35, 54, 57, 66, 102],
which do not use any labels and employ only appearance information (e.g. images or video frames) to perform segmentation. Such methods perform segmentation by grouping pixels and sets of pixels into clusters by using texture [54],
shape [57] and motion [35] cues or some combinations of them [66, 102]. Applications of unsupervised video segmentation methods include video editing [82],
video analysis and summarisation [80, 100], video interpolation [54, 57] and object recognition [95]. Unsupervised video segmentation algorithms can be divided
in the following three categories: those aiming to learn a compact image or video
representation [35, 54, 56, 57], photometric image and video segmentation algorithms [2, 49, 71, 87, 102] and motion segmentation algorithms [25, 93, 118]. We
describe each of these categories in the following sections.

2.3.1

Compact Representations

We begin by describing the first category of unsupervised video segmentation algorithms based on compact representations of images or videos. Such algorithms
assume that an image, a set of images or a video can be explained by a compact
representation expressed as a map of pixels [57], 2D [54] or 3D [35] patches, or
as several video layers [56] corresponding to different moving objects. The learning algorithm typically consists of estimating the compact representation and a
mapping from it to the original image or video. Common approaches to learning
compact representations for video segmentation are based on layered [55, 56, 107]
and mozaic models [35, 54, 57].
Layered models [47, 55, 56, 107] aim to summarise a video sequence as a set
of layers and corresponding transformations from the layers to video frames. A
map of the correspondence of pixels to layers provides an unsupervised segmentation. For instance, the Transformed HMM model by Jojic et al. [56] aims to
extract latent semantic clusters such as different head poses in a video of a moving head given the number of clusters. It represents a video as a set of images
and transformations including translation, rotation and shearing. A more powerful layered model allowing for arbitrary shapes of objects is the Flexible Sprites
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model [55]. An extension of this model also includes subspace modelling of the
latent layer appearance [47]. These methods demonstrate good results on simple test sequences with static backgrounds or where one layer occupies a major
portion of the image(s).
While layer models aim at generating video frames from frame size layers,
mozaic models [35, 54, 57] instead aim at learning compact representations that
are smaller than input image dimensions. They can be efficiently used for video
editing or other segmentation applications for simple videos which contain a single, easily distinguishable instance of foreground object. The rectangular patchbased Epitome model [54] aims to learn a compact representation (epitome) of
an image, which could be used as an object appearance model lying between an
inflexible template and a structureless histogram model. An extension to videos
based on space time rectangular patches has also been proposed [35]. The rectangular nature of patches results in blocky image reconstruction. To alleviate this
problem the Jigsaw model [57] infers a latent representation of an image based
on estimating a smooth pixel wise mapping from the latent representation (the
Jigsaw) to the image. The authors demonstrate how some learnt Jigsaw pieces
of arbitrary shape can possibly explain semantic parts of an image (nose in a
face image for example). These semantic pieces are usually not a direct result
of latent variable inference. For instance, an ad-hoc clustering of the inferred
Jigsaw is necessary, as a post-processing step, to discover the possibly semantic
pieces. Both epitomes and Jigsaws can be learnt for a set of similar images or a
video sequence. Following the work of Badrinarayanan et al. [5], in Chapters 4
and 5, we employ the Epitome technique to model the temporal links between
subsequent video frames.

2.3.2

Photometric Segmentation

The second category of unsupervised video segmentation algorithms consists of
photometric image and video segmentation algorithms, which aim at grouping
pixels similar in their photometric cues [2, 71] (e.g. color, texture). Their extensions to video aim to make the groupings temporally smooth using local motion
information [49, 63, 87, 102]. Their applications include providing building blocks
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for object recognition [26, 71], stereo matching [95], segmentation [102] and tracking [98]. Photometric video segmentation methods [49, 63, 102] mainly differ in
how they enforce temporal smoothness of established video regions. We discuss
few of the most important algorithms below.
In the segmentation framework of Vazquez-Reina et al. [102], a video frame
is first segmented into super-pixels at various scales. Several sequences of superpixels within a time window are filtered out based on their photometric inconsistency. The remaining super-pixel sequence hypotheses are assigned a class label
based on MAP inference on a higher order CRF model [61] which incorporates
spatio-temporal smoothness.
While Vazquez-Reina et al. [102] perform segmentation using a sliding time
window approach, Grundmann et al. [49] present a photometric video segmentation algorithm which considers full video volume at once. Their framework extends the graph-based segmentation approach by Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher
[46] to connect image regions both temporally and spatially. The graph-based
formulation allows for an efficient, near real-time video segmentation.
As most unsupervised algorithms, the methods of Vazquez-Reina et al. [102]
and Grundmann et al. [49] suffer from either over-segmentation or under-segmentation of objects of different sizes within the same frame. Lee et al. [62] attempt
to solve this problem by automatically discovering object-like segments based on
their appearance and motion cues learnt from external data. Over- and undersegmentation problems can be further tackled by considering long term motion
constraints as in motion segmentation algorithms described in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.3

Motion Segmentation

The third category of unsupervised video segmentation algorithms consist of motion segmentation approaches. Unlike photometric segmentation methods, which
use motion vectors as a part of a large set of cues for segmentation, motion segmentation algorithms [25, 118] focus on using the temporal structure built from
frame-to-frame motion vectors explicitly. Applications of motion segmentation
algorithms include joint motion and segmentation estimation [118] and structure from motion [39] methods. Motion segmentation algorithms can be broadly
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divided into two categories: dense and sparse motion estimation.
Dense motion segmentation approaches compute joint pixel-wise motion and
segmentation. One simple way of performing dense motion segmentation is to
use the discontinuities in the estimated optical flow as by Horn and Schunck [51]
as well as Beck et al. [11]. However this is not a sufficient cue for segmentation,
especially in situations when an object of interest is not moving with respect to
the surrounding background in the video. A more sophisticated approach is to use
optical flow to establish temporal links (i.e. temporal mapping structure) across
neighbouring frames. Such a temporal mapping structure can either be used as
one of the cues for one of the previously mentioned photometric segmentation
algorithms [102] or for temporal label propagation [34]. One important problem
with the label propagation approaches which use such a temporal structure is
the label drift caused by the regularisation of temporal flow vectors which forces
dis-occluded pixels to be mapped to pixels of a wrong class. One way to attempt
to solve such a problem is to estimate flow reliability via agreement of forward
and backward flows [34]. As this still might not be sufficient, occlusion aware
optical flow algorithms [4] could be considered. However, as our experiments
in Section 3.5 shows, determining occlusion in complex videos is an unsolved
task. Instead, we found that label drift can be significantly reduced if temporal
mappings were established by an algorithm which, in contrast to many optical
flow algorithms, does not employ any regularisation of temporal mappings. We
proposed temporal linkage to be created by matching the most similar patches
between neighbouring frames. While such a linkage did not aim to match pairs
of identical pixels, it still matched the majority of pixels of the same class. This
is due to the similarity of the local appearance of pixels of the same class in
neighbouring frames.
Another way of performing dense segmentation is to directly combine motion estimation and segmentation. Examples of such algorithms include layered
optical flow methods [78, 93, 107], which work by creating a generative model
of layer appearance and motion vectors. Layered optical flow methods primarily focus on obtained flow accuracy, returning segmentation as a by-product of
the estimation of optical flow layers. Exceptions include work by Sun et al. [93]
where they explicitly model affine motion fields for different motion layers and use
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a complex discrete optimisation scheme to perform joint motion estimation and
segmentation. Examples of joint motion estimation and segmentation methods
which do not rely on layered models include works by Chang et al. [33] and Zitnick et al. [118]. Particularly interesting is the work of Zitnick et al. [118] which
shares many similarities to our super-pixel based “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic
graphical video model described in Chapter 6. Like our approach, Zitnick et al.
[118] build a probabilistic model of the temporal mapping structure of a video
where each point in a frame has temporal mappings established to neighbouring
frames and variational inference is used to perform joint segmentation and motion estimation. Unfortunately, due to the use of a fully factorised variational
distribution, satisfactory results are achieved for neither optical flow estimates
nor segmentation. In contrast, we use structured variational inference to achieve
the state-of-the-art segmentation performance.
The second category of motion segmentation algorithms work by estimating
sparse motion by tracking of image features. Multi-body factorisation methods [39, 81, 114] is one of the dominant subsets of sparse motion segmentation
algorithms. Segmentation and motion estimation is achieved by performing singular value decomposition of a matrix representing feature tracks into shape and
motion components, thus allowing recovery of both the segmentation and corresponding 3D tracks. An important drawback of the majority of multi-body
factorisation algorithms is the need for tracks to be of the same length and the
inability to handle occlusion. Another group of sparse motion segmentation methods addresses this problem by employing track clustering techniques [25, 91] as
opposed to matrix singular value decomposition. For instance, Brox and Malik
[25] use a tracker based on large displacement optical flow [26] to compute dense
trajectories across frames and then use spectral clustering [75] to group tracks to
provide segmentation of objects. As the resulting segmentation by the method
of Brox and Malik [25] has sparse labels, an extension to obtain dense labels is
suggested by Ochs and Brox [77]. This is achieved by the use of video superpixelisation and spreading the sparse segmentation labels from the super-pixels
overlapping the tracks to the other super-pixels.
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2.4

Semi-Supervised Segmentation

In the previous section we briefly reviewed unsupervised video segmentation
methods. Here, we proceed to discuss semi-supervised video segmentation methods, which focus on obtaining the segmentation of a particular object or multiple
objects using both appearance information and user-provided labels. Labels are
typically provided as a partial labelling (e.g. mouse brush strokes [84]), full labelling [5, 45, 98] of some video frames, or by establishing an initial center location
or a bounding box around an object of interest [36]. Semi-supervised video segmentation algorithms are used for video editing [43] and stylisation [110], harvesting labelled data for semi-supervised learning [5] or object detection and tracking [45, 98]. They can be divided into three categories: label propagation methods
[5], interactive video segmentation algorithms [84] and tracking approaches [98],
which we describe in more detail below.

2.4.1

Label Propagation

Video label propagation methods [5, 45, 98, 109] aim to obtain fully labelled
videos from one or a small number of user-labelled frames (typically from two
end frames). Unlike interactive video segmentation algorithms, they favour the
ability to obtain high labelling accuracy as opposed to a perfect edge delineation.
They differ from tracking algorithms in their ability to use labels from any part
of the video, and also in their need for propagating labels of multiple objects or
object classes.
Many label propagation algorithms [34, 37] operate by establishing a spatiotemporal structure via optical flow and then propagating labels frame-by-frame
(i.e. sliding window inference) in one (forward) or two (forward and backward)
passes over the video. Algorithms employing such a label propagation approach
often suffer from erroneous label propagation due to sliding window inference
and label drift. The use of sliding window inference facilitates propagation of
incorrect class labels over time. The label drift appears when dis-occluded pixels
being matched to pixels of incorrect class due to the regularisation of temporal
mappings [34] (also see Section 3.5).
Label drift can be reduced by using various techniques. For example, Chuang
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et al. [37] attempt to overcome this problem by not considering pixels for label propagation when the disagreement between the corresponding forward and
backward flows is too large. In addition to this, Chen and Corso [34] attempt to
tackle label drift by employing a colour model. While such an approach works
for simple videos, it struggles to produce an acceptable labelling accuracy for
complex videos. Wang et al. [110] present an interesting solution using optical
flow to obtain only a skeleton of labels residing within regions of labels for the
next frame, therefore avoiding labelling next to occlusion boundaries. Unlike
the three aforementioned approaches, Badrinarayanan et al. [5] propose using
a generative model of appearance, semantic labels and temporal mappings (i.e.
temporal structure) which does not need optical flow estimation. Instead, they
establish frame to frame mappings via unregularised patch correlations, and thus
avoid label drift to a large extent (see Section 3.5).
An erroneous label propagation caused by the use of sliding window inference
also has various fixes. For instance, in Chapter 4 we propose to extend the framework of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] using propagation of a special label termed as
“void” which is introduced at class conflicts in order to avoid propagation of incorrect labels. A more sophisticated fix is offered by Wang and Collomosse [109].
They attempt to counter erroneous label propagation by employing probabilistic
motion estimates (as opposed to discrete motion vectors) for label propagation.
Similar to Kalman snakes [15, 96] or the CONDENSATION [53] algorithm, their
probabilistic motion estimates guide the diffusion (as opposed to hard assignment) of pixel labelling from frame to frame, and therefore reduce erroneous
label propagation.
Finally, issues related to the use of sliding window inference can be alleviated
by employing full video volume inference methods which do not rely on instantaneous decision making. While full video volume inference often requires more
computational resources, some applicable solutions do exist. For example, Fathi
et al. [45] use the random walk formulation on a Gaussian Random Field [13]
formulation to perform MAP inference over the whole video volume. Similarly,
in Chapters 5 and 6 we demonstrate how marginal posterior inference on a network of discrete label variables in our proposed “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic
graphical video models (see Chapter 3) can be employed to good effect.
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2.4.2

Interactive Segmentation

Interactive video segmentation methods aim to obtain a segmentation of one or
several objects from user-provided labels. As mentioned earlier, in contrast to
label propagation frameworks, interactive video object segmentation focuses on
obtaining a nearly perfect segmentation with high accuracy object edge delineation. They can also incorporate a possibility of user interaction in any part
of the video and hence require real-time reactive performance. They are mainly
applied for video editing [17].
Interactive video segmentation approaches are often based on pairwise Markov
Random Field [16] formulations. In these algorithms image segmentation is typically formulated as a MAP inference task on an MRF, which models similarity
between neighbouring pixels (pairwise terms). As indicated by Singaraju et al.
[90], a segmentation problem on a continuous MRF, for a particular shape of
the pairwise term, leads to three major groups of algorithms: shortest path algorithms [9], graph cut [17, 19] algorithms and random walk [45, 48, 117] algorithms,
all based on the existence of efficient optimisers. There are other methods using
higher order MRFs as well. For example, Vicente et al. [103] modify the energy
function to include connectivity priors on a discrete MRF to assist segmentation
of thin structures, whereas Lempitsky et al. [65] include shape priors for better
segmentation.
Interactive video segmentation algorithms, which are not based on standard
pairwise MRF formulation, include the GeoS framework [43] which employs a
parametrisation of the solution space of segmentations using geodesic distance
transforms. It can not only efficiently find solutions, but is also capable of estimating their uncertainty. Another interesting approach is demonstrated by
Baugh and Kokaram [10], where sparse feature tracks are used to propagate mattes. Feature tracking approaches are reliable in long videos and have an ability
to tackle occlusion, however, they are sensitive to motion blur as shown in Section 5.5.5. Interactive segmentation can also be performed by employing various
ad hoc systems which combine multiple algorithms [8, 79, 97]. We discuss them
separately in Section 2.6.
It is important to mention that while the strength of our framework is focused
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on being able to label long and complex videos with the help of label uncertainty
estimation and semi-supervised learning, we achieve visually pleasing results in
interactive segmentation scenarios as well (see Sections 5.5.5 and 6.5.3). We
also demonstrate the ability to incorporate edge sensitive smoothing (see Section 5.5.1) in our framework and to introduce a new way to employ the inferred
label marginal posteriors for user interaction (see Section 5.5.6).

2.4.3

Joint Tracking and Segmentation

The final subset of semi-supervised video segmentation algorithms consists of joint
tracking and segmentation methods [12, 36, 45, 98]. Such methods, unlike label
propagation and interactive segmentation algorithms, are designed to perform
automatic segmentation once the object of interest is initiated and need to operate
in an on-line fashion, at real-time speeds.
Early tracking systems are based on active contour [14] techniques such as
Kalman snakes [15, 96], intelligent scissors [72] or level sets [70]. They work by
updating a shape model over time based on edge information and an object shape
prior. The main attraction of level set [70] methods comes from their ability to
adapt to the change in shape topology of a tracked object. With the introduction
of the Chan-Vese [32] formulation, general properties of the inside and the outside
regions of the tracked object, have also been incorporated. This capability has
been further extended by Chockalingam et al. [36] to probabilistically incorporate
colour statistics and shape information for object tracking. Despite encouraging
performance, most level-set approaches are limited to tracking a single object and
do not provide sharp object edges.
To segment multiple objects with sharp edges, MRF-based segmentation approaches [69, 98, 106] are often employed. Such methods work by establishing
temporal links between frames via feature tracking or optical flow. They use the
tracks to propagate labels frame by frame, at each step refining the propagation
via graph cut [17] or a similar optimisation technique. As a strong shape prior is
rarely used, and segmentation based on global energy function optimisation methods (e.g. graph cut) can lead to unpredictable results, various counter-measures
are taken. For example, Malcolm et al. [69] attempt to introduce geodesic metrics
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in the graph cut framework in order to avoid segmentations which produce object
boundaries far away from the expected position of the object. Wang et al. [106]
employ depth and occlusion reasoning into the graph cut framework in order to
avoid unwanted spreading of labels. Tsai et al. [98] jointly optimise for temporal
motion and semantic labels in an energy minimisation framework.
Unfortunately, as all of the aforementioned methods use the forward propagation of labels in a sliding window manner, they are very sensitive to even small
errors in the propagated labels. The method of Fathi et al. [45] is an example of
an attempt to employ full video volume inference instead of sliding window inference. They formulate the segmentation problem as an inference over a Gaussian
Random Field [13] representing a spatio-temporal network of super-pixels. They
infer pixel label uncertainties and use them to guide the segmentation algorithm
(labels of most “certain” frames are iteratively clamped). However, due to noisy
spatio-temporal links, this self-training approach is such that the frame which is
close to the previously labelled frame is chosen to be clamped, making this approach particularly similar to a typical sliding window algorithm. Instead, in our
semi-supervised video segmentation framework, we successfully employ full video
volume inference of pixel label marginal posteriors for semi-supervised learning,
without the need for any special treatment.

2.5

Supervised Segmentation

The final category of video segmentation algorithms consists of supervised methods. To obtain a segmentation, such methods employ external appearance and
label information which is typically obtained by learning of classifiers. Supervised video segmentation algorithms are applied to assist autonomous vehicle
driving [23], in video search [88], in database driven image and video understanding [68] and in gaming consoles [89]. Supervised segmentation algorithms
can be divided into two sets of approaches, which employ either unstructured or
structured classification.
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2.5.1

Unstructured Classification

Unstructured classifiers perform segmentation by predicting a class label for each
video region (e.g. pixel) in a video independently. The Random Forest classifier
[21] is one of the many examples of unstructured classifiers. It works by learning
a subset of random decision trees, each of which predicts a class distribution for
every data point. Due to its simplicity and efficiency in both training and testing,
the Random Forest classifier has recently gained popularity in joint classification
and segmentation [23, 88, 89]. In Chapter 4, we extend the standard Random
Forest classifier to incorporate label distributions as opposed to scalar label values
at training time, in order to enable semi-supervised learning from pixel label
marginal posteriors.
Our approach of iteratively inferring labels and semi-supervised learning of
a classifier bears similarity to an interesting unstructured classification approach
by Tu and Bai [99], which employs learning from context. In this work they
iteratively learn classifiers for which they not only provide standard training data,
but also predict labels from a classifier learnt in a previous iteration. They
empirically demonstrate that such a procedure leads to an increased classification
accuracy, which they explain as the effect of learning from context.
Another interesting approach of unstructured classification is demonstrated
by Liu et al. [68]. Unlike traditional classification frameworks, in this work, the
classification labels for test images are provided by directly performing feature
point matching from an image or video of interest to a large labelled dataset of
images. While exciting initial results in scene alignment and parsing are reported
for this method, to work successfully on arbitrary videos, such an approach would
require an extremely large dataset of labelled images.

2.5.2

Structured Classification

Structured classifiers work by incorporating external unstructured classifier knowledge with spatial and temporal label smoothness constraints usually between
neighbouring pixels. Conditional Random Field (CRF) models [17] are an example of widely applied structured classifiers which have lead the way in image
segmentation problems. Their main attraction arises from the ability to perform
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global optimisation or in finding a strong local minima of a particular class (submodular class) of CRFs at interactive speeds [17, 18]. Recent versions of CRFs
also provide efficient ways for learning complicated pairwise potential functions
as demonstrated by the frameworks of Decision Tree Fields [76] and Regression
Tree Fields [83].

2.6

Work-Flow Based Video Segmentation

In this section, we briefly review some work-flow based video segmentation algorithms, which are usually employed for interactive video segmentation. Work-flow
methods operate by amalgamating various techniques and are hard to compare
with standard approaches. Many of the commercial systems, such as Adobe
Photoshop After Effects [3], are based on work-flow methods.
The main motivation of work-flow based video segmentation algorithms [8]
arises from the observation that many segmentation techniques rely on global
optimisation methods (e.g. graph cut), which do not guarantee fast and userfriendly convergence to a solution in a complex video. Instead of using global
techniques, they integrate various cues locally and provide powerful interfaces for
users to adjust the segmentation result. For instance, in the LabelMe Video [115]
tool a user draws a polygon around an object at the start frame, in some key
frames and the end frame. This polygon is then interpolated using an object specific 2D or 3D velocity model on an ego-motion compensated video. In contrast,
to avoid the need of the interface for drawing polygons, object-cut-and-paste system [67] uses mouse brush strokes to guide the segmentation which is obtained
via label propagation and using object color models. Bai et al. [8] use more powerful classifiers, which incorporate a shape prior and multiple other local image
features in the Video SnapCut algorithm. Furthermore, Price et al. [79] suggest
employing an iterative re-weighting of the combined cues.
The main drawbacks of the previous frameworks are the heuristic nature of
cue integration, use of an unreliable optical flow, short time-window processing
and their sensitivity to motion blur. In our work, we instead use a video model
which provides reliable segmentation for long time windows, performs a principled
integration of various cues through unary learning and outputs “predictable”
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results. These predictable results are achieved due to the use of inference of pixel
label marginal posteriors (see Section 3.6) as opposed to MAP inference. We
provide quantitative and qualitative comparisons with a commercial work-flow
system, the Adobe Photoshop After Effects [3] in Section 5.5.5.

2.7

Summary

Video segmentation is a fundamental problem of computer vision. A variety
of algorithms, based on their image segmentation counterparts, have been developed to handle unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised segmentation
scenarios. Unsupervised video segmentation frameworks often use an approach
of explicit modelling (probabilistic or otherwise) of temporal mappings, whereas
semi-supervised and supervised approaches tend to use a fixed temporal structure
(e.g. mappings established by optical flow) and mainly focus on label inference
algorithms. The significant difference between semi-supervised and supervised
approaches lies in the complexity of classifiers used. Semi-supervised approaches
often employ a simple global colour model or simple local classifiers trained on
sparse user-provided labels. In contrast, supervised approaches learns complex
classifiers using external datasets. Moreover, very few approaches provide uncertainty estimates for the inferred labels and even fewer have the efficient inference
and learning algorithms required to iterate between label inference and parameter
update. The work represented in this thesis shares various insights with unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised segmentation frameworks [5, 45, 99, 118]
and combines temporal structure modelling with label uncertainty inference and
the semi-supervised learning of parameters.
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Chapter 3
Novel Semi-Supervised Video
Segmentation Framework
3.1

Introduction

The task of semi-supervised video segmentation involves segmenting a video using
only sparse seed labels provided by the user. Label propagation, object tracking and interactive segmentation are three separate examples of semi-supervised
video segmentation tasks. Despite having a common objective, they are often
solved using different approaches, leading to limited applicability and increased
design costs of the algorithms. The primary contribution of our work is a unified semi-supervised video segmentation framework, based on “Mixture-of-trees”
probabilistic graphical video models, which is applicable for all three tasks (see
Fig. 3.1). In this chapter we provide a definition of the proposed semi-supervised
video segmentation framework and discuss the most important design choices
made. A detailed description of algorithms following our proposed framework is
provided in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
The key challenge of developing a unified segmentation framework is to satisfy
all the individual application specific performance requirements simultaneously.
For instance, label propagation systems [5, 37, 109] are required to perform propagation of multiple labels of complex objects in long video sequences. Interactive
segmentation algorithms [10, 17, 43] are engineered to be computationally effi-
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S1 - Temporal label propagation

S2 - Learnt classifier

S3 - Final result

Object cut-out

Max of marginal posterior colour code: 0.0
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Figure 3.1: This figure illustrates the output of three steps of our proposed semisupervised video segmentation framework. The video sequence and corresponding
ground truth labels are shown on the top two rows. Only the start frame labels
are used to perform the segmentation. The first step corresponds to the initial
segmentation result (S1), which was obtained using a “Mixture-of-trees” temporal
structure model described in Chapter 5. We occasionally refer to this step as
temporal label propagation step. The second step corresponds to learning of a
classifier (S2) from inferred class distributions during step (S1). The final result
(S3) is obtained by injecting classifier output as label unaries and performing label
propagation. The object cut-out is obtained by assigning each pixel with the most
likely class label. In rows corresponding to the three steps of the segmentation
framework, the obtained labelling is displayed using a probability map where a
dark red colour corresponds to the confident foreground object and a dark blue
colour to the confident background.
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cient and to be able to extract accurate boundaries of highly salient, relatively
large objects in short video sequences. Tracking algorithms [36, 45, 98] focus on
robust occlusion handling in order to label the object centre and rough boundaries of the object. We divide the aforementioned performance requirements into
the challenges of performing segmentation of long and complex video sequences
and the efficient exploitation of user-provided labels as well as computational
resources.
To solve for the challenges arising in designing a unified semi-supervised video
segmentation framework, we identify three key design features which should be
implemented in modelling, inference and learning algorithms (see Fig. 3.2).
• Explicit use of temporal structure. We propose employing a unifying
family of “Mixture-of-trees” (MoT) probabilistic graphical video models for
temporal structure modelling. In the MoT model, each video region (e.g.
pixel, patch or super-pixel) is associated with random variables representing
appearance, label and temporal mapping information. A simple instance
of the MoT probabilistic graphical video model is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. A
more complex instance which inspired our work was presented by Badrinarayanan et al. [5]. See Section 3.2 for a detailed description of the family
of MoT probabilistic graphical video models.
• Uncertainty estimation of inferred labelling. We propose using marginal posterior inference over label variables for both determining segmentation labels and estimating their uncertainty. In contrast to most of the
semi-supervised segmentation works, inference in our proposed framework
is performed over full video volume. Several strategies of structured variational inference are constructed to achieve the goal (see Chapters 5 and 6).
• Semi-supervised learning from seed labels provided by the user.
We propose capturing dependencies of label variables in distant frames by
employing the following iterative procedure. In the first step, a structured
variational inference strategy is used to obtain marginal posterior distributions of label variables. In this thesis, we occasionally refer to this part of
our proposed segmentation algorithm as label propagation. In the second
step, a novel classifier is trained using the inferred labelling. The output
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Figure 3.2: This figure illustrates three flow charts listing design challenges and
potential solutions considered during the design of the proposed semi-supervised
video segmentation framework. Design challenges are indicated with dashed rectangles. Design features which were considered to be adopted as potential solutions
are indicated with full rectangles. Key design features in modelling, inference and
learning, which have been implemented in our framework, are shown at the top
of the respective decision trees. The chapters and sections discussing particular
design challenges and solutions are italicised.
of the classifier is then injected into the propagation framework as label
unaries for another iteration. Figure 3.1 illustrates the labelling obtained
at different steps of the proposed procedure.
The implementation of the three aforementioned design features increases the
applicability of the proposed semi-supervised video segmentation framework as
follows. Firstly, using the temporal structure based on “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical video models allows for computationally efficient inference and
accurate segmentation. Accuracy and computational efficiency is enhanced by
considering temporal mappings only between neighbouring frames, leaving the
dependencies between non-neighbouring frames to be captured by a classifier,
learnt in a semi-supervised manner. Secondly, the chosen modelling of the temporal structure permits structured variational inference of approximate marginal
posteriors (as opposed to the MAP estimate) of both label and temporal mapping variables over the full video volume. Full video volume inference of labels
enables an efficient use of user-provided labels, as newly provided label evidence
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can affect any region of a video. Obtaining marginal posterior distributions of
label variables also enables the estimation of label uncertainty which prevents
propagation of erroneous labels in long video sequences. Finally, the combination
of uncertainty estimation and semi-supervised learning further increases the performance of the segmentation algorithm on long and complex video sequences as
it captures the dependencies between distant video frames.
The remainder of this chapter discusses the most important design choices,
also listed in Fig. 3.2, of our proposed semi-supervised video segmentation framework. In Section 3.2, the definition of general temporal structure models, which
can be used for semi-supervised video segmentation is introduced. In Section 3.3,
a family of “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical video models, which is a
subset of general temporal structure models, is defined. Section 3.4 discusses the
difference between using directed and undirected graphical modelling approaches
for MoT video models. Section 3.5 discusses the effect of regularisation on the
quality of the segmented object boundaries and is followed by the analysis of
five label uncertainty estimation strategies in Section 3.6. Finally, Section 3.7
explains how semi-supervised learning of a classifier can be used to efficiently
capture dependencies between distant video frames.
Related work
To the best of our knowledge, our proposed segmentation framework is the
first successful attempt to design a framework satisfying the following properties:
probabilistic modelling of dense temporal structure, efficient inference of marginal
posterior distributions of label and temporal mapping variables over the full video
volume and use of efficient semi-supervised learning for capturing dependencies
between distant video frames. Nearly all of the existing semi-supervised video
segmentation algorithms are based on frameworks which satisfy none or only a
few of the aforementioned properties. We highlight some directly related research
here.
A large group of semi-supervised video segmentation methods [5, 98, 109]
rely on a sliding window label inference approach. In such approaches, video
segmentation is performed on a few frames (the window) at any time, starting
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at one end and moving the window to the other end of the video. Label and
other random variables associated with video regions outside the window are
often assumed to be fixed to their most likely values. Such an inference strategy
is prone to propagating errors. An example of such behaviour is referred to
as the shrinking bias [98] effect, which progressively decreases the size of the
segmented object. It also prevents the estimation of non-local label uncertainty
as the uncertainty values of any particular video region do not reflect the distance
from the label evidence in a video. Region labels are as confident when they are
at one or twenty frames away from a labelled frame.
In Chapter 4, we attempt to provide a method for avoiding both the shrinking bias effect and non-local uncertainty estimation that trouble segmentation
algorithms using sliding window inference. This work is based on the segmentation algorithm by Badrinarayanan et al. [5], which uses a simple variational EM
inference strategy based on the sliding window inference. In order to introduce
a non-local uncertainty measure, we add a special label, referred to as “void”,
which corresponds to an unknown object label. The “void” label, like object
labels, can be propagated over time and, unlike object labels, can be introduced
artificially every time a particular pixel receives highly conflicting object label
predictions. Such a procedure helps to avoid propagation of potentially wrong
labels, avoid “shrinking bias” and obtain non-local uncertainty due to it being
propagated. The disadvantage of such an approach is the conservative labelling,
as too many pixels have a “void” label assigned.
A different approach to reduce wrong label propagation is demonstrated by
Tsai et al. [98]. In their work they employ a colour model to provide class predictions which guide the joint inference of labels and temporal mappings. As
the colour model is learnt only from pixels which have user-provided labels, such
a segmentation framework is not applicable to videos with significant lighting
changes or objects with colour rich textures. Instead, we propose to learn a
more complex classifier from labels obtained through label propagation (see step
(1) in Fig. 3.1). Propagation of labels provides significantly more training data,
containing samples of lighting and texture variation. Therefore a more complex
classifier can be trained, making the whole segmentation framework suitable for
segmenting complex video sequences.
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An even more sophisticated solution to the shrinking bias problem is suggested
by Wang and Collomosse [109]. In order to avoid early commitment to wrong label
estimates, the propagation of distributions of both labels and motion estimates is
performed. Unfortunately, while such an approach has the potential to reduce the
propagation of erroneous labelling conceptually, it is still prone to experiencing
shrinking bias due to a use of one-directional propagation of label and mapping
uncertainty. In Chapter 6, we introduce an inference strategy for a “Mixtureof-trees” probabilistic graphical video model, which estimates the uncertainty of
both label and temporal mapping random variables over the full video volume.
While video segmentation frameworks employing sliding window inference
demonstrate some promising results, a move towards full video volume inference
methods is inevitable. The major advantage of full volume label inference is the
ability to obtain labelling and uncertainty estimates which are potentially affected
by user-provided label evidence in any part of the video. This, firstly, increases
the labelling density. Secondly, it enables accurate semi-supervised training of
classifiers from propagated labels due to an ability to employ uncertainty estimation for rejecting video regions with ambiguous labels.
Constructing a model and a corresponding inference algorithm which performs
full video volume uncertainty estimation and label inference is a computationally
demanding task. This is especially true for dense temporal structures, where
temporal mappings are assigned to many small video regions such as patches or
super-pixels. To reduce computational costs, Baugh and Kokaram [10] propose
building a temporal structure using sparse tracks of parts of objects in the video.
User-provided labels are then propagated over the sparse temporal structure.
The obtained sparse labelling is used to perform dense labelling for the rest of
the video. Such an approach is suitable for typical interactive video segmentation
scenarios, where objects of interest are large and contain many distinctive textures. However, it fails in videos containing small objects or experiencing motion
blur as shown in Chapter 5. Our approach does not require the presence of highly
distinguishable image regions.
In contrast to work of Baugh and Kokaram [10], Criminisi et al. [43] propose
an efficient semi-supervised video segmentation framework using dense temporal structure. Efficiency is achieved by casting the segmentation task as a con-
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strained approximate energy minimisation problem using a Conditional Random
Field. The segmentation is obtained by finding the lowest energy solution in a
constrained and parametrised set of solutions using distance transform operators.
Uncertainty estimates of the derived segmentation are also obtained. However,
due to the small number (100) and similar nature of potential solutions considered, the uncertainty measure does not accurately represent the quality of the
solution in complex videos where the properties of objects can vary.
The segmentation framework of Fathi et al. [45] is the closest to our work.
They cast the segmentation task as an inference problem on a Gaussian Random
Field [117]. Nodes of the Gaussian random field correspond to super-pixels, and
edges to the temporal structure. Label distributions, are obtained by performing
MAP estimation over continuous random variables. Like in our work, they are
used for semi-supervised learning of a classifier. The main difference as compared
to our work is that Fathi et al. [45] employ a self-training approach to performing label inference. Such an approach infers labels in several steps by clamping
the most certain super-pixels to their most likely values at each step. As the
self-training procedure is similar to sliding window inference [98], it is prone to
experience the shrinking-bias effect. In our proposed segmentation algorithms,
described in Chapters 5 and 6, we rely on full video volume label inference.

3.2

Temporal Structure Modelling

We now introduce one of the key parts of our semi-supervised video segmentation
framework - the modelling of the temporal structure of a video. The goal of our
proposed temporal structure model is to efficiently propagate user-provided labels
to the rest of the video by exploiting temporal linkage between video regions. In
this section, we provide the definition of a general temporal structure model.
Later on, we describe a specific subset of temporal structure models - “Mixtureof-trees” probabilistic graphical video models (see Fig. 3.3 (d)), instances of which
we employ in algorithms described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 3.3: This figure illustrates factor graphs of families of temporal structure models by their approach to modelling temporal mappings between video
regions. Circles correspond to random variables associated to video regions. Appearance information is stored in random variables Ik , label information in Zk
and mapping information in Tk . Squares indicate factors used to represent joint
distribution of the model. All the shown factors correspond to various similarity
functions between video regions. In more detail, factor graph (a) represents the
most general family of models which do not have any restrictions on the temporal
mappings. Factor graph (b) represents a family of models where temporal mappings are directly influenced only by neighbouring frames. Factor graphs (c,d)
represent families of models for which mappings are established only to previous
frames. Also, factor graph (d) shows a subset of models in (c), for which mappings are directly affected independently by appearance and label variables. All
our proposed probabilistic models in this dissertation are from family (d).
We define a video model to be a probabilistic graphical temporal structure
model, if it satisfies the following two properties. Firstly, in such a model, each
frame is represented as a set of regions such as pixels (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.6),
patches [5] or super-pixels [45]. Secondly, each region is associated with random
variables representing appearance, label and temporal mapping information. Appearance and label information variables represent appearance (e.g. pixel colour)
and discrete class labels of video regions respectively. Temporal mapping variables are used to connect video regions of similar appearance and labelling. They
facilitate factorisation of the joint distribution of random variables belonging to
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the video model into a product of similarity functions between regions and their
neighbours indexed by the temporal mapping variables (see Fig. 3.4). The established temporal structure is used to propagate labels.
Figure 3.3 (a) illustrates a factor graph [13] of a general probabilistic graphical temporal structure video model. Random variables Ik , Tk , Zk are indicated
by circles and respectively correspond to appearance, mapping and label information of video regions in frame k. Factors are indicated by a black square and
correspond to the similarity functions. The joint distribution following from the
definition and the factor graph illustrated in Fig. 3.3 (a) is represented as follows:

P (I0:n , T0:n , Z0:n ) =

n
1YY
Ψa,l (Ik,j , Zk,j , Tk,j , I0:n , Z0:n )
Z k=0 j∈Ω
k

Ψu (Zk ) Ψv (Ik ) Ψt (Tk ) . (3.1)
Here j indicates a video region belonging to a set of locations Ωk in a video frame
k. Z is a normalisation constant and n is the number of frames. Ik,j , Zk,j , Tk,j
respectively correspond to appearance information, label and mapping variables
of video region j in frame k. Ψv , Ψu , Ψt respectively correspond to priors over
appearance, labels and mappings of video regions. Ψa,l corresponds to a similarity
function of video region (k, j) to video regions identified by mapping variable Tk,j
taking values from a set {Ω0 ∪ Ω1 ∪ ... ∪ Ωn }. An instance of general temporal
structure model is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
Following the definition of general temporal structure models in Eqn. 3.1, temporal mapping variables can potentially connect video regions in distant frames
resulting in a highly loopy temporal structure. Such models can also incorporate complex priors for appearance, labels or mappings. However, as obtaining
complex priors for appearance, label or mapping variables often requires copious
amounts of labelled and unlabelled external data, and performing label inference
on a highly loopy temporal structure demands large computational resources,
three common simplifications are applied. Firstly, to reduce the computational
burden, the majority of both semi-supervised and unsupervised video segmentation approaches (e.g. optical flow algorithms [92, 118]) treat appearance variables
as observed. Secondly, to increase segmentation accuracy and speed, a label prior
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Figure 3.4: This figure illustrates an example of a general temporal structure
model. Row (a) shows a synthetic video representing a white-coloured “X” sign
moving over background of brown pixels. Pixel j in frame k corresponds to a
video region with appearance (Ik,j ), label (Zk,j ) and temporal mapping (Tk,j )
information associated. The appearance information is indicated by the colour
inside the circle and label information by the colour of the boundaries of the
circles (see legend). Full and stripy black edges, correspond to a set of possible
matches from three pixels. The remainder of the matches are not shown for clarity. As there are no constraints for matches for any pixels, the resulting temporal
structure can be highly loopy, making it a challenge to devise a tractable inference
algorithm. Row (b) illustrates the similarity distributions between a seed node
and its temporal neighbours. Similarity distributions in general temporal structure models are calculated corresponding to the marginal posterior P (Tk,j ) over
mapping variable Tk,j using similarity measure Ψa,l . For this particular example,
Ψa,l can be assumed to give high values for nodes with similar appearance and
labels and low values for dissimilar appearance and labels.
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is often stored as a classifier learnt from user labels [17]. Finally, many semisupervised [5, 45, 98] and unsupervised frameworks [92, 118] choose to restrict
temporal links only to neighbouring frames (see factor graph in Fig. 3.3 (b,c,d)).
Some exceptions include frameworks based on deep learning [50] which allow learning of complex appearance priors. However, they are computationally
intensive and require vast amounts of training data. Other exceptions include
unsupervised frameworks such as mozaic models of images and videos (e.g. Epitome [35, 54], Jigsaw [57]), which use temporal structure modelling without explicit restrictions on temporal mappings. To avoid high computational burden
they either map them to a limited size region [35, 54] or employ a classifier to
reduce the number of potential mappings [57].
In our proposed models, appearance variables are observed. We also employ
the same strategy, representing the label prior via classifier learnt from userprovided labels. However, in our work the classifier is learnt in a semi-supervised
fashion. It is trained not only from user-provided labels, but also by using the
inferred labels as in [45]. We discuss the value of semi-supervised learning of
a classifier in Section 3.7. Finally we also employ the restriction of temporal
links to map only to the neighbouring frames. Unlike the majority of frameworks
we avoid regularisation of temporal links. We discuss the aforementioned design
choices in more detail in the following sections.

3.3

“Mixture-of-Trees” Probabilistic Graphical
Models of Video

As mentioned in the previous section, using general temporal structure models for
semi-supervised segmentation is often computationally expensive. In this section
we discuss a constrained temporal structure model which enables efficient inference of video region labels. We name the subset of temporal structure models
which satisfy the proposed constraints as a family “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical models. It includes some of the state-of-the-art label propagation
algorithms [5, 34] as well as our proposed models in the following chapters.
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Figure 3.5: This figure illustrates a factor graph describing a family of “Mixtureof-trees” probabilistic graphical models, a subset of temporal structure models
(see Fig. 3.3). Circles (filled and empty) correspond to (observed and latent)
random variables and black squares correspond to factor vertices. Factor vertices
connected to a single random variable correspond to its prior. This factor graph
indicates two key properties for a temporal structure model. Firstly, for any video
region in frame k, the corresponding mapping variable Tk can only indicate to
a video region in previous frame k − 1. Secondly, the similarity of video region
appearance (Ik ) and labels (Zk ) is respectively captured by factor vertices Ψa
and Ψl . The only difference from the factor graph in Fig. 3.3 is that appearance
variables are observed.
The key constraints defining “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical models
are as follows:
• Temporally and spatially limited mapping of video regions. Any
video region of a particular frame is only allowed to be mapped to regions
residing in a limited subset of video regions in the previous frame. The
temporal limitation constraint is satisfied by a set of models which can be
described using a factor graph in Fig. 3.3(c). Contrast this with factor graph
in Fig. 3.3(b) which describes models allowing mappings to both neighbouring frames. Also see Figs. 3.4 and 3.6 for the difference between instances
of the pixel based general temporal structure model and the spatially and
temporally limited “Mixture-of-trees” model.
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• Decoupling similarity in labelling and appearance. A factor corresponding to a mixed similarity function, which depends on both appearance
and labels, is split into two separate factors. The first of the two factors
measures video region similarity in appearance and the second one measures similarity in label information. The difference between models containing mixed and decoupled similarity functions is illustrated respectively
in Figs. 3.3 (c) and (d).
Our proposed temporally limited mapping constraint not only reduces the
total number of temporal links, decreasing model complexity, but also, with an
additional constraint of one temporal mapping variable per video region, ensures
that for a single instance of each of the temporal mapping variables, the temporal
structure is reduced to a tree (see Fig. 3.6 (a)). As a result, the whole model
can be viewed as a mixture of trees of video regions, hence the name “Mixtureof-trees”. We exploit this property when designing efficient inference schemes in
Chapters 5 and 6. For example, in Chapter 5 we employ a very efficient Belief
Propagation [13] algorithm over a tree structured network for label inference1 . It
is important to note that our proposed temporal mapping limitation introduces
a time-asymmetry in the model: while for every video region there is at least one
link to the previous frame, the same guarantee does not apply to the following
frame. As shown in the following chapters, we tackle this problem by employing
an average of two models, one of which is built with temporal mappings from the
current frame to the previous frame and another with temporal mappings being
established from the current frame to the following frame.
The main purpose of decoupling the similarity functions is to enable an intuitive model design. It is straightforward to design similarity functions which
rank a pair of video regions based on the product of their similarity in appearance
and labels, whereas it is harder, though not impossible, to design ones which do
not treat appearance and label information independently and implement nonartificial similarity measures. An attempt to design non-trivial joint similarity
1

Note that alternative strategies (e.g. finding the minimum spanning tree) to establish
temporal mappings which form a tree structure, could be used. However, our approach achieves
such a goal automatically by simply finding the best local estimates of mapping variables
without the need of any complicated or ad-hoc steps during the inference.
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𝚿𝐚 𝚿𝐥
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Figure 3.6: This figure illustrates an instance of a pixel-based “Mixture-of-trees”
probabilistic graphical model. Row (a) shows a synthetic video representing a
white coloured “X” sign moving over background of brown pixels. The appearance
information corresponds to the colour of inside of the circle and label information
to the colour of the boundary of the circle (see legend). Black edges correspond
to the best mappings estimated using both label and appearance information for
some regions. Because each pixel is constrained to have exactly one corresponding
temporal mapping variable associated to it and because the mappings can point
only to the previous frame, the mapping obtained by a single estimate of the
mapping variables forms a tree structure. An example of such a tree is indicated
by stripped edges. Row (b) indicates similarity functions based on appearance,
labels and both. Here Ik,j and Zk,j respectively correspond to random variables
representing appearance and label information for a pixel j in frame k. Ψa and
Ψl correspond to similarity functions in appearance and labels. Also note that
each pixel is limited to be mapped only to a subset of pixels (indicated by a black
parallelogram) in the previous frame.
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functions would require the use of some prior knowledge of objects appearing in
a video, which cannot be easily obtained in strictly semi-supervised segmentation
scenarios where external labelled or unlabelled videos are not provided.
A video model satisfying the aforementioned constraints can be described
using a factor graph in Fig. 3.5. The main difference between this illustration
and Fig. 3.3 (d) is that the latter indicates the observed appearance variables.
The joint distribution corresponding to the factor graph illustrated in Fig. 3.5
can be factorised in the following way:
n
1YY
Ψa (Ik,j , Tk,j , Ik−1 ) Ψl (Zk,j , Tk,j , Zk−1 )
P (I0:n , T1:n , Z0:n ) =
Z k=1 j∈Ω
k

Ψu (Zk ) Ψt (Tk ) Ψu (Z0 ) . (3.2)
Here j indicates a video region belonging to a set of locations Ωk in a video frame
k. Z is a normalisation constant and n is a number of frames. Ik,j , Zk,j , Tk,j
respectively refer to appearance, label and mapping variables corresponding to
a video region j in frame k. Ψv and Ψt denote priors over label and mapping
variables respectively.
The main difference from the general temporal structure model described in
Eqn. 3.1 is that the similarity function Ψa,l is split into a product of similarity functions of appearance (Ψa ) and labels (Ψl ). Intuitive examples of such
functions for a pixel based “Mixture-of-trees” temporal structure model could be
represented as:
Ik,j − Ik−1,Tk,j
Ψa (Ik,j , Tk,j , Ik−1 ) = exp −
2σ 2
and

2 !


0.9, Z = Z
k,j
k−1,Tk,j ,
Ψl (Zk,j , Tk,j , Zk−1 ) =
,
0.1, otherwise

,

(3.3)

(3.4)

where σ is a constant regulating sensitivity to contrast in colour values. Also
Ik−1,Tk,j and Zk−1,Tk,j respectively correspond to appearance and label variables of
video regions mapped from a video region j in frame k to a video region indicated
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Figure 3.7: This figure illustrates two different models for chains of Bernoulli
variables, one of which can be completely expressed as a Directed Acyclic Graph
and another as an Undirected Graphical Model. Four inference experiments are
performed using four different settings of evidence for both models. Inference
results are presented in Fig. 3.8.
by a mapping variable Tk,j in frame k − 11 . Figure 3.4 illustrates an instance of
a “Mixture-of-trees” video model whose joint distribution can be factorised as in
Eqn. 3.2 and which can be expressed using a factor graph in Fig. 3.5.
Finally, it is important to note that the provided definition of MoT models
can represent a broad set of semi-supervised segmentation algorithms. As factors
Ψl and Ψa could potentially have many parameters introducing complex relationships between video regions, many models and inference algorithms could be
explained within the MoT framework. For example, establishing an optical flow
for the video volume can be viewed as an approximate inference step on the MoT
model when no label information is provided.

3.4

Directed and Undirected Graphical Models

So far we discussed only general properties applicable to all models from the family of the MoT models. In this section we explore a specific design choice of using
directed versus undirected graphical modelling for implementing MoT models.
Definitions of MoT models provided in Fig. 3.5 and Eqn. 3.2 were purposefully
engineered to allow for both alternatives. For instance, in Chapter 4, we employ
the modelling approach of [5] by using a Directed Acyclic Graph to model the
temporal structure of a video, whereas, in Chapters 5 and 6, we employ instances
1

We extend similarity measures defined in Eqns. 3.3 and 3.4 to be used on video regions
represented by patches in our models described in later chapters.
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of Undirected Graphical Models. The motivation for such a change is provided
below.
We begin our discussion by considering two chains of Bernoulli variables: xi
and yj , where 0 ≤ i ≤ 20, 1 ≤ j ≤ 19. They represent simple cases of directed
and undirected MoT models of a temporal structure. We set corresponding joint
distributions as
P (x0 , ..., x20 , y1 , ..., y19 ) =

Y

P (xi |xi−1 , yi ) P (yi ) P (x0 ) P (x20 |x19 ) ,

(3.5)

i=1:19

and
1 Y
Ψ (xi , xi−1 ) Ψ (xi , yi ) Ψ (yi ) Ψ (x0 ) Ψ (x20 ) ,
Z i=1:19
(3.6)
where Z is a normalisation constant and Ψ (xi , xi−1 ), Ψ (xi , yi ) are set as follows:
P (x0 , ..., x20 , y1 , ..., y19 ) =


0.9, a = b,
Ψ (a, b) =
0.1, a 6= b.

(3.7)

Similarly P (xi |xi−1 , yi ) and P (x20 |x19 ) are set as:
P (xi = a|xi−1 = b, yi = c) =

1
Ψ(a, b)Ψ(b, c),
Zb,c

(3.8)

where Zb,c are the normalisation constants for different values of xi−1 and yi and
P (x20 = a|x19 = b) =

1
Ψ(a, b),
Zb

(3.9)

where Zb is a normalisation constant for different values of x19 .
Four exact inference of marginal posteriors of variables xi and yi experiments
are performed. In the first three cases (Fig. 3.8 (a,e), (b,f) and (c,g)) Bernoulli
variables x0 and x20 are set to three different pairs of states while other variables
are assumed to be hidden and to have a uniform prior. In the fourth experiment
(Fig. 3.8 (d,h)), three Bernoulli variables x0 , x20 and y14 are observed while the
rest are hidden.
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Figure 3.8: This figure illustrates the results of four inference experiments on directed and undirected graphical
models (see Fig. 3.7). In each window graphs correspond to inferred marginal posteriors of Bernoulli variables xi
and yi . The top row and bottom row respectively contain inference results on directed and undirected chains. For
each experiment different evidence (labelled at the top of each graph) is provided. The explaining away[50] effect is
observed in the results for directed graphical models as parents xi−1 and yi compete to explain the child xi .

e)

a)

As shown in Fig. 3.8, the inferred marginal posterior distributions of Bernoulli
variables yi in an undirected chain demonstrate an intuitive behaviour. The
posterior distributions of random variables are affected symmetrically by evidence
from both ends of the chain. On the other hand, marginal posterior distributions
of yi ’s in the directed chain are not affected by evidence which appears on the left
side of the chain in respect to the variables of interest. Such behaviour is caused
by two parent nodes xi−1 and yi , which influence the same child node xi , as they
compete to explain the value of xi . This is known as the explaining away effect
(see Hinton [50]).
Such a behaviour of label posteriors is undesirable in semi-supervised video
segmentation scenarios, where under a full volume marginal posterior inference,
one would desire for the evidence from the observed video regions to affect labels
of video regions in the neighbouring frames symmetrically as in the case of the
undirected graphical model. On the other hand, it is important to note that,
as demonstrated by Badrinarayanan et al. [5] (also see Chapter 4), the use of
sliding window inference can help to obtain well behaving results in models based
on Directed Acyclic Graphs. However, as we are interested in full volume label
inference we employ undirected modelling in our proposed segmentation methods
described in Chapters 5 and 6.

3.5

Regularisation of Temporal Mappings

In this section we explore another model design choice applicable to the “Mixtureof-trees” probabilistic graphical models of video. In particular, we investigate the
effects of regularisation of temporal mappings on the quality of the segmentation
boundaries.
We begin by analysing a simple experiment, illustrated in Fig. 3.9. Three
different approaches are employed to establish a temporal structure over a simple
three frame length 1D video. The first approach uses both the relative pixel
similarity and the smoothness of temporal mapping directions to find the best
mapping, mimicking the behaviour of algorithms based on optical flow. The
second approach does not perform the regularisation of temporal mappings and
only employs the similarity of pixel appearance to establish connections. The
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Figure 3.9: This figure illustrates three approaches used to establish a temporal
linkage in a three frame length 1D video. White circles correspond to the pixels of
a foreground object moving downwards. Brown circles correspond to the pixels of
the background. Dotted lines mark desired segmentation boundaries between the
foreground and the background. Black edges correspond to mappings established
using different techniques named below visualisations of 1D videos. Red edges
correspond to false matches which connect pixels of opposite different labels.
Black rectangles correspond to patches of size 1 × 3 pixels in the right most
video. The patch-based, unregularised temporal mapping approach produces the
most accurate and well-balanced temporal linkage, whereas the approach using
regularisation of temporal mappings introduces wrong mappings due to enforced
smoothness in temporal mappings.
third approach replaces the pixel similarity by a similarity of patches of size 1 × 3
pixels and centred at pixels to be compared. In all approaches, as in our proposed
family of MoT models, pixels are constrained to be connected to exactly one
temporal neighbour in the previous frame. Similarly, they also are constrained to
be connected within a window in the previous frame limited by a height difference
of one pixel. As shown in Fig. 3.9, the use of regularised temporal mappings
produces incorrect links (marked in red) from background pixels, which are to
be occluded, to the foreground pixels. Incorrect linkage is caused by the use of
temporal smoothing. In contrast, the unregularised pixel-based approach avoids
establishing wrong connections. However, due to no regularisation, it is prone
to introducing an imbalanced linkage, which contains a set of highly connected
random variables and therefore increases the risk of the propagation of errorneous
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Figure 3.10: This figure illustrates the results of label propagation over a video.
Labels of end frames only (1 and 36) are used to perform the segmentation of the
video. Ground truth labels (see end frames of row (b)) corresponding to a moving rectangle are marked in blue and ground truth labels corresponding to the
marked background are shown in green colour. The black corresponds to pixels
with no ground truth labels provided. To obtain the segmentation three different
temporal linkages are used to propagate labels: unregularised patch-based linkage (b,c) as well as linkages established using occlusion unaware [92] (d,e) and
occlusion aware [4] (f,g) optical flow. Rows (b,d,f) show the inferred marginal
posterior distributions of the pixel labels. Dark red colour corresponds to confident background colour and dark blue corresponds to confident foreground label.
Rows (c,e,g) indicate only the most likely class for each pixel. Segmentation results which use temporal linkage based on optical flow experience an effect named
as label drift. It is caused by inherent regularisation of temporal mappings in optical flow techniques. In contrast, patch-based unregularised temporal linkage
produces clean segmentation with sharp object boundaries.
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labels. Finally, the approach based on the use of patch similarity both establishes
correct matches and produces a balanced linkage, which is achieved due to the
consideration of a larger local area for similarity estimation.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the label propagation result on a synthetic video using
three different strategies for establishing temporal mappings. For a toy video
illustrated on the top row of Fig. 3.10 a patch-based unregularised linkage (see
Chapter 5) and linkages based on occlusion unaware [92] and occlusion aware [4]
optical flows are established. Segmentation labels are obtained and corresponding pixel-wise uncertainties are estimated by inferring marginal posterior distributions (see Chapter 5 and Sec. 3.6) of label variables for each approach.
A known issue of using regularized temporal structure for label propagation
called label drift [34] is observed. Label drift is caused by assigning wrong flow
vectors to the pixels which are being occluded in the following frame as in Fig. 3.9.
Wrong mappings are assigned due to favouring of smooth transition of flow for
pixels of similar appearance introduced by regularisation of flow. While occlusion
awareness avoids some wrong connections, an imperfect estimation of occluded
regions prevents sharp object boundaries from being obtained. In contrast, patchbased mapping obtains very sharp boundaries not only at the object label but
even at the segmentation uncertainty level. To avoid label drift we employed
unregularised mappings for the video models described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

3.6

Estimating Label Uncertainty

We now move to exploring design decisions related to the chosen inference strategy. The majority of video segmentation algorithms do not provide uncertainty
estimates for the inferred segmentation labels. Such algorithms are often designed
to work on short video sequences [5], employ user interaction [17] or have external label information injected [23]. Since our objective is to build a segmentation
framework which uses only sparse labelling and which is designed to work on long
and complex sequences, the estimation of label uncertainty is a crucial design requirement. The key property, which an uncertainty estimate should satisfy, is
to be dependent not only on labels in neighbouring frames, but also on labels
in distant frames. We will refer to this property as “non-local” uncertainty esti-
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mation or full video volume uncertainty estimation. In this section we compare
five different strategies which are commonly used in conjunction with Markov
Random Fields [16] and provide non-local uncertainty estimates.
We begin by introducing the uncertainty estimation strategies as follows.
• Marginal posteriors. Uncertainty estimation of segmentation labels can
be performed by inferring marginal posterior distributions over label variables. Efficient inference methods such as Loopy Belief Propagation or
Variational Message Passing [13] exist.
• Max-marginals. Uncertainty of segmentation labels for a discrete MRF
can be estimated by calculating max-marginals1 [60]. Max-marginals are
obtained by calculating a normalised histogram of energies of the MAP
solution for every possible label value for each random variable. Therefore, max-marginals are often estimated by algorithms which employ MAP
estimation using optimisation techniques such as graph cuts [17, 20]. Dynamic graph cuts [60] algorithm provides an efficient way for estimating
max-marginals.
• Continuous formulation. Uncertainty estimation of labels is sometimes
performed by casting the segmentation problem as the solution of a continuous MRF. As indicated by Singaraju et al. [90], special cases of continuous
MRFs include shortest path [9], graph cut [17, 20] and random walk [48, 117]
algorithms.
• Shortest path measure. Shortest path algorithms [9] produce segmentation by assigning labels to pixels based on the label of the shortest path
between the point of interest and the nearest labelled point. The uncertainty can either be estimated by considering the relative length of shortest
path to differently labelled nodes or by considering the absolute length of
the shortest path to the most probable label. As the first uncertainty estimation technique produces a behaviour similar to continuous formulations
described above, we analyse the second one in more detail.
1

The max-marginal umm for a variable xi is defined as umm (xi = l) ∝ maxx∈X,xi =l P (x) ,
where X is a set of all possible configurations of random variables in a model.
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Figure 3.11: This figure provides inference results of five uncertainty estimation
strategies for three different MRF models. Notice how marginal posterior distributions intuitively become more uncertain further away from labelled data in
all experiments. In contrast, uncertainty estimates obtained via max-marginals
and sliding window inference have few levels of uncertainty. Also note, that when
several sources of the same label evidence are available (E3), marginal posteriors
favours the influence of multiple sources over the influence of a single source which
has a shorter geodesic distance. This contrasts with the behaviour of uncertainty
estimates based on the shortest path algorithm. Finally, the approach based on
a continuous MRF measures the relative distance between different labels and
therefore, in the absence of input from conflicting labels, the intuitive property of
increasing uncertainty further away from label evidence does not hold (E1, E3).
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Figure 3.12: This figure provides an illustration of the differences between max
marginal and posterior marginals for a real world label propagation example.
Row (a) displays video frames from the tennis player sequence in the Berkeley
motion segmentation dataset [25]. Start and end frames of the video have ground
truth labels (black/white images) provided. The patch-based temporal structure
of the video is built using the algorithm described in Chapter 5. Row (b) shows
the inferred posterior marginals. Row (c) shows the max marginal uncertainty.
The dark red, dark blue and green colours correspond to the certain foreground
label, the certain background label and the fully uncertain label respectively. The
inferred marginal posteriors demonstrate a gradual decay in uncertainty further
away from labelled data.
• Sliding window. In a sliding window inference scheme, employed in Chapter 4, the label inference and uncertainty estimation are performed by moving over the nodes of the MRF model in backward (end to start) and forward
(start to end) directions. At each step, a label of one single node is inferred,
while keeping others fixed to their most likely values. If the probability of
the most likely class is smaller than some threshold, the corresponding node
is assigned a special label indicating an uncertain distribution.
We analyse the five label uncertainty estimation strategies by performing
three toy inference experiments (E1, E2, E3) on three Markov Random Field
models [16]. The models and corresponding inference results are illustrated in
Fig. 3.11. Notice how marginal posterior distributions intuitively become more
uncertain further away from labelled data in all experiments. In contrast, uncertainty estimates obtained via max-marginals and sliding window inference have
only few levels of uncertainty. Also note, that when several sources of the same
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label evidence are available (E3), marginal posteriors favours the influence of
multiple sources over the influence of a single source which has a shorter geodesic
distance. This contrasts with the behaviour of uncertainty estimates based on the
shortest path algorithm. Finally, the approach based on a continuous MRF measures the relative distance between different labels and therefore, in the absence
of input from conflicting labels, the intuitive property of increasing uncertainty
further away from label evidence does not hold (E1, E3). The observations about
marginal posterior distributions from the toy inference experiment can be verified
on real data in Fig. 3.12.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we choose to employ the inference of marginal posteriors
as our uncertainty estimation algorithm for three reasons. Firstly, it implements
the correct logic of increasing label uncertainty further away from the data and
intuitively incorporating multiple sources of labels. Secondly, the use of the correct logic increases the predictability of the segmentation framework. Users of
an interactive segmentation system might want to only locally affect the segmentation results. This is provided without any additional design cost by the
property of decreasing uncertainty of marginal posteriors. Finally, new ways of
interaction are introduced by using different segmentation solutions as hypotheses
corresponding to different uncertainty levels (see Section 5.5.5).

3.7

Capturing Dependencies in Distant Frames

So far, with the exception of Section 3.2, we focused our discussion on temporal
structure models which contain mappings restricted to regions in neighbouring
frames. However, segmentation frameworks considering only restricted temporal
mappings are bound to demonstrate poor segmentation performance in long sequences in the presence of severe occlusions. In this section we compare three
algorithms used to capture dependencies between video regions in distant frames.
We illustrate then by label transfer example shown in Fig. 3.13.
In the first algorithm we use a temporal window of dimensions H and W and
restrict temporal label transfer to the previous frame only. The computational
complexity of a single iteration of label transfer, in such a model, would have a
complexity of non-trivial operations used of O (HW D2 ) per patch.
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Figure 3.13: This figure illustrates three different approaches to capturing dependencies between distant frames in the video. Row (a) contains a video sequence of Miss
Marple from the Berkeley motion segmentation dataset [25] and probability map of
inferred labels using MoT temporal structure. Labelled start and end frames are not
shown. Small red rectangles correspond to a patch on Miss Marple’s jacket which we
are interested in labelling. As Miss Marple gets occluded by a wall and by a person,
the labels of the patch cannot be transferred from both ends of the video using only the
temporal structure (blue lines) of the video. Dependencies (dashed blue lines) between
distant frames have to be captured. Row (b) presents results of label transfer for two
frames (direct temporal neighbour to the labelled frame, and one occluded from both
sides). Three label transfer techniques: the one based on the original MoT structure,
temporal structure with global search and classifier based techniques are used. Using
the temporal structure based on the local window search fails to detect the foreground
object in the occluded frame. Using the temporal structure based on a global search
window leads to a poor accuracy result. A much better result is obtained by using a
classifier. The random forest classifier based approach also is the fastest as the computational complexity of comparisons per video region is the lowest. Here D is the size of
the patch. H, W and N , M are width and height of the temporal search window and
the global search window respectively. K is the number of frames. F is a number of
features selected per leaf node during training time. d is the average path length in a
tree. T is a number of trees.
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In the second algorithm we modify the MoT probabilistic graphical model to
allow for mappings between distant frames within the model as in Fig. 3.3 (a).
While being elegant from a modelling point of view, such an approach would have
two major issues. Firstly, it would result in a computationally intensive inference
algorithm. The computational complexity of a single iteration of label transfer,
would be extremely large: O (KN M D2 ), where K is the number of frames, N, M
are the width and height of a video frame and D is the patch size. Secondly, it
would be susceptable to introducing wrong matches as repeating local texture
might cause objects of different labels to be connected.
In the third algorithm we avoid the aforementioned issues by training a classifier in a semi-supervised manner. We suggest the following scheme, which is
employed in later chapters. In the first iteration of label inference, unaries of
class labels are set to uniform distributions. Then label inference is performed
using our proposed MoT models. In the second step, the marginal posteriors of
label variables are used to train a novel (see Chapter 4) Random Forest [21] classifier. This classifier is termed as Soft Label Random Forest (slRF) as it is trained
on label distributions as opposed to standard scalar label values. The predictions
from the slRF are injected back to the propagation framework as pixel unaries
for another round of inference. The complexity of label transfer per node is only
O (T F d + T d), where T is the number of trees in a Random Forest classifier, F
is a number of comparisons made to select a split function per node and d is a
tree depth. The two terms incorporate training and testing stages.
Figure 3.13 contrasts the effect of employing semi-supervised classifier learning with the use of local and global search windows for labelling complex video
sequences. Using the temporal structure established with the local frames, it
is not possible to propagate labels to objects which get occluded. The directed
modelling approach helps to obtain some labels, however, it is extremely computationally demanding and results in low accuracy. This is due to false matches
appearing within a large video volume. In contrast, our proposed approach based
on semi-supervised classifier learning is very efficient and is able to obtain most
of the labels of the occluded object. We use the proposed semi-supervised classifier learning approach to perform label propagation in segmentation frameworks
described in the following chapters.
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3.8

Summary

In this chapter, we presented the key design choices for modelling, inference and
learning employed in our models to be described in following chapters. The family of “Mixture-of-trees” temporal structure video models was introduced. It
was shown that undirected graphical modelling of temporal structure should be
preferred over directed graphical modelling. It was argued that regularisation
of temporal linkage is unnecessary and may even result in a poor segmentation performance. Inference of marginal posteriors, as opposed to calculating
max-marginals, was proposed for label uncertainty estimation due to its more
predictable behaviour and geodesic properties. Finally semi-supervised learning
of a classifier was introduced as an efficient way to capture dependencies between
distant frames to increase segmentation performance in long and complex video
sequences.
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Chapter 4
Towards Segmentation of
Lengthy and Complex Video
Sequences
4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced a family of “Mixture-of-trees” (MoT) probabilistic graphical models. In this chapter we present our first instance of the MoT
video models. We employ it to perform semi-supervised video segmentation in
long and complex video sequences, which are of more than twenty seconds in
length, contain multiple object classes and exhibit severe occlusions as shown in
Fig. 4.1.
The two key challenges in segmenting lengthy and complex video sequences
are: avoiding mislabelling of frames which are distant from the label evidence
and providing means for handling occlusions. Being able to avoid mislabelling is
particularly important for any long sequences as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Whereas
handling of occlusions is crucial in complex video sequences as it allows to increase the label density and to correct for mislabelling introduced by the temporal
structure.
The main contribution of this chapter is a semi-supervised video segmentation
framework tackling the aforementioned challenges. The proposed framework con-
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a) Frame: 60

210

300

510

690

750

810

b) Labels

c) Framework of
Badrinarayanan et
al. [5]
d) Our proposed
framework (no
classifier)
e) Our proposed
framework (with
classifier)

Figure 4.1: This figure illustrates a multi-label segmentation result of a complex
and lengthy video sequence. The video sequence (frames 60-810) and corresponding ground truth labels in row (b) are taken from the CamVid [24] dataset. Rows
(c,d,e) display segmentation results of three algorithms which used only the two
end frame labels (frames 60 and 810) for performing the task. Different colours
(e.g. grey, blue) correspond to different class labels (e.g. sky, pavement). Pixels
with uncertain labelling are assigned their original RGB values. Row (c) displays the result of the label propagation framework by Badrinarayanan et al. [5].
Most of the pixels of frames in the middle of the sequence are mislabelled. In
contrast, segmentation results obtained using our proposed framework shown in
rows (d,e) avoid mislabelling of pixels in the middle of the video sequence. The
segmentation result in row (e) corresponds to an algorithm which combines label
propagation over a temporal structure and a classifier learnt in a semi-supervised
manner. Such an approach allows both to avoid mislabelling of pixels and to
exhibit a high density of labelling.
sists of a two-step iterative scheme, the first step of which corresponds to temporal
label propagation and corresponding uncertainty estimation using a “Mixture-oftrees” probabilistic graphical model. The second step of which corresponds to
using inferred pixel labels and their uncertainties to train a classifier in a semisupervised fashion. The classifier output is then injected back to the model to
obtain the final segmentation. The same segmentation framework is employed
for different “Mixture-of-trees” video models in Chapters 5 and 6 as well.
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The label propagation algorithm employed in this chapter is based on an
adapted temporal structure model of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] which is a member
of a family of “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical models described in the
previous chapter. In [5], a simple variational EM strategy is employed to infer the
most probable class labels for the pixels in the video. This scheme provides high
quality labels for 2-3 second videos. However, as the employed label inference
strategy relies on a sliding window approach where the clamping of the labels in
neighbouring frames is used to obtain the labelling of a particular frame, it suffers
from erroneous label propagation. Due to the use of sliding window inference
and the lack of an uncertainty estimation mechanism as well as no occlusion
handling, the performance of the segmentation algorithm drops significantly for
greater video lengths.
To tackle the problems related to the use of sliding window inference, we
propose introducing a special “void” class label which corresponds to a fully
uncertain label distribution and which can be propagated over the video like any
other class label. The use of “void” labels allows us to estimate label uncertainty
over the full video volume and helps to avoid shrinking bias by preventing the
propagation of incorrect labels.
We further tackle the lack of occlusion handling in the work of Badrinarayanan
et al. [5] by employing a novel classifier termed as Soft Label Random Forest (see
Section 4.4). The proposed classifier is an extension of a standard Random Forest
classifier [21]. It is trained using marginal posterior distributions of pixel labels
as opposed to scalar label values. The “void” labels are treated as a uniform
distribution over class labels. An important difference between this classifier
and other approaches employing learning of label unaries [17] is that the Soft
Label Random Forest (slRF) is trained on the propagated labels, instead of userprovided label evidence only.
We analyse the quantitative and qualitative properties of our proposed semisupervised video segmentation framework on multiple challenging video sequences
from the CamVid [24] dataset. The experimental set-up and results are reported
in Section 4.5.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the proposed
model and inference strategy and parameter learning mechanism respectively in
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Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. We describe the details and the results of the qualitative
and quantitative evaluation respectively in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
Related work
The segmentation framework presented in this chapter shares direct similarities
to semi-supervised video segmentation approaches which employ sliding window
inference of labels [5, 98, 109]. We discuss the competing segmentation methods
in more detail below.
The segmentation framework proposed in this chapter is based on the video
model of Badrinarayanan et al. [5], which we described previously. Another interesting semi-supervised video segmentation method was proposed by Tsai et al.
[98]. In their work they use MAP inference to jointly infer labels as well as
temporal mappings between each frame. One of the key differences from our
work is that, like [5], they do not provide a way of estimating non-local label
uncertainties. Another difference is that they employ a very simple classifier (a
colour model) which is learnt only from pixels with user-provided label evidence,
as opposed to our more powerful Soft Label Random Forest classifier trained on
significantly more data obtained via label propagation.
Wang and Collomosse [109] also suggest using a sliding window approach for
label inference. However, unlike other methods, they propagate distributions of
both labels and motion estimates as opposed to their MAP values. While in principle such an approach has the potential to reduce erroneous labelling, it can not
fully avoid it. Similarly to our proposed framework, Wang and Collomosse [109]
also suggest training a classifier on the propagated labels in the semi-supervised
manner. However, unlike us that they propose updating classifiers for every frame
separately, whereas we consider the full video volume at once.
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Figure 4.2: This figure illustrates two “Mixture-of-trees” models expressed using
directed graphical modelling. The diagram on the left corresponds to the model
proposed in [5] and the diagram on the right corresponds to our proposed video
model. Shaded nodes represent observed/clamped variables. The right side of
Markov chains in our proposed model correspond to time-reversed video sequence
where variables In+1:2n , Cn+1:2n , Tn+1:2n correspond to frames n : 1. A “doubled”
sequence of random variables is formed to get a pseudo time-symmetric video
model and to facilitate occlusion aware label propagation. See Sections 4.3.2
and 4.3.3 for more details. Thumbnail images show the label messages received
in the indicated order for both models. The method of Badrinarayanan et al.
[5] does not demonstrate occlusion aware labelling as even frames in the video
sequence get labels assigned due to the chosen inference strategy (see Eqns. 4.15
and 4.17), whereas our proposed pseudo-symmetric label propagation demonstrates an increasing “void” labelling towards the middle. This effect is achieved
by introducing an artificial “void” label at the end frames as well as during the
forward label propagation step.

4.2

Model

We propose a novel “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical model based on
the directed graphical model of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] (see Fig. 4.2). The key
difference of our proposed model is the mechanism added to tackle occlusions.
We define our random variables and conditional distributions in the subsections
below.
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Figure 4.3: This figure provides an intuitive explanation of how principles of
epitomic image modelling [54] can be applied to construct a “Mixture-of-trees”
probabilistic graphical video model.

4.2.1

Intuitive Explanation

Before describing the proposed model in detail, an intuition behind its structure is
provided. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the key parts of the “Mixture-oftrees” models are the appearance and label layers connected by temporal mapping
variables. In a two frame video, the posterior over a single temporal mapping
variable captures the joint similarity of video frames in the appearance and label
domain. We employ the concepts of epitomic image modelling [54] to model the
similarity in both appearance and labels as shown in Fig. 4.3.
In more detail, in an epitomic image model (also see Chapter 2) a set of latent
image patches Xk are assumed to draw their pixel values from a latent compact
image called epitome e. A patch in Xk is mapped to a location in the epitome e
by a mapping variable Tk . When patches in Xk are constrained to be explaining
an observed image Ik , the inference in this model obtains both a learnt compact
image representation e and a set of mappings Tk . If one substitutes the latent
compact image representation e with an observed image Ik−1 , then the inference
leads to only learning the mappings. Furthermore, if both images derive from
subsequent video frames then such mappings correspond to unregularised patch
correspondences.
Similarly, epitomic image modelling can be applied to the label domain. In
such a case latent label frames Ak are explained by a set of latent label patches
Zk and a mapping variable Tk . More details are provided below.
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4.2.2

Random Variables

The proposed model contains three types of variables corresponding to appearance, label and temporal mapping information. We provide detailed descriptions
of the three types of random variables below.
Appearance variables
The set of appearance variables consists of two types of random variables: the
observed images I0:2n and the latent colour images X1:2n . In our model:
• I0:n is a sequence of observed colour images Ik , 0 ≤ k ≤ n, which store pixelwise appearance information, as in [5]. Additional images {Ik = I2n−k }2n
k=n+1
correspond to a sequence of images in time reversed order, termed as pseudo
observations. For each pixel v in an image grid V , in frame k, the appearance information Ik,v is represented by three floating point values corresponding to RGB values of pixel v. RGB values are resized to reside in an
interval [0, 1].
• X1:2n is a set of latent colour images Xk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n. Each latent colour
image Xk = {Xk,j }Ω
j=1 consists of overlapping latent colour image patches
Xk,j , where j is a patch index into a set of patches Ω. A pixel i in a patch
j is indicated by j (i) and is represented by three RGB values resized to
reside in an interval [0, 1].
As in algorithm of Badrinarayanan et al. [5], we first assume latent colour image patches to be mutually independent even though they share coordinates, but
then enforce agreement in the overlapping parts during inference. This technique
allows us to lay down tractable conditional distributions, and to implicitly recapture dependencies between latent image patches. See Section 4.3 for more details.
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Label variables
The set of label variables consists of three types of random variables:
• Z1:2n is a set of latent label images consisting of overlapping latent label
patches, Zk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n. Each latent label image Zk = {Zk,j }Ω
j=1 consists
of a set of overlapping latent label patches Zk,j , where j is a patch index into
a set of patches Ω. Each pixel i in a latent label patch Zk,j is represented by
a multinomial random variable Zk,j(i) , taking one of L+1 mutually exclusive
class labels. Note that label 1 corresponds to the artificial label “void” and
the rest of the labels correspond to standard object labels. Dependencies
between overlapping label patches are captured as in colour patches Xk .
• A0:2n is a set of latent and observed label images Ak , 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n represented
as a two dimensional “grid”, where for each coordinate of this grid there is
a set of L + 1 continuous non-negative real valued random variables which
P
sum to unity. For instance, at coordinate v we have L+1
l=1 Ak,v,l = 1.0.
Variable Ak corresponds to the observed image variable Ik in appearance
layer. Its role is to enforce label matching between pixels in overlapping
patches. For user labelled frames 0, n and 2n, corresponding variables A0 ,
An , A2n are observed and contain delta distributions of labels, which are
peaked at the observed label values.
• C1:2n−1 is a set of latent label images Ck , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1, k 6= n obtained as
a result of feeding the observed image Ik through a “black-box” classifier.
Each pixel Ck,v on the grid V is an independent multinomial with L + 1
mutually exclusive states. γ represents the internal parameters specific to
the chosen classifier, for instance, the tree structure and split node functions
in a Random Forest classifier [21] (see Section 4.5).
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Temporal mapping variables
Temporal mapping information is represented by a set of latent patch mapping
variables T1:2n = {Tk }. For any frame k, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n and patch j, j ∈ Ω an
instance of Tk,j maps latent image patch Xk,j to an observed patch Ik−1,Tk,j of the
same size in the image Ik−1 . The same instance of Tk,j also maps a latent label
patch Zk,j to a latent label patch Ak−1,Tk,j of the same size on the grid of latent
label image Ak−1 . Tk,j (i) denotes a pixel i in the patch mapped to by Tk,j .

4.2.3

Conditional Distributions

We now define the conditional distributions over random variables corresponding
to the directed graphical model illustrated in Fig. 4.2. It is important to note
that the conditional distributions p(Xk |Ik−1 , Tk ; φ), p(Ik |Xk ; ψ), p(Zk |Ak−1 , Tk )
used in our model are defined in the same way as in [5]. Two new distributions are added in order to account for the addition of a “classifier” variable:
p(Ck |Ik ; γ), p(Ak |Zk , Ck ; λ). A more detailed explanation is provided below.
Appearance layer
The latent appearance image Xk is generated from the observed image Ik as
follows:
p(Xk |Ik−1 , Tk ; φ) =

Ω Y
Y


N Xk,j(i) ; Ik−1,Tk,j (i) , φ .

(4.1)

j=1 i∈Sk,j

Here index j runs over all the (overlapping) latent patches Xk = {Xk,j }Ω
j=1 . Xk,j(i)
is pixel i from a set of locations Sk,j inside a patch j at a frame k. Tk,j (i) indexes
the pixel Ik−1,Tk,j (i) in the image Ik−1 . N (.) is a normalised Gaussian distribution
over Xk,j(i) , with mean Ik−1,Tk,j (i) and variance φ. φ is held constant in our
experiments (see Section 4.5). For a fixed Xk and varying Tk , p(Xk |Ik−1 , Tk ; φ)
corresponds to an appearance similarity measure between patch Xk,j and patches
indicated by Tk,j (see Section 3.2).
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The observed image Ik is generated by the latent image Xk as shown below.
p(Ik |Xk ; ψ) =

Y
v∈V

1
N(Ik,v ;
Nv

Ω
X

Xk,j,v , ψ).

(4.2)

j=1 s.t. v∈Sk,j

Here Ik,v denotes the intensity of pixel v in the image sized grid V . j indexes
patches in Xk which overlap pixel v. Nv is the number of such patches j which
overlap pixel v. ψ is the variance of the normalised Gaussian which is held constant in our experiments. Xk,j,v corresponds to a latent colour random variable
0
of some pixel i in the patch j, whose image coordinate is v.
Label layer
The latent label image Zk is generated from Ak−1 as follows:
p(Zk |Ak−1 , Tk ) =

Ω Y L+1
Y
Y

Z

k,j(i),l
Ak−1,T
,
k,j (i),l

(4.3)

j=1 i∈Sk,j l=1

where, the term defined above corresponds to the discrete class probability distribution of the random variable Zk,j(i) .
Ak is generated from Zk and Ck as shown below.
p(Ak |Zk , Ck ) =

Y
v∈V

L+1
Y α −1
Γ(αv,0 )
A v,l .
Γ(αv,1 ) · · · Γ(αv,L+1 ) l=1 k,v,l

(4.4)

The right hand side of Eqn. 4.4 corresponds to a Dirichlet prior set on the independent parameters {ak,v }v∈V . Γ (.) is the gamma function with parameters:
αv,l

1
=
Nv

Ω
X

Zk,j,v,l + Ck,v,l + λ,

(4.5)

j=1 s.t. v∈Sk,j

P
where l = 1 . . . L + 1 and αv,0 = L+1
l=1 αv,l . j indexes patches in Zk which overlap
pixel index v in the image sized grid V . Nv is the number of patches which overlap
pixel with global coordinates v. Zk,j,v,l corresponds to a value for a class l of a
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0

latent label variable corresponding to some pixel i in the patch j, whose global
image coordinate is v. λ is a real positive constant (>= 1.0) to avoid infinities.
Note that when Ck,v,l = 0, then classifier has no effect on the inference in the rest
of the model (see Section 4.3 and Alg. 1).
The “black-box” classifier output for image Ik is defined as follows:
p(Ck |Ik ; γ) =

Y L+1
Y

πk,v,l (Ik , γ)Ck,v,l ,

(4.6)

v∈V l=1

where clss probabilities obey

PL

l=1

πk,v,l = 1.0, and v is a coordinate on V .

Temporal mapping layer
The prior over temporal mapping variables T1:n is defined as
p (Tk ) =

Y

p (Tk,j ) ,

(4.7)

j∈Ω

where
p (Tk,j ) =




1
|Wk,j |

0

if Tk,j ∈ Wk,j ,

(4.8)

if outside

and Wk,j is a set of patch coordinates in frame k − 1 for which the centre position
is within a rectangle window around the centre position of patch j in frame k, and
whose dimensions are specified in Section 4.5. |Wk,j | corresponds to the number
of elements in set Wk,j .
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4.3

Inference

The joint probability distribution of random variables for our model is:

p (V, H; Ξ) =

2n
Y

p (Xk |Ik−1 , Tk ; φ) p (Ik |Xk ; ψ) p (Zk |Ak−1 , Tk )

k=1

p (Ak |Zk , Ck ; λ) p (Ck |Ik ; γ) p (Tk ) , (4.9)
where V , H, Ξ correspond to a set of observed variables {I0:2n , A0 , An , A2n },
a set of hidden variables {X1:2n , Z1:2n , A2:n−1 , An+1,2n−1 , C1:2n , T1:2n } and a set of
parameters {φ, ψ, γ} respectively. In the rest of this section we will be occasionally
omitting the parameters in our notation to avoid cluttering the equations.

4.3.1

Update Equations

To perform inference parameter learning we use the variational EM algorithm [13,
74] as proposed by Badrinarayanan et al. [5]. We derive update equations by, first,
lower bounding the marginal likelihood, using Jensen’s inequality [13]:
Z
log p (V ; Ξ) ≥

q(H) log
H

p(V, H; Ξ)
.
q(H)

(4.10)

Here, q (H) is a variational distribution over latent variables. We assume delta
approximations of the variational distributions of all variables, with the exception
of temporal mapping variables as follows:

q(X1:2n , Z1:2n , A1:n−1 , An+1,2n , C1:2n , T1:2n ) =

2n
Y

q(Tk )δ(Xk − Xk∗ )δ(Zk − Zk∗ )

k=1,k6=n

δ(Ak −

A∗k )δ(Ck

−

Ck∗ )q

(Tn ) δ(Xn − Xn∗ )δ(Zn − Zn∗ ). (4.11)

Such an approximation is chosen in order to enable an efficient label inference.
Notice that due to the delta approximation of variational distributions of discrete label variables Z1:n , without the addition of a special “void” label (see
Section 4.3.2), uncertainties affected by full video volume could not be estimated.
We then derive update equations for the E-step and M-step of the EM in-
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ference and learning scheme [13]. In the E-step we maximise the lower bound
of marginal likelihood with respect to q (H) for each variable in H and in the
M-step we maximise the lower bound with respect to parameters Ξ. More details
are provided below.
E-step
To derive q (Tk,j ) we employ standard fixed point equations [13] used in variational inference schemes:
qj∗ (Hj ) = R

exp (Ei6=j [log p (V, H; Ξ)])
,
exp (Ei6=j [log p (V, H; Ξ)]) dHj

where Ei6=j corresponds to an expectation over variational distribution
This leads to the following expression of q ∗ (Tk,j ):
∗

q (Tk,j ) ∝ p(Tk,j )

Y

N

Y
 L+1

∗
Xk,j(i)
; Ik−1,Tk,j (i) , φ

i∈Sk,j

Z∗

k,j(i),l
A∗ k−1,T
k,j (i),l

(4.12)
Q

i6=j

q (Hi ).

(4.13)

l=1

For the rest of the random variables of the model, their update equations
are inferred using standard discrete or continuous optimisation techniques. Also,
note that we do not update Xk∗ and initialise it to the patch colour values of the
corresponding patches of observed images Ik (see Section 4.3.2). Note that in such
case the model can be simplified by replacing the top chain of appearance related
random variables with observed imaged variables only. However, we believe that
it is important to maintain a possibility to update appearance similarity features
for the future applications.
The update equation for Zk∗ is obtained using discrete optimisation. We first
assume that all the labels of the overlapping pixels have to agree, which implies
the equality
∗
∗
= Zk,v,l
(4.14)
Zk,j(i),l
to be true for all k, l, v, j and i such that pixel i resides in a patch j and has
∗
a global image coordinate v. We then calculate the discrete gradient ∇Zk,v,l
for
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each class label, where
∗
∇Zk,v,l

=

log A∗k,v,l

Ω
X

+

j=1 s.t. v∈Sk,j

X

∗
+ λ)
q(Tk,j ) log A∗k−1,Tk,j (v),l − Ψ(1 + Ck,v,l

Tk,j

(4.15)
and Ψ (.) is the digamma [13] function. Finally, to find the update for Zk,v,l we
evaluate

1 if ∇Z ∗ > ∇Z ∗ 0 , l0 = 1, ..., L + 1, l0 6= l,
k,v,l
k,v,l
∗
(4.16)
Zk,v,l
=
0 otherwise.
The update equation for A∗k is derived using continuous optimisation under a
P
constraint l A∗k,v,l = 1.
A∗k,v,l

∗
Zk,v,l

∝

+

∗
Ck,v,l

Ω X
 X
+λ−1 +
j=1 Tk+1,j

X

∗
q(Tk+1,j )Zk+1,j(i),l

i=1 s.t. Tk+1,j (i)=v

{z

|

bk,v,l

}
(4.17)

In shorter form:

bk,v,l
,l ∈ 1 : L + 1
A∗k,v,l = PL+1
b
k,v,l
l=1

(4.18)

The update equation for Ck∗ is obtained using discrete optimisation. We cal∗
culate ∇Ck,v,l
for each pixel v and class label l, where
∗
∗
∇Ck,v,l
= log A∗k,v,l − Ψ(Zk,v,l
+ 1 + λ) + log πk,v,l (Ik , γ) .

(4.19)

To find the update for Ck,v,l we evaluate
∗
Ck,v,l


1 if ∇C ∗ > ∇C ∗ 0 , l0 = 1, ..., L + 1, l0 6= l,
k,v,l
k,v,l
=
0 otherwise.
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(4.20)

M-step
As we keep φ and ψ fixed, the M-step corresponds to learning of the classifier parameters γ. When maximising over the lower bound of log p (V ; Ξ), with
respect to γ parameters, the following equation is obtained:
γ̂ = argmax
γ

n XX
L
X

∗
Ck,v,l
log πk,v,l (Ik , γ)

(4.21)

k=0 v∈V l=1

The right hand side term of Eqn. 4.21 can be cast as a sum of negative KL
divergences as a function of γ and an independent entropy term H as in:
n XX
L
X
k=0 v∈V l=1

∗
Ck,v,l
log πk,v,l (Ik , γ) =

n X
X



∗
∗
KL Ck,v
||πk,v − H Ck,v
.

(4.22)

k=0 v∈V

Therefore, the update rule in Eqn. 4.21 can be viewed as an update of the classifier’s internal parameters, which aims to reduce the total error over the training
set. As this is the objective typically minimised by the training of any classifier,
the M-Step update can be viewed as the learning of a generic “black-box” classi∗
fier from inferred labels C1:2n−1
. See Section 4.4 for more discussion on classifier
learning, .

4.3.2

Implementation Details

Our proposed inference algorithm starts with the initialisation of variational distributions as provided in Alg. 1. Note that, as explained in the previous section,
∗
we do not update variational distributions X1:2n
and instead use their initialisation for the rest of the algorithm. The inference proceeds by building the temporal
structure for video sequence by inferring variational distribution q (Tk,j ) of the
temporal mapping variables Tk,j for all frames. We also do not infer mapping
variables iteratively in order to reduce the computational cost of our inference
algorithm.
We proceed by performing a label propagation step which consists of iterating
between an E-step and an M-step. During the E-step we perform backward and
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Algorithm 1: Proposed inference algorithm for label propagation.
Input: Image sequence I0:n with user-provided labels for I0 and In
∗
Output: Labels for static parts of the scene represented by Z1:n−1
Initialisation
{Ik = I2n−k }2n
k=n+1 // time-reversed sequence
∗
X1:2n are initialised to patches of corresponding images I1:2n
∗
Z1:2n−1
=0
∗
∗
C1:n−1 = Cn+1:2n−1
= 0 // classifier injection is ‘‘off’’.
∗
∗
Set C0 = C2n and Cn∗ to the start and the end frame labels respectively.


if pixel label = l,
1.0
∗
Ak,v,l = 0.0
if pixel label 6= l,


1.0/(L + 1) otherwise,
L+1
1
Πk = {πk,v,l = L+1
}l=1
, k = 1 : 2n − 1, ∀v ∈ V
p (Tk,j ) ∝ rect(j, 30, 40), where rect(j, w, h) represents uniform values over
a rectangular window of dimension w × h centered on patch j.
Building the temporal structure
for k = 1 : 2n, k 6= n do
Update q(Tk,j ) using Eqn. 4.13
Label propagation // See Alg. 2 and Alg 3 for S1, S3 and S2
∗
∗
∗
∗
, Π1:2n−1 , T1:2n )
, A∗0:2n , C0:2n
S1. Z1:2n−1
, A∗0:2n , C0:2n
← InferLabels(Z1:2n−1
∗
∗
S2. C0:2n , Π1:2n−1 , γ ← LearnClassifier(I0:2n , C0:2n , Π1:2n−1 , γ, µ)
∗
∗
∗
∗
S3. Z1:2n−1
, A∗0:2n , C0:2n
← InferLabels(Z1:2n−1
, A∗0:2n , C0:2n
, Π1:2n−1 , T1:2n )
∗
return Z1:n−1
∗
∗
as given
forward passes of updating variational distributions Z1:2n−1
, A∗0:2n , C0:2n
in Eqns. 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19 respectively. If, at the time of update of any of
the aforementioned random variables, all the random variables in their Markov
blanket have yet to be updated, we do not assign a label and keep the initial
∗
values (e.g. Zk,v,l
= 0, 1 ≤ l ≤ L + 1). We refer to such pixels as being flagged
“empty”. Such pixels appear because of the use of a delta approximation in the
variational mapping distribution q (Tk,j ), which causes some patches not to be
connected to patches which have label evidence (see backward pass in Fig. 4.4).
Note that a pixel with a flag “empty” is different to one having a label “void”
∗
∗
0
In Section 4.3.3 we explain how we use the
(Zk,v,1
= 1, Zk,v,l
0 = 0, l 6= l).
“empty” flags to create “void” labels.
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End frame

End frame

2 – Forward message pass in our model

2 – Forward message pass in model of [5]

End frame

1 – Backward message pass in our model

1 – Backward message pass in model of [5]

End frame

Start frame

Start frame

Figure 4.4: This figure illustrates label messages received after backward and forward label propagation steps in the
model of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] and our proposed model. Different colours (e.g. grey, blue) correspond to different
class labels (e.g. sky, pavement). Black corresponds to an unknown label. As backward propagation is propagating
labels in an anti-causal order, some pixels do not have labels assigned as they do not reside in patches which are
involved in temporal mapping. An important difference between our proposed model and that of Badrinarayanan
et al. [5] is in the forward propagation step, where we treat any pixel with no labels assigned as a pixel of “void”
label. Our forward propagation is much more conservative and therefore it does not mislabel frames in the middle
of the video sequence. Doubling of the system is used in order to increase the number of object labels propagated
by first performing two steps of backward propagation in the causal and anti-causal directions.

Start frame

Start frame

Start frame

Start frame

Algorithm 2: InferLabels( )
∗
∗
, Π1:2n−1 , T1:2n
, A∗0:2n , C0:2n
Input: Z1:2n−1
∗
∗
∗
Output: Z1:2n−1 , A0:2n , C0:2n
Backward pass. // See Fig. 4.4, Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3
for k = 2n − 1 : n + 1 do
∗
∗
Update Zk,v,l
, A∗k,v,l , Ck,v,l
using Eqns. 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19.
∗
and
Transfer newly assigned “non-empty” label values of Zn+1:2n−1
∗
∗
An+1:2n−1 to corresponding pixels with “empty” values in Z1:n−1 and
A∗1:n−1 .
for k = n − 1 : 1 do
∗
∗
Update Zk,v,l
, A∗k,v,l , Ck,v,l
using Eqns. 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19.
Forward pass. // See Fig. 4.4, Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3
for k = 1 : n − 1 do
∗
∗
Update Zk,v,l
, A∗k,v,l , Ck,v,l
using Eqns. 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19.
∗
Transfer newly assigned “non-empty” label values of Z1:n−1
and A∗1:n−1 to
∗
and A∗n+1:2n−1 .
corresponding pixels with “empty” values in Zn+1:2n−1
for k = n + 1 : 2n − 1 do
∗
∗
Update Zk,v,l
, A∗k,v,l , Ck,v,l
using Eqns. 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19.
∗
∗
return Z1:2n−1
, A∗0:2n , C0:2n
During the backward propagation step, updates of variational distributions of
random variables are iterated for each frame starting from the end of the “doubled” sequence and moving towards the start as shown in Alg. 2. The opposite
variable inference direction is applied during the forward propagation step. Note
that in Alg. 2 both forward and backward steps are divided into two parts, corresponding to two passes of inference over a video sequence. Before the second part
of both forward and backward propagation steps is continued, the inferred labels
of the first part, which are not marked as “empty”, are transferred to the corresponding “empty” random variables in the second part of the sequence. Label
transfer is performed in order to increase the amount of labelling obtained. Note
that such a procedure does not decrease the final accuracy as most of the labels
transferred are correct due to the conservative labelling via the use of “void”
labels as explained in Section 4.3.3. Figure 4.4 illustrates an example of the label
propagation result for the forward and the backward propagation steps.
Once the E-step is completed, an M-step is performed during which the classifier is learnt and which corresponds to an update of parameter γ. We describe
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End video frames of SEQ4

Original ground truth labels

Processed ground truth labels

3060

3810

Figure 4.5: This figure illustrates the adjustments made to the labelled frames before performing label propagation. Different colours (e.g. grey, blue) correspond
to different class labels (e.g. sky, pavement). Black corresponds to an unknown
class, the “void” label. We use a “void” label to block vanishing points and frame
contours which are likely to have an unseen object entering. This adjustment is
made in order to decrease wrong label propagation caused by the use of sliding
window inference.
the details of classifier learning in Section 4.4.
The label propagation is finished with a final E-step. This step fuses both
temporally propagated labels and classifier predictions in order to obtain the
final result. In order to decrease the propagation of incorrect labels, we only
accept classifier predictions which have confidence higher than a particular value
µ. We explain how this value is set in Section 4.5.2. Note that, in the rest of this
work we will be referring to the initial label propagation step which does not use
classifier predictions as stage S1, the learning of the classifier as stage S2 and the
final label propagation step as stage S3.

4.3.3

Occlusion Awareness

In this section we discuss the changes made to the model of Badrinarayanan et al.
[5] in order to achieve occlusion aware label propagation even when a sliding win-
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dow inference algorithm is used. The key design choice allowing for an occlusion
awareness is the use of “void” labels which indicate that a pixel should not be
assigned any of the standard class labels. The purpose of such a label is to avoid
propagation of erroneous class labels in long and complex video sequences. “void”
labels are introduced into the inference algorithm in two circumstances explained
below.
In the first case, “void” labels are introduced in user labelled frames to mark
regions with no object labels provided or the ones which are likely to contain
wrong temporal mappings (see Fig. 4.5). Such regions include vanishing points
and sides of frames where new objects are typically entering into the scene (e.g.
left or right side of a road crossing). Badrinarayanan et al. [5] do not employ any
additional handling of “void” labels as they perform label propagation in short
video sequences.
In the second case, “void” labels are also artificially introduced during the
forward label propagation step. When propagating labels in the forward step,
∗
, which are flagged as “empty” (see Section 4.3.2) are asany of the labels Z1:2n−1
signed the “void” label. Injection of the “void” labels at the forward propagation
step is motivated by the unwanted “filling” behaviour observed in the forward
propagation step of [5] (see Fig. 4.4). We prefer filling in “void” labels as opposed
to using potentially incorrect standard object labels.
The introduction of “void” labels displays the significant qualitative difference
in segmentation performance. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the forward propagation step
of [5] labels all the pixels in the video with object labels whereas our algorithm
is conservative and avoids incorrect labels. The conservative labelling obtained
when using “void” labels is one of the main reasons for using a “doubled” video
sequence. The use of “doubling” allows us to perform the backward propagation
step in both the causal and anti-causal directions providing more object labels,
before the conservative step of forward label propagation. We provide a more
detailed qualitative and quantitative comparison of both methods in Section 4.5.
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4.4

Classifier Learning

As mentioned in the previous section, in this framework we only update the
parameters γ associated with the “black-box” classifier. Before discussing the
classifier, it is important to note that for classifier learning, we convert “void”
labels into uncertain distributions over standard object labels (see Alg. 3). We
term such converted labels as soft labels. This is motivated by an intuitive expectation of an unknown label to be equally likely to belong to any of the L standard
object labels.
To achieve the goal of training over label distributions, we extend a standard
Random Forest [21] classifier, and term it as a Soft Label Random Forest (slRF).
The implementations of a standard Random Forest classifier and our Soft Label
Random Forest classifier are nearly identical. The difference is at the training
stage where slRF employs summation of label distributions as opposed to label
histograms. A training on soft labels can be viewed like training on samples from
the posterior distribution over labels and therefore does not affect performance if
used in a standard scalar label scenario. We demonstrate the benefits of classifier
training using soft labels in Section 4.5.2.
Our semi-supervised training of the Random Forest (RF) classifier is different
from other semi-supervised random forest algorithms by Criminisi et al. [42] and
Leistner et al. [64]. Both aforementioned algorithms treat labelled and unlabelled
data separately and have to introduce a new information gain criterion to combine label and appearance based entropies, balancing between supervised and
unsupervised learning. In slRF, we simply assign each unlabelled data point a
soft label obtained from the label inference step. Conceptually, we automatically
balance out the function of the RF, between the extremes as a classifier (fully
labelled data) and a clustering method (“void” labels only).
It is important to mention that due to the explaining away effect the inferred
∗
estimates of C1:2n−1
do not always behave intuitively (see Section 3.4). For ex∗
ample if variables Zk,v and A∗k,v favour the same label l, it does not imply that it
∗
will be the same for Ck,v
. Therefore, in our implementation we replace them with
∗
the estimates of Z1:2n . We alleviate issues caused by the explaining away effect
in following chapters by employing undirected modelling.
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Algorithm 3: LearnClassifier( )
∗
, Π1:2n−1 , γ, µ
Input: I0:2n , C0:2n
∗
, Π1:2n−1 , γ
Output: C0:2n
Initialisation
∗
if Ck,v
takes label“void” then
∗
Set Ĉk,v,l
= L1 , 0 ≤ l ≤ L + 1
else
∗
∗
Set Ĉk,v
= Ck,v,l
, 0≤l ≤L+1
0
,l
∗
// Ĉ0:2n
represents label ‘‘void" as a uniform distribution
over L standard object labels.
“Black-box” classifier training
P P
P
∗
γ̂ = argmaxγ nk=0 v∈V L+1
l=2 Ĉk,v,l log πl (Ik , γ)
// Compare equation above to Eqn. 4.21. Note that we train a
classifier only on one half of the model (end frames
∗
included): Ĉ0:n
, as both halves are identical after
InferLabels() step (see Alg. 2). Also note that we train a
classifier only over the L standard object labels.
Label estimation
Π̂1:n−1 ← EstimateLabelsfromClassifier(I0:n , γ̂)
Label filtering
for k = 1 : n - 1 do
for v ∈ V do
if max class l∗ probability π̂k,v,l∗ ≥ µ then
Set pik,v = δl∗ // Delta distribution over L+1 labels.
∗
∗
∗
Set Ck,v,l
∗ = 1 Set Ck,v,l = 0, ∀l 6= l , 1 ≤ l ≤ L + 1

else
Set πk,v to uniform distribution over L+1 labels
∗
Set Ck,v,l
= 0, 1 ≤ l ≤ L + 1 // Such improper
initialisation corresponds to turning classifier
‘‘off". It is needed in order to avoid using
uncertain best forced by delta approximation of
variational distribution for the classifier
variables.
Π2n−1:n+1 ← Π1:n−1 // Time reversal
∗
∗
C2n−1:n+1
← C1:n−1
// Time reversal
∗
return C0:2n , Π1:2n−1 , γ
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4.5

Experiments and Results

The proposed semi-supervised segmentation algorithm is tested on the sequence
seq05VD (30Hz) from the publicly available CamVid [24] video segmentation
dataset. The chosen sequence has been divided into six smaller sub-sequences
(SEQ1, SEQ2, ..., SEQ6) each consisting of 750 frames (see Table 4.1).
Labels of background object classes (nine object classes plus one “void”) that
are relevant to the static parts in a driving scene (e.g. road, pavement, road
markings) are considered. All the labels which do not belong to any of the nine
object class categories listed in Table 4.1 are assigned “void” labels. The excluded
labels belong to moving (e.g. cars or pedestrians) or rare (e.g. tunnel, parking
block) objects which do not have a significant amount of labels in the start or
end frames. While such objects can not be expected to be labelled due to their
lack of labels on start and end frames, a desired segmentation framework should
avoid mislabelling them and assign “void” labels instead. We account for this
objective in our segmentation accuracy evaluation procedure as explained in the
following subsection.
To test our proposed semi-supervised video segmentation framework we performed two experiments. In the first experiment we compared the performance of
classifiers learnt using only labelled frames and learnt using the propagated labels
on the sequence SEQ2. In the second experiment we performed label propagation
on the six sequences from the CamVid [24] dataset. Only the start and end frame
labels were used for label propagation in both experiments. We describe more
experimental details below.

4.5.1

Experimental Set-up

In our experiments we segment images of resolution: 320 × 240. To reduce computational and memory requirements we sample every 5th frame (6Hz). For the
selected (hand-labelled) start and end frames, we manually assigned the “void”
label to the various parts to aid occlusion aware propagation as explained in Section 4.3.3. Such an adaptation of labels is necessary due to the inference strategy
which makes the label propagation algorithm sensitive to erroneous labelling.
We alleviate this problem in Chapters 5 and 6 by proposing models for which
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inference over the full volume of random variables can be performed.
We perform quantitative evaluation to report global and class average accuracies with and without small static classes (SSC = {signs, poles, road markings})
the six sequences. Note that global and average accuracies are reported over pixels which were belong to one of the 9 static object classes and were not labelled
as “void”. For instance, pixels with ground truth labels not from one of the 9
static classes are not counted. To account for these pixels which are not included
into global and average accuracy calculation we separately report the percentage
of pixels from outlier classes (none of the 9 static classes) labelled as “void” and
a combined percentage of points of small static classes which are either labelled
correctly or as “void”. Ideally these numbers should be as high as possible, which
would provide an indication of a good handling of occlusion.
For label propagation, we treat the RGB channels and scale their values in
the interval [0.0, 1.0]. In Alg. 2, we use a patch size of 7 × 7 and set the prior
p(Tk,j ) to the uniform distribution over a 30 × 40 pixel-grid centered on the patch
j. The search area exceeding the image border is cut off. The variances of all the
Gaussians are fixed to 1.0.
We choose the 1st stage Random Forest (RF) classifier, as in [88], with 16
trees, each of depth 10. Input LAB patches of 21 × 21 are extracted around every
5th pixel on both axes. We leave out border pixels in a 12 pixel band to fit all
rectangular patches. We use the same kind and number of features as in [88].
The key difference in training is that we train with soft labels delivered by our
label propagation method.

4.5.2

Classifier Learning

In our first experiment we compare the performance of two Random Forest classifiers [21] learnt using different training data. The first classifier is trained on
two labelled frames of the sequence SEQ2 (see Fig. 4.7). The second classifier is
trained on labels obtained by employing our proposed label propagation which
corresponds to stage S1.
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c)

Figure 4.6: This figure illustrates three graphs showing the effect of threshold µ over the confidence of predicted
labels by the classifier. Two classifiers are learnt using labels from the sequence SEQ2. The first classifier is learnt
only on the start and end labels and the second classifier is learnt on the propagation result of stage S1. Graph
(a) shows a graceful drop in percentage of labelled points for a classifier (S2) trained using the propagated labels
(S1), whereas a steep drop is experienced in the result of the classifier trained with end frame labels only. Similar
behaviour is observed in graph (b) showing the global accuracy of corresponding classifier estimates. Finally graph
(c) indicates the accuracy and number of points accepted for large classes (LSC) and all static classes (ASC) for our
classifier learnt in a semi-supervised manner.

a)

We first compare the behaviour of classifier predictions by looking at three
graphs (a,b) in Fig.4.6. Graph (a) plots the number of labelled points which are
above and below the uncertainty threshold µ. Graph (b) plots the corresponding
global average accuracies. In cases (a) and (b) we observe that as µ is increased,
there is a steep drop in both the number of labelled points and the accuracy above
some particular threshold for a standard classifier trained on two user labelled
frames. In contrast, for our proposed semi-supervised Soft Label Random Forest,
these curves drop (and increase) gracefully for learning with our label propagation
scheme. This encourages the use of our scheme for classifier training as we can
inject more control into labels to be used for propagation.
Graph (c) plots the global and class average accuracies for segmentation obtained after propagating the classifier output (stage S3) for all static classes (ASC)
and only large static classes (LSC). We use this plot to choose the best threshold
before injecting a classifier to the subsequent propagation step.

4.5.3

Label Propagation

In our second experiment we perform label propagation on six sequences from
the CamVid [24] dataset. As indicated in Fig. 4.7, we label only the two end
frames and report segmentation accuracies for the three stages of our algorithm:
initial label propagation (S1), a classifier learnt from propagated labels (S2) and
the final output (S3). We illustrate comparative results in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 and
Table 4.1, and list our key comparative observations for those stages below.
Figure 4.7 illustrates a qualitative comparison of model of Badrinarayanan
et al. [5] and the three stages of our proposed algorithm. The inferred labels using
the model of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] are shown in row (c) of Fig. 4.7. The labels
erroneously converge to a few large classes as there is no provision for occlusion
handling (see frame 1260 in row(c)). In contrast, labels inferred during the initial
label propagation step S1 (no classifier input) using our proposed framework (see
row (d) of Fig. 4.7) demonstrate a conservative labelling, where frames further
away from the ends exhibit increasing numbers of “void” labels (see frame 1260).
We replace “void” labels by image pixels for clarity. Table 4.1 demonstrates that
while accuracies are high, only a small percentage of points are labelled with
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a) Frame: 810

930

1050

1260

1440

1500

1560

b) Labels

c) Propagation result
using framework
of Badrinarayanan
et. al [5]

No occlusion
labels
Converges to
few classes

d) S1 – Propagation result using our proposed framework
(no classifier)

Occlusion labels
Fewer class
labels further
from ends

e) S2 – Classifier learnt
using our label propagation framework

Disoccluded
objects labelled
Fewer class
labels

f) S3 – Propagation result using our proposed framework
(with classifier)

Significantly
more occlusionaware labels

Figure 4.7: This figure illustrates qualitative comparisons of algorithm of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] and our proposed algoritghm on sequence SEQ2 (also see
Table 4.1). Rows (a) and (b) correspond to frames of video sequence and
their ground truth labels respectively. Row (c) displays the segmentation result of Badrinarayanan et al. [5]. Rows (d,e,f) correspond to segmentation result
at three stages of our segmentation algorithm respectively (also see Table 4.1).
Row (d) displays to the label propagation result with no classifier injection (stage
S1). Row (e) displays the thresholded output of a classifier (stage S2) learnt from
labels inferred during stage S1. Finally, row (c) corresponds to our final segmentation result obtained by propagating user-provided labels and injected classifier
estimates (stage S3). Pixels with “void” labels are shown by using their true
RGB values. Other pixels have their inferred labels displayed as different colours.
As the method of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] does not an in-build occlusion awareness, frames in the middle of the sequence get mislabelled, whereas our algorithm
avoids mislabelling by employing occlusion aware label propagation. Propagation
stage S1 results in a very conservative (few object labels) segmentation, whereas
injection of a classifier helps to recover significantly more labels in stage S3.
known classes, except in sequences SEQ3 and SEQ4 where the camera is nearly
static. It is also apparent that, except in SEQ3 and SEQ4 (small classes have
reasonable accuracy), most small classes are assigned ‘void” labels. This brings
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All static classes
(ASC)

Average
class acc

Number
of points

Correct
+
``void”
labels

Incorrect
labels

Uncertain
(void)

94
84
91
94
99
87
96
92
85
97
87
78
97
96
85
81
97
76

Global
class acc

93
92
93
98
93
90
94
87
80
94
93
88
97
93
93
97
99
94

Number
of points

14
0
7
30
44
7
74
77
75
62
67
65
63
43
37
41
75
17

Average
class acc

0
0
0
1
0
0
46
23
20
44
29
30
47
0
12
2
3
1

OC

Global
class acc

31
54
27
2
0
1
82
60
60
82
52
77
17
0
16
5
0
1

Small static classes
(SSC)

Concrete

69
20
26
99
91
88
89
75
80
96
83
87
98
99
92
99
99
97

Large static
classes(LSC)

Tree

62
35
75
87
100
99
89
99
95
99
100
99
98
100
98
96
100
100

Road
Pavement

S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3

Road
marking

Sky

60
to
810
810
to
1560
1560
to
2310
2310
to
3060
3060
to
3810
3810
to
4560

Building
Sign
Pole

Stage

Class accuracies for static classes

Frames

SEQ6

SEQ5

SEQ4

SEQ3

SEQ2

SEQ1 Sequence

Settings

95
100
97
65
85
77
66
52
66
36
41
35
19
0
9
54
5
4

84
75
78
-

86
83
79
93
95
88
88
82
79
90
83
83
95
94
90
93
98
90

60
51
55
60
64
56
79
71
70
76
69
70
67
54
55
59
60
49

23
16
53
22
22
65
69
58
91
79
66
94
13
13
45
26
36
79

89
84
82
96
95
91
91
87
85
94
90
88
98
95
92
96
99
93

83
68
77
89
94
88
88
84
83
86
83
80
82
78
76
86
80
74

22
16
51
21
21
62
61
51
80
69
58
82
12
13
44
25
36
76

78
93
57
82
95
39
78
76
57
70
68
62
91
94
62
78
91
31

22
7
44
18
5
61
22
23
43
30
32
39
9
3
38
22
9
69

97
98
87
93
99
76
77
65
5
75
56
2
94
84
38
94
84
35

Table 4.1: This figure illustrates quantitative results of three stages of our segmentation algorithm on six sequences (SEQ1 to SEQ6) taken from the CamVid [24]
dataset. Only thresholded (µ = 0.25) MAP estimates of a classifier are shown.
The threshold is identical for all sequences and was selected using graph (c) in
Fig. 4.6. Note the high accuracies for stage S3 for sequence SEQ2 in Fig. 4.7
(blue). Compare the accuracies with and without small classes (pink). Note that
true positives and uncertain labels together share the majority for SSC (orange).
Also notice (yellow) the amount of “void” labels assigned to moving classes (an
unoptimised µ reduces performance in sequences SEQ3, SEQ4, SEQ5 and SEQ6).
down the percentage of false positives. Also, importantly, moving objects are
assigned a “void” label to a high degree to help tackle occlusion. Finally, note
that the untextured sky pixels are assigned a “void” label due to unreliable patch
mappings.
The classifier is learnt from the inferred labels (S1) of row (d) and the user
labelled frames. The classifier estimated labels (with µ = 0.25) are shown in
row (e) of Fig. 4.7. From Table 4.1 it can be seen that the accuracies nearly
follow those of stage S1, confirming the fact that the classifier “overfits” the
scene. Note the high degree of “void” labels assigned to small classes and moving
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objects. Untextured sky parts and newly appearing parts of the static scene (e.g.
pavements) are correctly labelled (see frames 1050, 1260 in Fig. 4.7). This is key
to prolonging label propagation. However, the percentage of labelled points is
similar to that of stage S1 for a similar label density.
From row (f) of Fig. 4.7 we can observe a significant increase in the number
of labelled points in stage S3. We point the reader to frame 1260 to observe
this effective increase. Note how both estimates of stages S1 (note “void” labels
over entering cars) and S2 (note sky and repeatedly occluded structures) are
beneficially fused. Classes similar in appearance, such as pavements and roads
are clearly distinguished. Small classes like roadmarkings are labelled reasonably
well too. Table 4.1 shows a significant percentage increase in the labelled points
over stages S1 and S2. Unfortunately, there is a decrease in the global and class
averages. This is clearly due to low averages over small classes, as discounting
these classes leads to a significant increase in accuracy. One of the reasons is that
the classifier has very little data to learn small classes in low resolutions. The
second reason is that the value of µ is not optimised for other sequences except
for SEQ2. This reduces “void” labels over moving classes too and brings down
the class averages. These drawbacks can be removed in higher resolution or by
including µ into the model as a random variable.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the comparison of our proposed label propagation with
and without a classifier over time. The six graphs correspond to stage S1 and
stage S3 results on three sequences: SEQ1, SEQ4 and SEQ5. Along with the per
class accuracy, the global and average accuracies are plotted. The percentage of
points from small static classes which are labelled correctly or with “void” labels
and the percentage of points from outlier classes which are labelled as “void” are
also shown. The per class accuracy results vary greatly for different frames in
different sequences. This is partly due to the scene complexity of the sequences
where objects appear and disappear. Graphs reveal that most of the accuracy
figures in Table 4.1 for the stage S1 are affected by 10% of frames from both ends
as label density drops in the middle. Large classes such as sky, pavement and
building dominate with good accuracy. Label density drop is not visible in the
sequence SEQ4 as it consists of waiting in front of the traffic light for nearly the
whole sequence. The change from stage S1 to S3 involves shifting the label
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Figure 4.8: This figure illustrates the analysis of our proposed label propagation
algorithm with and without a classifier at a per class accuracy level over time. Six
graphs correspond to stage S1 and S3 results on three sequences: SEQ1, SEQ4
and SEQ5. Along with the class accuracies and the global and average accuracies
the a percentage of SSC points labelled correctly or with a “void” label and the
percentage of OC points “void” are reported. Note the intuitive drop in label
density even after the classifier is applied and the high percentage of correctly or
“void” labelled SSC points.
density graph upwards while maintaining per class accuracies at marginally lower
levels. They also display a high percentage of correctly and “void” labelled SSC
points (all sequences) and “void” labelled points from outlier classes (with the
exception of SEQ4).
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4.5.4

Computational Requirements

The proposed algorithm has medium memory efficient requirements as it requires
1GB per video of 150 frames, storing 9 labels values. It has a relatively fast label
propagation mechanism, costing 5 seconds per frame for label propagation when
using a single core. Inference of mapping distributions is less efficient as it takes
90s per frame using an 8 core processor. However as establishing of temporal
mappings needs to be done only once, lack of efficiency is not an issue. Classifier
training took 30 minutes for the whole video. All the code was was written in
C# and was not optimised neither for memory nor for CPU efficiency.

4.6

Discussion

The key advantages of our proposed segmentation algorithm are:
• An occlusion aware label propagation via the introduction of “void” labels
which extends the segmentation method of [5] to long and complex video
sequences.
• The use of a classifier trained in a semi-supervised manner (slRF) which fills
in more labels on occluding or dis-occluding objects which are not labelled
due to label propagation.
Our proposed framework suffers from the following drawbacks:
• While the use of “void” labels, introduces an ability to estimate a non-local
uncertainty, it achieves the desired effect by providing a very conservative
labelling.
• Due to the use of sliding window inference, user-provided labelled frames
must be relabelled in order to “block” vanishing points and entry points of
moving objects.
The aforementioned disadvantages are alleviated in Chapters 5 and 6 by designing video models and corresponding inference algorithms which employ marginal
posterior inference for estimating label uncertainty.
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4.7

Summary

We presented a novel directed “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical video
model and the corresponding inference for preforming label propagation in lengthy
and complex videos. We demonstrated encouraging label propagation results on
challenging multi-class segmentation dataset. The key elements allowing our proposed framework to extend work of [5] to segmentation of complex scenes was the
introduction of “void” labels, and the novel Soft Label Random Forest classifier.
However, as many ad-hoc steps had to be taken due to the limitations of the
sliding window inference, this algorithm has limited applications. We are going
to address this problem in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Marginal Posterior Inference for
Semi-Supervised Video
Segmentation
5.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we proposed a semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm designed to tackle segmentation of long and complex video sequences.
Despite encouraging results, the performance of the proposed algorithm suffered
from the use of sliding window inference and the heuristic nature of uncertainty
estimation. In this chapter, we propose a “Mixture-of-trees” temporal structure
model and a corresponding inference algorithm which alleviates the problems
caused by sliding window label inference. Our proposed algorithm is applicable
to generic semi-supervised video segmentation tasks such as label propagation,
tracking and interactive segmentation.
To avoid artefacts such as erroneous label propagation or conservative labelling
caused by the use of sliding window inference, we employ marginal posterior inference of label variables over the full video volume of label variables (see Fig. 5.1).
Our proposed inference scheme not only reduces erroneous label propagation but
also enables an efficient use of user-provided labels as any video region can be
influenced by user-provided labels. Inference of marginal posterior distributions
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Frame: 703
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769
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Max of marginal posterior colour code: 0.0

799
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Figure 5.1: This figure illustrates the uncertainty estimates obtained using our
proposed “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical video model and inference
scheme. The top row corresponds to a video sequence with frames 703 and 803
labelled. The bottom row presents inferred label marginal posterior distributions
using our system. The dark red colour corresponds to a confident foreground
object label and the dark blue colour corresponds to a confident background
object label. The green colour corresponds to an uncertain object label. The
desired effect of increased label uncertainty further away from the labelled frames
is observed in the middle of the video sequence.
of label variables provides an uncertainty measure for labelling. It is chosen over
other conventional uncertainty measures (e.g. max-marginals [60], continuous
energy-based segmentation [45, 48, 117]), as it provides the desired effect of an
increased label uncertainty further away from the label evidence (see Fig. 5.1 and
Section 3.6).
In order to achieve efficient and accurate inference of marginal posterior distributions, two changes are made to the MoT model described in the previous
chapter. Firstly, the directed modelling of region similarities is replaced by undirected modelling. This change is made due to the “explaining away” effect experienced when full volume marginal posterior inference is employed as explained in
Section 3.4. Secondly, the intermediate latent label image variable A is removed
in order to simplify the model and the inference. In such a model, for a fixed
temporal structure our inference reduces to performing exact inference over the
tree structure formed by latent label variables, alleviating the need to use sliding
window inference and enabling efficient marginal posterior inference of labels over
the full video volume (see Section 5.3).
We demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm in cutting out foreground objects and in solving multi-class segmentation problems in lengthy and complex
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video sequences. We also compare our framework in joint tracking and segmentation scenarios and empirically demonstrate how inferred label uncertainties could
be used as novel means of user interaction. Our results demonstrate wide applicability of our proposed framework, including harvesting labelled video data for
training discriminative models, shape, pose, articulation learning and large scale
statistical analysis to develop priors for video segmentation.
We structure the rest of the chapter as follows. We start by introducing our
“Mixture-of-Trees” probabilistic graphical model in Section 5.2. We then describe
our inference algorithm in Section 5.3. We continue by describing parameter settings and results of experimental evaluation in Section 5.5. We finish with a
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of our semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm in Section 5.6.
Related work
The algorithm presented in this chapter shares direct similarity with semi-supervised video segmentation methods which infer labels and estimate their uncertainty over the full video volume [27, 43, 45]. The main difference in our
work is that we employ the inference of marginal posterior distributions of label
variables. Marginal posteriors provide a desired effect of increased uncertainty
further away from the label evidence (see Fig. 5.1). This is a qualitatively different behaviour from other conventional uncertainty estimation methods such as
max-marginals [60] or harmonic solutions [45, 117] (see Section 3.6).
Our work described in the previous chapter [27] illustrates how a segmentation algorithm employing sliding window inference can be adapted to perform
label uncertainty propagation and use it for semi-supervised classifier learning.
The heuristic uncertainty estimation mechanism employed in [27] requires ad-hoc
adjustments, such as an addition of the artificial “void” label, and results in relatively few object labels assigned. In this work we propose a principled method
for uncertainty estimation over the full video volume, avoiding any heuristic adjustments of the data or the algorithm.
Criminisi et al. [43] propose a semi-supervised video segmentation framework
that performs efficient segmentation and uncertainty estimation over the full video
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volume. Efficiency is achieved by casting the segmentation task as a constrained
approximate energy minimisation problem using a conditional random field. The
segmentation is obtained by finding the lowest energy solution in a compact
parametrised set of solutions using distance transform operators. However, due to
the compact parametrisation and similar nature of potential solutions considered,
the uncertainty measure does not accurately represent the quality of the solution
in complex videos where properties of objects can vary widely.
Baugh and Kokaram [10] propose building a temporal structure using sparse
tracks of parts of objects in the video. Low connectivity and few nodes allow for
an efficient full label inference which then is used for dense labelling of the rest
of the video. As a graph cuts [17] based optimisation is used for segmentation,
only uncertainty based on max-marginals [60] can be directly employed. Such an
approach is suitable for typical interactive video segmentation scenarios, where
objects of interest are large and contain many distinctive textures. However, it
fails in videos containing small objects or motion blur as shown in Section 5.5.5.
The segmentation framework of Fathi et al. [45] is the closest to our work.
They cast the segmentation task as an inference problem on a Gaussian Random
Field [117]. As this field is built on super-pixels rather than pixels, it is prone to
misalligning edges of the objects if super-pixel sizes are chosen to be too large.
Uncertainty estimates are obtained using harmonic solutions, yet they do not
demonstrate the desired behaviour of uncertainty increasing further away from
label evidence. Instead the label uncertainty depends on the relative distance to
nodes of different user-provided labels.

5.2

Model

We propose a novel “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical model (see Fig. 5.2)
for which an efficient full video volume inference of labels can be performed. The
description of random variables and clique potentials is provided below.
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Figure 5.2: This figure illustrates the our proposed “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical model represented using undirected graphical modelling. We
use an undirected representation in order to emphasize one of the major differences from the model described in Chapter 4, which used directed graphical
modelling to model similarities between patches. The main reason for switching
to undirected graphical modelling is the more intuitive segmentation behaviour
of the undirected models under full volume video inference as demonstrated in
Section 3.4.

5.2.1

Random Variables

As in Chapter 4, the set of random variables can be divided into three groups
of variables representing appearance, label and temporal mapping information.
We keep the majority of the random variables from the model described in the
previous chapter and make only two changes. First, we remove latent label image
variables A1:n and C1:n . Second, we do not perform the doubling of the sequence.
Instead, we perform inference on two models, based on causal and anti-causal
establishment of the temporal structure, as explained in Section 5.3.2. The definition of all random variables, which are employed in our model are provided
below.
Appearance variables
The set of appearance variables consists of two sequences of observed colour
images I0:n and latent colour images X1:n . Both sequences of variables share
identical definitions to the ones provided in Chapter 4.
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• I0:n is a sequence of observed colour images Ik , 0 ≤ k ≤ n, which store
pixel-wise appearance information. For each pixel v in an image grid V ,
in frame k, the appearance information Ik,v is represented by three floating
point values corresponding to RGB values of pixel v. RGB values are resized
to reside in an interval [0, 1].
• X1:n is a set of latent colour images Xk , 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Each latent colour
image Xk = {Xk,j }Ω
j=1 consists of overlapping latent colour image patches
Xk,j , where j is a patch index into a set of patches Ω. A pixel i in a patch
j is indicated by j (i) and is stored as RGB values resized to reside in an
interval [0, 1].
We assume that patches and pixels in them are mutually independent in latent
colour images Xk , even though they share coordinates. During the inference we
could enforce the agreement in the overlapping parts by using a delta approximation in the variational posterior, yet we only use the initialized pixel values,
as in previous chapter.
Label variables
Label information is represented by a set of latent label images Z0:n . Each latent
label image Zk = {Zk,j }Ω
j=1 consists of overlapping latent label patches Zk,j , where
j is a patch index into a set of patches Ω. Each pixel i in a latent label patch Zk,j
is represented by a multinomial random variable Zk,j(i) , taking one of L mutually
exclusive class labels. Note that, in this model we do not employ an artificial
“void” class label. We will be obtaining segmentation uncertainty directly from
inferred label marginal posteriors.
Also note that latent label image variables A1:n (see Section 4.2) have been
removed. In the current model, latent label images Z0:n are directly connected
via mapping variables T1:n . During inference we no longer force the label patches
to agree on the overlapping pixels. Instead, to obtain the final result we average
label marginal posteriors of corresponding pixel values from overlapping patches.
See Section 5.3.2 for more details.
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Finally, notice that latent label image variables C1:n (see Section 4.2), which
were used to represent classifier’s input, had been removed. Instead, we inject
classifier input via unaries of label variables. Such a change does not affect the
implementation, yet it simplifies the description of our model.
Temporal mapping variables
Temporal mapping information is represented by a set of latent patch mapping
variables T1:n . For any frame k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n and patch j, j ∈ Ω an instance of Tk,j
maps latent image patch Xk,j to an observed patch Ik−1,Tk,j of the same size in
the image Ik−1 . The same instance of Tk,j also maps a latent label patch Zk,j to
a latent patch Zk−1,Tk,j in the latent label image Zk−1 . Tk,j (i) denotes a pixel i in
the patch mapped to by Tk,j .

5.2.2

Clique Potentials

We now define the clique potentials over random variables corresponding to the
undirected graphical model illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
Appearance layer
Clique potentials described by sets of variables {Ik , Xk , Tk }, {Ik , Xk } are constructed to identically match the conditional distributions p(Xk |Ik−1 , Tk ; φ), p(Ik |Xk ; ψ)
represented in Section 4.2.3. They are defined as follows.

Ψa,1 (Xk , Ik−1 , Tk ; φ) =

Ω Y
Y


N Xk,j(i) ; Ik−1,Tk,j (i) , φ .

(5.1)

j=1 i∈Sk,j

Here index j runs over all the overlapping latent patches Xk = {Xk,j }Ω
j=1 . Xk,j(i)
represent a latent colour variable of a pixel i, a member of a set of pixel locations
Sk,j in a patch j of a latent colour image Xk . Tk,j (i) indexes a pixel Ik−1,Tk,j (i)
in the image Ik−1 . N (.) is a normalized Gaussian distribution over Xk,j(i) , with
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mean Ik−1,Tk,j (i) and variance φ. φ is held constant in all our experiments.
Ψa,2 (Ik , Xk ; ψ) =

Y
v∈V

1
N(Ik,v ;
Nv

Ω
X

Xk,j,v , ψ).

(5.2)

j=1 s.t. v∈Sk,j

Here Ik,v denotes the intensity of pixel v in the image sized grid V . j indexes
patches in Xk which overlap pixel v. Nv is the number of such patches j which
overlap pixel v. ψ is the variance of the normalized Gaussian which is held constant in our experiments. Note that Xk,j,v corresponds to a latent colour random
0
variable of a pixel i in the patch j, whose image coordinate is v and is therefore
equivalent to a random variable Xk,j(i0 ) .
Label layer
Clique potentials responsible for connecting label variables Z0:n form a very simple
agreement function:
Y


Ψl Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ; λk,j =
Ψl Zk,j(i) , Zk−1,Tk,j (i) ; λk,j ,

(5.3)

i∈Sk,j

where,

Ψl Zk,j(i) = l, Zk−1,Tk,j (i)


 λk,j , if, l = m,
= m; λk,j =
1 − λ , otherwise,
k,j

(5.4)

Here l, m ∈ {1, 2, .., L} correspond to discrete labels and λk,j is a parameter which
controls label affinity between label patches Zk,j and Zk−1,Tk,j . In our experiments
parameters λk,j are kept fixed and equal for all k and j, unless specified otherwise.
Unlike in the inference algorithm described in Chapter 4, we do not explicitly
enforce labels of overlapping pixels to agree. Instead, to obtain the segmentation
result, we first evaluate the full posterior distribution of all pixels of patches at
each image coordinate. Then we average the marginal posteriors of the latent
variables, which share the same coordinate, and consider this average distribution as the final label posterior at that coordinate. Since for any single state of
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the mapping variables Tk = {Tk,j }Ω
j=1 , a tree structure over the label variables is
formed (see Fig. 5.3), an efficient inference algorithm can be designed (see Section 5.3).
Temporal mapping layer
The prior over temporal mapping variables T1:n is defined as
Ψt (Tk ) =

Y

Ψt (Tk,j ) ,

(5.5)

j∈Ω

where

1.0 if T ∈ W ,
k,j
k,j
Ψt (Tk,j ) ,
0.0 if otherwise

(5.6)

and Wk,j is a set of patch coordinates in frame k − 1 for which the center position
is within a rectangle window around the centre position of patch j in frame k,
and whose dimensions are specified in Section 5.5.

5.3

Inference

The joint probability distribution of random variables for our model is:
p (I0:n , X1:n , Z0:n , T1:n ; ψ, φ, λ) ∝

Y

Ψa,1 (Ik , Xk ; ψ) Ψa,2 (Xk , Tk , Ik−1 ; φ)

k=1:n

Ψl (Zk , Zk−1,Tk ; λ) Ψu (Zk ) Ψt (Tk ) Ψu (Z0 ) , (5.7)
where Eqns. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 define the first three terms of the right hand side.
Here unary terms Ψu (.) and Ψt (.) correspond to priors over label and temporal
mapping variables. Ψu (.) is defined as:
Ψu (Zk ) =

Y Y
j=1:Ω i∈Sk,j
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Ψu Zk,j(i) ,

(5.8)


where Ψu Zk,j(i) corresponds to an internal classifier output at a pixel i in a
patch j of frame k (see Section 5.4).

5.3.1

Update Equations

We use structured variational inference [13] to obtain segmentation labels and
corresponding uncertainties. We lower-bound the log probability of the observed
data V = {I1:n , Z0 , Zn }, which consists of observed image sequence and label
evidence1 , as follows:
Z
log p(V ; Ξ = {ψ, φ} ∪ {λk,j |∀ (k, j)}) ≥

q(H) log
H

p(V, H; Ξ)
,
q(H)

(5.9)

where q(H) is a variational posterior over the latent variables H = {X1:n , Z1:n−1 , T1:n }
of the model. We then choose a structured variational approximation for the variational posterior over the latent variables:
q(H) = q1 (T)q2 (Θ),

(5.10)

Θ = {X1:n , Z1:n−1 } , T = T1:n

(5.11)

where

and
q1 (T) ,

q2 (Θ) ,

Qn

k=1

Qn

QΩ Q
j=1

k=1

QΩ

i∈Sk,j

j=1 q1 (Tk,j ),

∗
δXk,j(i)
(Xk,j(i) )q̃2 (Θ\X1:n ).

(5.12)

(5.13)

Note that, similarly to the previous chapter, we do not update Xk,j(i) and initialise
it to corresponding image patches. To obtain the update equations for the rest of
the variational distributions, we apply the calculus of variations [13] in order to
find fixed point solutions (see Eqn. 4.12) which maximise the lower bound with
respect to q1 and q2 . We obtain the following update equations:
1

Assume that both start and end frame labels are observed.
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Z
q̃2 (Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ) ×

q1 (Tk,j ) ∝ Ψt (Tk,j ) exp
Xk,j ,Zk,j ,Zk−1,Tk,j



∗
log Ψa,1 (Xk,j
, Ik−1,Tk,j ; φ)Ψl (Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ; λk,j ) ,

(5.14)

and
Z
q̃2 (Θ\X1:n ) ∝ exp

T

q1 (T) log p(Θ\X1:n |V, T; Ξ).

(5.15)

As the variational posterior does not factorise into independent terms over
the latent variables Z1:n−1 = Θ\X1:n and therefore keep factors Ψl interdependent
at label inference step, this is a structured variational approximation. This leads
to a better, although more computationally demanding, inference algorithm than
a simpler mean-field approximation.
We provide an efficient inference algorithm by employing another approximation:
Z
q̃2 (Θ\X1:n ) ≈ exp δT∗ (T) log p(Θ\X1:n |V, T; Ξ),
T

= p(Θ\X1:n |V, T ∗ ; Ξ)

(5.16)

where T ∗ = argmaxT q1 (T). T ∗ represents the best (MAP) tree structured component of the mixture model. We exploit this temporal tree structure to perform
efficient and exact inference of the latent variables in the set Θ\X1:n . As q̃2 (Θ\X1:n )
is a joint distribution over the MAP tree, the exact marginal posteriors can be
easily computed using the standard sum-product belief propagation [13] algorithm.

5.3.2

Implementation Details

Our semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm works as follows. We first
initialize the parameters as shown in Alg. 4. We then compute the MAP estimate
of the temporal mapping variables Tk,j using Eqn. 5.14. As our model has inherent
temporal structure directionality (see Fig 5.3), we compute two trees: a forward
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Algorithm 4: Semi-supervised Video Segmentation
Input: I0:n (video),Z0 , Zn (hand labelled end frames).
Output: Pixel label probabilities.
Intialisation
Set the initial values of λk,j , ψ, φ to the values given in Section 5.5.
Set the label unaries Ψu to uniform distributions.
Set the prior on the mapping variables Ψt to a window prior (30 × 40 pixels if
not specified otherwise).
Initialize Xk∗ to corresponding patches from images Ik .
/* Note that due to the requirement for efficient inference we do
not perform updates of X ∗ .
*/
Building the tree model
Compute forward and backward trees using the MAP tree structured
approximation to the mixture model (see Eqn. 5.14 and Section 5.3.2) .
Segmentation
S1. Infer marginal posterior distributions of label variables Z1:n for both
forward and backward trees.
/* See stage S1 in Figs. 5.4 and 5.10& Section 5.3.
*/
S2. Learn the Soft Label Random Forest (slRF) using the averaged patch
marginals of Z1:n−1 from both trees as soft pixel labels .
/* See stage S2 in Figs. 5.4 and 5.10 & Section 5.4.
*/
S3. Obtain final result or go back to step 1 of segmentation by inferring
marginal posteriors of Z1:n−1 when slRF output is injected via label unaries .
/* See stages S3,S4,S5 in Figs. 5.4 and 5.10 & Section 5.3.
*/

tree and a backward tree. The forward tree is obtained by forcing temporal
mappings to match from the current frame to the previous frame, resulting in a
tree structure with its root at the starting frame. Similarly, the backward tree is
obtained forcing temporal mappings to match from the current to the next frame.
Finally, we iterate between inference of pixel marginal posterior distributions
and classifier learning. During the inference, unlike in Chapter 4, we do not force
labels of overlapping patches to agree. To obtain the pixel-wise label inference
result, instead we average the inferred label marginal posteriors of corresponding
pixels in patches:
q̂2 (Zk,v ) ≈

1
Nk,v

X
j=1 s.t. v∈Sk,j
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q2 (Zk,j,v ) .

(5.17)

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3

Frame 4

Frame 5

Figure 5.3: This figure illustrates the behaviour of temporal mapping variables in
our proposed model on a toy video displaying a moving X sign comprising white
circles over a noisy brown background. Circles correspond to observed pixels and
edges correspond to estimates of mappings of particular patches. For the sake of
clarity it is assumed that a patch of size 1 × 1 is used to establish temporal links.
Also for the reader’s convenience, we differentiate between mappings coming from
the foreground object (white circles) and mappings coming from the background
object (brown circles) by using full and stripped edges respectively. Note that we
display the mappings for only a subset of patches belonging to the background.
As each patch is constrained to map to a neighbour in a previous frame, multiple
patches in the particular frame can map to the same patch in the previous frame.
However no two patches which match to the same patch in the previous frame
can appear on two paths which merge in the later frames. This leads to mappings
forming a tree structure with the root being at the starting frame. We call such
a tree a forward tree. A tree created by forcing each patch in the current frame
to match to a single patch in the next frame would form a tree with its root at
the end of the frame, which we later refer to as a backward tree.
Here q̂2 (Zk,v ) is the averaged label posterior at pixel v. Zk,j,v corresponds to a
multinomial label variable of a pixel, which global coordinate is v and which is
in a patch j of a label image Zk . The label inference result is averaged from the
two trees at each coordinate to obtain the approximate posterior at each pixel.
The classifier is learnt as explained in Section 5.4 and injected to the model
via label unaries Ψu . As in Chapter 4, we will refer to initial label inference
without using label unaries as stage S1. Similarly, the first iteration of classifier
learning will be referred as stage S2 and so on.
Moreover in our experiments described in Section 5.5 we optionally use edge
sensitive smoothing of labels for each frame independently. We implement this by
applying a standard 8-neighbourhood MRF grid with contrast sensitive edge potentials as in [84]. Each pixel’s marginal posteriors are fed as unaries to the pixels
belonging to the grid and then loopy BP [13] is applied to obtain approximate
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marginal posteriors. In all our experiments we use 50 iterations of message passing, unless stated otherwise. We perform smoothing only as an optional step since
the marginals tend to be over confident (see Fig. 5.4(d)), which is undesirable in
long or complex video sequences as it might increase false positive labelling. See
Fig. 5.4 for some insight into the effects of edge sensitive smoothing.

5.4

Learning

In our model we have two types of learning, which includes learning of clique
potential parameters and a learning of a classifier which captures dependencies
between distant video frames.

5.4.1

Clique Parameters

There are three types of clique parameters: ψ, φ and λk,j . ψ, φ are responsible for
defining appearance similarity between patches and are kept fixed for computational efficiency. λk,j regulate patch similarity in the label domain (see Eqn. 5.3).
Parameters λk,j are updated in the standard maximum likelihood (ML) style for
each patch separately, using the inferred pairwise marginals [13]. The update
equation of λk,j is
λ∗k,j =

L

1 X X 
∗ (i) = l
q2 Zk,j(i) = l, Zk−1,Tk,j
Nk,j i∈S l=1

(5.18)

k,j

Here Nk,j is the number of pixels in the patch j in frame k. In our experiments
we found that updating λk,j results in a more confident label propagation, yet it
does not heavily affect the label estimates (see Section 5.5.2). Therefore we only
use updates of λk,j in some experiments. The effect of updating λk,j is analysed
in Section 5.5.2 in more detail.

5.4.2

Classifier Learning

As in Chapter 4, we use a Soft Label Random Forest classifier to capture dependencies between distant frames which are not directly modelled in our video
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a) Frame: 1

5
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17

19

21

b) Labels

c) S1 – label inference
result (no edge
sensitive smoothing)
d) S1 – label inference
result (with edge
sensitive smoothing)
e) S2 – classifier learnt
from (d)

f) S3 – label inference
result with classifier
injection and edge
sensitive smoothing
g) Labelling obtained
from (f)

Max of marginal posterior colour code: 0.0

1.0

Figure 5.4: This figure illustrates various stages of our algorithm. The first two
rows show the image sequence and ground truth labels from the SegTrack dataset
[98]. Segmentation is performed using only the labels of the starting frame.
Inferred marginals of Z1:n−1 are shown in row (c). The dark red colour corresponds
to a confident foreground object label and the dark blue colour corresponds to
a confident background object label. As explained in Section 5.3.2, the result is
obtained by averaging marginal posteriors over overlapping patches on forward
and backward trees. Note how the confidence decreases from the label evidence.
The marginals after smoothing are shown in row (d). Observe the increased
confidence due to smoothing. Note the areas of wrong class labels around hands
and legs. The unaries learnt using the marginals in row (d) are shown in row (e).
Legs and hands are labelled correctly along with some false positive background
labels. Bootstrapping this prediction and performing inference once again results
in the confidences shown in row (f). The corresponding MAP estimate in row
(g) shows a clean segmentation with sharp boundaries. There are no background
false positives and girl’s leg and hand labels are recovered.
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model. However, instead of including the classifier directly as part of a model as
a pair of random variables and corresponding parameters, we use label unaries
Ψu to inject the classifier output into the model. The classifier is learnt from the
posteriors of label variables Z. Here Ψu (Zk,j,i ), corresponds to classifier output
at a pixel j (i) in the frame k. Including the classifier into our model in this way
is more intuitive and helps to avoid an overcomplicated model description. It
is also employed in a similar fashion in most segmentation frameworks based on
MRF’s [17, 84], yet using either only hand-labelled pixels [17] or self-predicted
labels [84] as opposed to marginal posteriors for learning.

5.5

Experiments and Results

We perform six experiments to bring out the pros and cons of our proposed semisupervised video segmentation algorithm. In all the experiments, each colour
channel in all the images is scaled to lie between [0.0, 1.0]. We use patches of size
7 × 7 centred on each pixel and set λk,j to 0.9 for all k and j, except where stated
otherwise.

5.5.1

Patch Mappings versus Optical Flow for Label Propagation

In the first experiment, we compare the performance of our patch-based model
against a pixel based model where inter-frame mappings are obtained using a
state-of-the-art occlusion aware optical flow algorithm [4]. This algorithm produces a real valued occlusion probability at each pixel and we ignore all vectors
below a probability of 0.2. To incorporate this flow module into our framework,
we assume that discretized optical flow estimates correspond to an approximate
inference step that obtains MAP estimates of patch mapping variables.
We use a video dataset, which is provided by our industrial sponsor Toyota
Motor Europe, and contains pixel-wise label ground truth. This dataset consists
of three outdoor driving video sequences (BSEQ1, BSEQ2, BSEQ3) of VGA
resolution, which were captured by driving in Brussels, Belgium. Ground truth
labels is available for 85, 75 and 120 frames for sequences BSEQ1 (see Fig. 5.6),
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Figure 5.5: This figure illustrates a quantitative comparison of segmentation
using our patch-based temporal linkage versus using optical flow based linkage.
In all three sequences, the global average accuracy (total percentage of correctly
labelled pixels) exceeds the optical flow based linkage. Except in BSEQ2 the
class average (average of per class accuracy) is higher. Note that “void” class
corresponds to unlabelled parts of the first and last frame. We also improve on
the results reported in [5]. See Figs. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 for corresponding qualitative
results.
BSEQ2 (see Fig. 5.7) and BSEQ3 (see Fig. 5.8) respectively. In total labels are
provided for 15 different classes such as sky, building, road, pavement, pedestrian,
car and others. This ground truth is obtained via hand labelling of each frame,
costing 45-60 minutes per frame on average.
The results of quantitative and qualitative comparison between segmentation
based on mappings obtained using optical flow or our approach are reported
respectively in Fig. 5.5 and Figs. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. Our proposed patch-based
method outperforms the approach based on optical flow in terms of the overall
correctly classified pixels (global average) and, except for one sequence, it is also
better in terms of average of class accuracies. Worse segmentation accuracy when
using optical flow based temporal structure is due to the label drift effect. This is
caused by wrong mappings established at the occlusion boundaries due to use of
regularisation of temporal links. The label drift effect is explained in more detail
in Section 3.5.
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Small classes are
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Figure 5.6: This figure illustrates the comparison of multi-class segmentation using our patch-based temporal linkage
and an off-the-shelf occlusion aware optical flow based linkage by Ayvaci et al. [4], within our framework. This is the
first sequence (BSEQ1) from the private Toyota driving dataset which contains 85 video frames and corresponding
manually labelled ground truth frames. Unlike optical flow based linkage, the patch-based linkage is unregularised
(patch mapping variables are assumed independent) and handles occlusions/disocclusions better. However, the
optical flow approach performs marginally better on small classes (SSC) which are below patch resolution. See
Fig. 5.5 for corresponding quantitative results.
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Figure 5.7: This figure illustrates the comparison of multi-class segmentation using our patch-based temporal linkage
and an off-the-shelf occlusion aware optical flow based linkage by Ayvaci et al. [4], within our framework. This is the
second sequence (BSEQ2) from the private Toyota driving dataset which contains 75 video frames and corresponding
manually labelled ground truth frames. Unlike optical flow based linkage, the patch-based linkage is unregularised
(patch mapping variables are assumed independent) and handles occlusions/disocclusions better. However, the
optical flow approach performs marginally better on smaller classes which are below patch resolution. See Fig. 5.5
for corresponding quantitative results.
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Figure 5.8: This figure illustrates the comparison of multi-class segmentation using our patch-based temporal linkage
and an off-the-shelf occlusion aware optical flow based linkage by Ayvaci et al. [4], within our framework. This is the
third sequence (BSEQ3) from the private Toyota driving dataset which contains 120 video frames and corresponding
manually labelled ground truth frames. Unlike optical flow based linkage, the patch-based linkage is unregularised
(patch mapping variables are assumed independent) and handles occlusions/disocclusions better. However, the
optical flow approach performs marginally better on smaller classes which are below patch resolution. See Fig. 5.5
for corresponding quantitative results.
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While obtaining better performance for general metrics such as global average
or class average, a more detailed inspection of qualitative results reveals that the
patch-based method is not consistently better than the flow based method over
all classes. For instance, classes of objects smaller than, or of about the same size
as the size of a patch (e.g. sign, traffic lights) are poorly labelled.

5.5.2

Effect of Parameter Updates

In this experiment, we analyse the effect of updating parameters λk,j . We iterate
between label inference, classifier learning and parameter updates and obtain a
five stage result. We qualitatively and quantitatively compare the different stages
of the segmentation algorithm.
In more detail, during the first stage (S1) we obtain a label inference result
with the classifier turned off and perform updates of parameters λk,j . In the
second stage (S2) we use a label inference result obtained by propagating labels
with updated parameters λk,j and learn a Soft Label Random Forest Classifier.
During the third stage (S3) labels are inferred using the classifier from stage S2
injected via label unaries and parameters λk,j are updated. The fourth stage
(S4) corresponds to learning of a classifier from the propagated labels in stage
S3. Finally the fifth stage (S5) corresponds to label inference using previously
obtained parameters λk,j and the classifier learnt in stage S4.
To perform propagation we use similar settings as in Section 5.5.1. The only
difference lies in the prior of mapping variable Tk . In this experiment we limit temporal mappings to a 40×30 pixel window around the pixel of interest, rather than
using different priors of temporal mapping variables for each sequence. Moreover
to learn the classifier we choose to employ a Soft Label Random Forest classifier
(see Section 5.4.2) with 16 trees, each of depth 10. Input LAB space patches of
21 × 21 are extracted around every 5th pixel on both axes. We leave out border
pixels in a 12 pixel band to fit all rectangular patches. Finally, to perform updates of parameters λk,j , we use Eqn. 5.18 and follow the procedure described in
Section 5.4.1.
We apply our algorithm on the sequence SEQ1 from the CamVid [24] dataset,
which has been described in Section 4.5.3. We down-sample this 750 frame long
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result before update of 𝜆. Without
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learnt from (d)
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Max of marginal posterior colour code: 0.0
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Figure 5.9: This figure illustrates the qualitative comparison of inferred marginal
posteriors and classifier estimates at different stages of the proposed algorithm.
As can be seen in rows (c) and (d), the update of parameters λk,j strengthens
inferred marginal posteriors and essentially works as message boosting. We do
not perform the update parameters λk,j in other experiments due to small effect
over segmentation accuracy and a need for large computational resources (see
Section 5.5.7). Also note that rows (e) and (h) show how a classifier trained on
more confident labels results in a more confident output.
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sequence by taking every 5th frame to produce a sequence of 150 frames length.
In this experiment we study 9 static classes such as sky, road, etc. and exclude
moving objects such as cars and pedestrians. We assign a uniform distribution
to these excluded classes in the start and end labelled frames.
We present quantitative evaluations of various metrics at different stages of
our algorithm in Fig. 5.10. The graph on the left panel of Fig. 5.10 shows how
the segmentation accuracy changes with respect to the number of pixel labels
accepted. Varying levels of pixels accepted are obtained by applying threshold
over the uncertainty of the most likely pixel label. Note that all the stages of our
algorithm provide uncertainty estimates. The graph in the middle panel compares
global accuracy and percentage of labelled points obtained for various levels of
label uncertainty threshold. Finally, the graph on the right panel shows a more
detailed analysis for performance on only large static classes (LSC), small static
classes (SSC) or all static classes (ASC). From this quantitative evaluation we
find that it is enough to perform the classifier learning and update of parameters
λk,j only once and to use stage S3’s result as the final segmentation. Repetitive
classifier and parameter learning does not seem to provide additional accuracy
and causes unwanted increase in label certainty at potentially wrongly labelled
regions.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the qualitative comparison of inferred marginal posteriors and classifier estimates at different stages of the proposed algorithm applied
on sequence SEQ1. As can be seen in rows (c) and (d), the update of parameters
λk,j simply strengthens the inferred marginal posteriors. We do not perform the
update of parameters λk,j in other experiments due to minor effect and a need of
large computational resources (see Section 5.5.7). Rows (e) and (h) show that as
expected the classifier trained on confident labels result in a more confident output. Note that such an effect would not be achievable using a standard Random
Forest classifier which is trained on class labels as opposed to their distributions.
The ability to train on label distributions allows an opportunity for a classifier
not to make a decision on the unlabelled points.
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Figure 5.10: This figure presents three graphs analysing various performance measures for different stages of our
algorithm when pixel labels are accepted at different levels of uncertainty. Analysis, reported in this figure, was
performed on the sequence SEQ1 from the CamVid [24] dataset. The plot on the left side indicates that stage S3
obtains the best result for varying levels of pixel labels accepted. Note that in the plot on the left side, the curves fall
short of 1.0 label density as we do not count (1) outlier labels in computing accuracies and (2) leave-out border pixels
in slRF predictions. The middle plot shows that stage S3 obtains a slightly better average accuracy for different
levels of accepted uncertainty, it achieves improvement only at very high thresholds which contain pixels very close to
label evidence and essentially corresponds to overfitting as the number of labelled points which pass the threshold is
significantly lower. The plot on the right side demonstrates how average accuracy and number of potentially correct
points (true positives and unlabelled) behaves depending on threshold. This plot is used to choose a threshold over
label certainty to obtain the output for the experiment in the following section.
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Figure 5.11: This figure illustrates a qualitative comparison of semi-supervised
video segmentation algorithms proposed in this chapter and in Chapter 4, which
uses sliding window inference. Segmentation is performed on long and complex
(750 frames) video sequence SEQ1 from the CamVid [24] dataset. Our method
obtains higher accuracy over large static classes (road, sky, building, pavements)
for a similar label density and a lower false positive rate than its counterpart.
Note, that the algorithm employing sliding window inference provides sharper
edges. This can be solved by applying edge sensitive smoothing as shown in
Section 5.5.1. Both algorithms perform poorly for small static classes such as
signs, road markings or poles.

5.5.3

Uncertainty Propagation versus Instantaneous Decision Propagation

In this experiment, we compare our proposed method performing marginal posterior inference over full video volume with the algorithm proposed in Chapter 4
which employs serial propagation of instantaneous (per frame) label decisions
(i.e. sliding window inference). This experiment brings out the inadequacies of
instantaneous decision making and demonstrates the need to propagate label uncertainties. We find that these label uncertainties are useful not only to avoid
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Table 5.1: This figure illustrates a quantitative comparison of our algorithm
using marginal posterior inference over patch-based MoT video model and the algorithm presented in the previous chapter which employed sliding window label
inference. Segmentation is performed on three long and complex (750 frames)
video sequences (SEQ1, SEQ4, SEQ5) from the CamVid [24] dataset. Method
based on marginal posterior inference obtains higher accuracy over large static
classes (road, sky, building, pavements) for a similar label density (varying thresholds over confidence produces different label density) and a lower false positive
rate than its counterpart. Note that algorithm using sliding window uses manual
unary monitoring to avoid false positive labelling, whereas we only threshold the
inferred marginal posteriors in order to obtain the final result.
false labelling but also for bootstrapped learning of the slRF (see Section 5.4).
To perform the comparison we use the same data set and experimental setting as in Section 5.5.2. We report qualitative and quantitative comparison in
Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.11 respectively for three sequences: SEQ1, SEQ4 and SEQ5
from the CamVid [24] dataset.
Qualitatively, the main advantage of propagating label uncertainties is reduction of false positives and better occlusion awareness. In the algorithm presented
in Chapter 4, if the MAP estimate of temporal predictions and the unary predictions disagree then the label is set to an heuristic label, “void”. This is due
to the use of label inference based on the propagation of instantaneous decisions.
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The use of artificial labels necessitates manual filtering of the classifier predictions
to reduce false positives. In contrast, our undirected model performs fusion of
the temporal and unary predictions. The filtering is applied only at the end of
algorithm in order to obtain a result of desired uncertainty level.
Table 5.1 demonstrates better accuracy over large static classes (road, sky,
building, pavements) for a similar label density (varying thresholds over confidence produces different label density). The false positive rate is also lower
than that of algorithm presented in Chapter 4. However, accuracy decreases over
smaller classes and is similar for both algorithms. Similar behaviour is observed
in the qualitative comparison in Fig. 5.11 as well.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the analysis of the proposed patch based tree-structured
label propagation algorithm with and without a classifier over time. The six
graphs correspond to stage S1 and stage S3 results on three sequences (SEQ1,
SEQ4, SEQ5). Along with the per class accuracy, the global and average accuracies are plotted. The percentage of small static classes points labelled correctly
or with “void” labels and the percentage of points from outlier classes which are
labelled as “void” are also shown. The per class accuracy results vary greatly for
different frames in different sequences. This is partly due to the complexity of
the sequences where objects appear and disappear. As with the sliding window
based propagation algorithm, described in the previous chapter stage S1 global
and average accuracy figures reported in Table 5.1 are mostly influenced by 10%
of frames from both ends of video sequences as label density drops further away
from the end frames. Also large classes such as sky, pavement and building dominate with the good accuracy. Label density drop is visible in all the sequences,
without the exception of SEQ4, unlike in Fig. 4.8. This is the case as marginal
posteriors computed on full video volume become more uncertain further away
from the data and not only due to clashes of messages of different labels as in
our proposed sliding window based label propagation framework in the previous
chapter.
The change from stage S1 to S3 involves shifting the label density graph
upwards while maintaining per class accuracies at marginally lower levels. Differently than in the framework described in the previous chapter the label density
experiences smaller drop in the middle. This is due to the use of all classifier pre-
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Figure 5.12: This figure illustrates the comparison the label propagation without
and with classifier at a per class accuracy level. Six graphs correspond to stage
S1 and S3 results on 3 sequences (SEQ1, SEQ4, SEQ5). Along with the class accuracy the global and average accuracies are reported together with a percentage
of SSC points labelled correctly or with a “void” label and the percentage of OC
points “void”.
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Video sequence\
Method

Chockalingham et
al. [36]

Tsai et al. [98]

Fathi et al. [45]

Inference without
classifier (S1)

Our method
Learnt classifier
(S2)

Inference with
classifier (S3)

Parachute

502

235

251

405

1294

258 (-10%)

Girl

1755

1304

1206

1232

2236

820 (+32%)

Monkeydog

683

563

598

387 (+31%)

2304

589 (-5%)

Penguin

6627

1705

1367

1212 (+11%)

4285

21141

Birdfall

454

252

342

374

2900

259 (-2%)

Cheetah

1217

1142

711

1088

1225

923 (-30%)

Table 5.2: This figure illustrates a quantitative evaluation on the SegTrack tracking and segmentation dataset [98]. In all these experiments only the initial frame
of the video sequence is user labelled. We used a single set of model parameters
to obtain these results. The score is the average label mismatch per frame. Numbers in brackets correspond to difference (%) from the best segmentation estimate
produced by other frameworks. Also see Fig. 5.13 for qualitative results.
dictions as opposed to only ones which pass a particular threshold. For the same
reason marginally worse (though still high) percentage of correctly and “void”
labelled SSC points and “void” labelled points from outlier classes is observed.
Higher accuracy, compared to the framework in Chapter 4 is obtained in sequence
SEQ1 mainly due to increased performance over the building class as more building labels are obtained during the stage S1. Yet, a worse performance is see
in SEQ4 as the sliding window inference performs better when less changes and
motion (less potential for erroneous label propagation) are present in the video.

5.5.4

Tracking

In this experiment we evaluated the performance of our approach in a joint tracking and segmentation scenario. Here we used the labels of the first frame of a
video sequence and obtained the segmentation of the rest. We analysed our algorithms performance for various stages and compared it with three state-of-the-art
tracking and segmentation algorithms as shown in Table 5.2.
To perform the comparison we used a similar inference setup as in Section 5.5.1. The main difference is that instead of performing updates of parameters λk,j for each label inference stage, we performed edge sensitive smoothing,
described in Section 5.3.2. Also, we used a patch size of 3 × 3 in the temporal
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Figure 5.13: This figure illustrates qualitative results of experiments for joint
tracking and segmentation on the SegTrack dataset [98]. In all these experiments
only the initial frame of the video sequence is user labelled. Notice how our
algorithm is able to cope with motion blur (a), large displacement (d,j), small
sized objects (f). The main failure case is (h) where an erroneous classifier enforces
wrong labelling due to the over-reliance on the appearance as a single set of
parameters is used to obtain the result. Learning a more complex classifier (e.g.
one which incorporates some location knowledge), adapting the reliance on a
classifier (as in [45]) or employing a variant of sliding window inference could
increase the performance. See Table 5.2 for quantitative results.
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tree structured model. The Soft Label Random Forest was learnt to depth 8.
We chose the SegTrack [98] dataset to obtain quantitative and qualitative
evaluation. This dataset consists of six sequences with ground truth labels, captured with a moving camera, with clutter, self-occlusion, small sized objects and
deformable shape. The first frame of each sequence is labelled by a user into
foreground and background categories.
As shown in Table 5.2, the use of classifier greatly improves the segmentation
accuracy for four out of six sequences. The two failure cases are due to not using
any dedicated mechanism to re-weight classifiers. Therefore in scenes where there
is a significant overlap between background and foreground (e.g. Monkeydog,
Penguin) a worse performance after addition of the classifier should be expected.
Such a problem can be tackled by automatic learning of the mixing parameter
(as in [45]) or simply learning a more sophisticated classifier. Note that simply
down-weighting classifier’s importance would bring up the accuracy of stage S3 in
both Monkeydog and Penguin sequences, as corresponding stage S1 demonstrates
best accuracies out of all. Assuming even a simple mechanism of choosing one
of the two stages (S1 or S3) as an output our algorithm would significantly beat
(mora than 30% improvement) or be marginally close (within 12% change) the
state-of-the-art. It is important to note though that the failure on the Penguin
sequence exposes a potential weakness of a full volume inference as a sliding
window approaches are less sensitive to erroneous classifier predictions. On the
other hand such approaches are more sensitive to erroneous temporal structure.

5.5.5

Interactive Segmentation

In the fifth experiment we quantitatively and qualitatively compare our framework with the popular video editing software tool Adobe After Effects CS6 and
the segmentation algorithm using sparse temporal structure established using
region tracking by Baugh and Kokaram [10].
To compare with Adobe After Effects CS6, we take six videos from the aforementioned SegTrack [98] segmentation and tracking dataset. We then label the
start frame of each video and perform label propagation our system. We only
use the output of stage S3 and perform edge sensitive smoothing as described in
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Video Sequence/
Method

Parachute

Girl

Monkeydog

Penguin

Birdfall

Cheetah

Adobe After Effects CS6
(1 side)

276

1072

510

978

400

1484

Adobe After Effects CS6
(2 sides)

260

1094

505

957

251

1266

Ours (1 side)

258

820

387

1212

259

923

Table 5.3: In this figure we present quantitative results over interactive segmentation of SegTrack [98] videos. Values in the table correspond to average pixel
error per frame. Only when using two (start and end) labelled frames does Adobe
After Effects CS6 system produce similar accuracy to our algorithm.
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Figure 5.14: This figure illustrates qualitative results of the interactive video
segmentation experiment. Rows (a) and (b) correspond to the video sequence and
desired ground truth labels. Rows (c), (d), (e) correspond to the segmentation
result by the feature tracking based system of Baugh and Kokaram [10], Adobe
After Effects CS6 and ours. The tracking based approach fails to capture fast
moving legs and hands. Adobe After Effects CS6 loses segmentation quality after
frame 14.
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Section 5.3.2. Similarly, we use the “rotobrush” tool to segment the start frame
of a video in Adobe After Effects CS6. We spent around five to ten minutes
for each video to adjust parameters to get the best possible segmentations. The
qualitative and quantitative comparisons are provided in Fig. 5.14 and Table 5.3
respectively. We demonstrate superior accuracy in all but one sequence. Only
when the labelling of an end frame is provided the performance becomes nearly
equal. The strength of our method lies in the feedback mechanism of soft label
propagation and classifier learning.
For qualitative comparison in Fig. 5.14 we also use segmentation algorithm
of Baugh and Kokaram [10] which works by Baugh and Kokaram [10] uses sparse
tracks to establish reliable points on objects and then uses multi-label graph cut
to get final segmentation. As can be seen in Fig. 5.14 due to severe motion and
motion blur, the tracking based approach performs poorly.

5.5.6

Family of Labellings for Interactive Segmentation

In this experiment, we present a novel interaction method by using inferred labelling confidences as sources for user labels. We perform label inference with the
classifier input turned off (S1) in an interactive scenario of foreground/background
segmentation. Label evidence is provided as labelled end frames and as user
mouse brush strokes.
We employ uncertainty estimates obtained by performing marginal posterior
inference to select complex shapes as candidates for novel user interaction. Figure 5.15 illustrates how a novel uncertainty-based interaction can be used in
addition to conventional brush strokes to obtain cut-outs. In frames 147 and
170 a large part of the diver was “clamped” by using the mouse scroll wheel to
select a threshold of certainty beyond which all the pixels are assigned a hard
label. The use of this novel interaction technique accelerates the process of interactive segmentation. It is also important to mention that while the band of
higher “uncertainty” around the edges of the object might not be desired for label propagation or tracking tasks, they are extremely helpful for the interactive
segmentation. To remove the band of uncertain labels, edge sensitive smoothing
could be employed as in Sections 5.5.1 or 5.5.4.
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Figure 5.15: This figure provides an illustration of the novel method of interaction for an interactive video segmentation system. The mouse scroll is used to mark confident true positives of the foreground and background
classes. Note that this facility is useful mostly to carve out the correct edges from the uncertain parts near the
object boundary and thus the uncertainty map itself should not contain many confident false positives.

d) Inferred marginal posteriors
employing user
provided labels
in (c)
e) Final object cutout

c) User-provided
mouse strokes
and scroll interactions using (b)

b)

a) Frame: 133

Algorithm step

Experiment\Computational
requirements
Girl sequence, SegTrack dataset,
2 classes, 20 frames, 320x240,
Section 5.5.4
SEQ1 sequence, CamVid dataset,
9 classes, 150 frames, 320x240,
Section 5.5.4
BSEQ1 sequence, Toyota dataset,
15 classes, 85 frames, 640x480,
Section 5.5.1

Computing trees

Label inference

Classifier learning

Update of 𝝀

Edge sensitive
smoothing

Time

Memory

Time

Memory

Time

Memory

Time

Memory

Time

Memory

(per frame)

(max)

(per frame)

(max)

(per frame)

(max)

(per frame)

(max)

(per frame)

(max)

1.5 min

2 MB

3 sec

8 GB

1.4 min

60 MB

8 sec*

16 GB*

0.1 min

<10MB

1.5 min

2 MB

11 sec

40 GB

3.2 min

250 MB

40 sec

80 GB

1.5 min*

<50MB*

6.2 min

8 MB

1.6 min

306 GB

10 min*

2 GB*

8 min*

712 GB*

10 min

<200MB

Table 5.4: This figure illustrates the typical computational load of our method for
different experiments presented in this chapter where segmentation was performed
on varying image resolutions, video lengths and number of classes. An analysis
of computational requirements is presented for various steps of our segmentation
algorithm. Execution times do not include the cost of data loading into and from
RAM. The star symbol is used to indicate assumed computational requirements
for the steps which were not performed in corresponding experiments.

5.5.7

Computational Requirements

In this section we briefly analyse the CPU and memory requirements. We report
the time taken per frame and max RAM usage during various steps of our algorithm in Table 5.4. Execution times do not include the cost of loading data
into or from RAM. As shown in the table, two class labelling problems (e.g.
tracking) can be performed in nearly real time. However, for multi-label problems (e.g. label propagation) a more efficient system would be desirable. The
biggest disadvantage of our proposed segmentation algorithm is its large memory
requirements for multi-label video segmentation. Such a segmentation algorithm
could not be implemented on low power mobile devices or tablet computers. We
address precisely this problem in the following chapter.

5.6

Discussion

The key advantages of our proposed segmentation algorithm are:
• Our temporal tree structured model permits an exact and efficient full video
volume inference of marginal posterior distributions of labels. The core of
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our inference strategy is based on a simple, fast and efficient algorithm
performing a belief propagation on a tree structure.
• Use of unregularised temporal mappings allows to avoid label drift which is
a common problem for optical flow-based label propagation algorithms.
• Use of full video volume inference avoids erroneous label propagation and
therefore has a potential to reduce the amount of false positives. We demonstrate promising results on long and complex multi-label video sequences.
High accuracy is achieved without a need of performing adhoc classifier
thresholding or tampering end frame labels to block vanishing points.
• Use of marginal posterior inference enables for novel interactive video segmentation approaches. The user or an active learning system can be guided
to select complex object boundaries with ease. While demonstrated on a
binary interactive segmentation, our framework also has a potential to be
used for multi-object segmentation, which could significantly reduce user
interaction effort1 .
• Employing a probabilistic model as opposed to adhoc steps allows for a wide
application of our proposed model as a part of other algorithms. A successful performance is demonstrated on variety of tasks (multi-label and binary
label propagation, joint tracking and segmentation, interactive segmentation tasks) with no special task-specific adjustments. Results obtained in
Section 5.5.1 can be directly used for supplying ground-truth data for road
scene classifiers.
Our proposed segmentation algorithm suffers from the following drawbacks:
• We are currently restricted to segment classes which have sizes above the
patch resolution of 7×7. Using higher resolution images or replacing patches
with super-pixels should alleviate this problem.
• Due to the best tree approximation, the uncertainty in the pixel marginal
posteriors do not include the uncertainty with which the clique was formed.
1

The majority of interactive video segmentation tools allow to segment only one object at
a time. Different parameters have to be set to segment different objects.
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In the following chapter we analyse the behaviour of a “Mixture-of-trees”
model which makes use of full appearance and label similarity distributions.
• While the core inference scheme is very efficient, the method is currently not
applicable to practical real-time scenarios. The use of multiples of overlapping patches results in a need for large computational resources as indicated
in Section 5.5.7. It would be an interesting future research direction to explore if this highly redundant process could be optimised.
• As demonstrated in label propagation and tracking experiments in Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 using sliding window inference might lead to better
results due to the reinforcement of already obtained labels with an expense
of erroneous label propagation once a mistake occurs. Care must be taken
when choosing the right framework for a video segmentation task.

5.7

Summary

We presented a novel tree structured “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical
model for multi-class semi-supervised video segmentation. In this model, the
video time-series are modelled as a temporal tree which links patches from the first
frame to the last frame. The tree structure permits efficient and exact inference of
pixel labels and their confidences. We demonstrated that in several cases robust
pixel unaries can be learnt directly from pixel marginal posteriors and this helps
to improve segmentation. Another key benefit is the ability to propagate label
uncertainties over full video volume using exact inference. This is in contrast
to most existing approaches which use short time-window based processing and
sub-optimal instantaneous decision making and often do not provide any useful
uncertainty estimates. The most important limitation of our work is the large
requirements for memory. We address this issue in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6
Super-pixel based
“Mixture-of-trees” Model
6.1

Introduction

In Chapter 5, we presented a tree-structured, patch-based “Mixture-of-trees”
probabilistic graphical model. This model despite its encouraging performance,
suffered from the need to use a computationally demanding label inference due
to the use of an overwhelming number of random variables in the model. In this
chapter, we address this problem by proposing a “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic
graphical model over super-pixels rather than patches. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the segmentation results obtained using our proposed algorithm. We reduce the
number of random variables used in the model by several orders of magnitude,
enabling us to obtain significant gains in computational efficiency and memory
usage.
In order to achieve our goal we make two key adjustments to the model used
in Chapter 5. Firstly, the representation of images and label images using overlapping patches is replaced with non-overlapping super-pixels, thus reducing the
number of variables by several orders of magnitude (see Section 6.2). Secondly,
the variational inference algorithm is modified to employ the full variational posterior distribution of mapping variables as opposed to only the best tree approximation. The inference of the variational posteriors over label variables, which is
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d) Super-pixel
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MoT (marginal
posteriors)

Max of marginal posterior colour code: 0.0
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Figure 6.1: This figure illustrates multi-class semi-supervised video segmentation
results on a challenging sequence from the CamVid [24] dataset. Our proposed
algorithm achieves similar accuracy to the patch-based MoT model described in
Chapter 5, yet is about two orders of magnitude faster and requires two orders of
magnitude less RAM. Note that pixels which are uncertain are replaced by their
original RGB values in (c,d).

based on belief propagation over a tree structure, is replaced with the inference
scheme employing variational message passing [13] over a loopy structure.
We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach by performing quantitative and
qualitative experiments on tracking, label propagation and interactive segmentation tasks. We compare our algorithm to the state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms on the challenging SegTrack [98] joint segmentation and tracking dataset.
We achieve comparable accuracy to frameworks described in the previous chapters, yet obtain a computational efficiency gain of several orders of magnitude.
We achieve interactive speeds of 10 frames per second and conservative use of
only 40MB of RAM when running an unoptimised version of our label inference
algorithm on a single CPU core. Our proposed segmentation framework has the
potential to be applied to perform interactive video segmentation on devices with
restricted computational power (e.g. mobile phones or tablet computers).
It is important to note we do not compare our proposed super-pixel “Mixture-
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of-trees” model with a loopy variant of the patch-based model described in the
previous chapter. Since containing large numbers of random variables, inference
on such a model would not be possible on typical real world videos. Similarly, we
do not investigate a single tree structure model employing multiple overlapping
super-pixels instead of patches. This is the case as in order to allow super-pixels of
different shapes to be connected in an overlapping manner, significant modelling
changes should be required, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.2, we introduce the super-pixel based “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical model.
We then describe the corresponding inference and parameter learning algorithms
in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. We describe the experimental setting and results for
quantitative and qualitative evaluation of our semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm in Section 6.5. We conclude with a discussion of the experimental
evaluation in Section 6.6.
Related work
A semi-supervised video segmentation method of Fathi et al. [45] is the closest to
our work. By casting the segmentation task as an inference problem on a Gaussian
Random Field [117], rich label uncertainties are inferred. The semi-supervised
learning of a classifier from propagated labels is also performed. Finally, like in
our framework, multiple temporal mappings, as opposed to a single mapping,
are considered. One of the main differences as compared to our work is the use
of self-training approach, which demonstrates behaviour more similar to sliding
window inference as opposed to full video volume inference. Also, the algorithm
of Fathi et al. [45] uses the MAP estimation of the continuous random variables,
the obtained uncertainty estimates do not provide an intuitive behaviour which
should be expected from a segmentation algorithm, as explained in Section 3.6.
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Figure 6.2: This figure illustrates the proposed super-pixel based MoT video
model using the factor graph notation. Observed variables are shown as fully
coloured nodes. Blue nodes represent appearance of super-pixels in the video
frames. Red nodes represent the corresponding super-pixel labels. The multinode factors involve appearance (Ψa ) and label (Ψl ) similarity measures for superpixels, as well as label (Ψu ) and temporal mapping (Ψt ) prior information.

6.2

Model

We propose a novel super-pixel based “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical
model (see Fig. 6.2). The description of random variables and factors is provided
below.

6.2.1

Random Variables

To build our model we super-pixelise each image in the video sequence using the
SLIC algorithm [2] into about 500 super-pixels. Similar to our models in Chapter 4 and 5, we associate each super-pixel with appearance, label and temporal
mapping variables. We describe these variables below.
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Appearance variables
Ik = {Ik,j }Ω(k)
j=1 is a set of random variables Ik,j , representing an appearance of the
super-pixel j at frame k. Ω(k) is the set of super-pixels in frame k.
Label variables
Ω(k)
Zk = {Zk,j }j=1
is a set of random variables Zk,j , representing a discrete label
of the super-pixel j at frame k.

Temporal mapping variables
Ω(k)
Tk = {Tk,j }j=1
is a set of random variables Tk,j , mapping the super-pixel j from
frame k to the super-pixel Tk,j in frame k − 1.

6.2.2

Factors

We now define the factors corresponding to factor vertices in Fig. 6.2.
Appearance layer
The factor Ψa (.) which corresponds to super-pixel appearance similarity is defined as

Ψa Ik,j , Ik−1,Tk,j , #shared pixel matches,

(6.1)

where the right hand side of the equation corresponds to the number of best
patch matches from patches of super-pixel in j in frame k to patches of superpixel Tk,j in frame k − 1. Note that more sophisticated super-pixel match scores
can also be substituted here, for instance those based on colour histograms, texton histograms, optical flow and SIFT-flow as in [45]. In our experiments , we
demonstrate that the simple similarity measure used in Eqn. 6.1 already provides
competitive results (see Table 6.1).
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Label layer
The factor Ψl (.) which corresponds to super-pixel label similarity is defined between the multinomial super-pixel label random variables as follows.


Ψl Zk,j = l, Zk−1,Tk,j =m ; µ ,


µ

if l = m,

,

(6.2)

1 − µ if l 6= m.

where l, m take values in the label set L. µ is a parameter which controls label
affinity. We set it to a value of 0.95 in our experiments. The super-pixel label
unary factors Ψu (.) are defined in Section 6.4.
Temporal mapping layer
The factor Ψt (.) which corresponds to a prior over temporal mapping variables is
defined as

1.0 if T ∈ W ,
k,j
k,j
Ψt (Tk,j ) ,
,
(6.3)
0.0 if outside.
where Wk,j is a set of super-pixels in frame k − 1 for which the center position
is not further from the centre position of super-pixel j in frame k by a distance,
defined in Section 6.5.

6.3

Inference

The joint probability distribution of the observed and latent variables of our
model is:

1 Y Y
Ψa Ik,j , Ik−1,Tk,j ×
Z (µ) k=1:n
j=1:Ω(k)

× Ψl Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ; µ Ψu (Zk,j ) Ψu (Z0,j ) Ψt (Tk,j ) , (6.4)

p (I0:n , Z0:n , T1:n ; µ) =
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where Z is a normalisation constant. Note that initially factors Ψu are set to
uniform distributions. At later stages of the inference they are set to incorporate
information from the classifier as in previous chapters. See Section 6.4 for more
details.

6.3.1

Update Equations

We use a structured variational inference [13] to obtain segmentation labels and
their corresponding uncertainties. We lower-bound the log probability of the
observed data V = {I1:n , Z0 } (images, label evidence)1 as follows:
Z
log p(V ; Ξ = {µ}) ≥

q(H) log
H

p(V, H; Ξ)
,
q(H)

(6.5)

where q(H) is a variational posterior over the latent variables H = {Z1:n , T1:n }
of the model. We choose a structured variational approximation [86] of the variational posterior q (H) as follows:
q (H) , q (Z1:n )

Y

Y

q (Tk,j ) .

(6.6)

k=1:n j=1:Ω(k)

In this approximation temporal mapping variables are assumed to be independent
as in mean-field approximations. However, the approximate variational posterior
over the super-pixel label variables does not factorise into independent terms,
thereby maintaining structure in the posterior. Maintaining structure provides
more robust inference as opposed to mean-field variational inference where the
joint posterior of the variables factorises into independent terms [101].
To maximise the above lower bound, which is a functional of the variational
posterior and the model parameters, we employ calculus of variations [13] and
1

Here we assumed that only start frame labels are observed.
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obtain the following fixed point equations for the approximate posteriors.
h
q (Tk,j ) ∝ Ψt (Tk,j ) exp


 
q Zk,j , Zk,Tk,j log Ψa Ik,j , Ik−1,Tk,j

X
Zk,j ,Zk,Tk,j

Ψl Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ; µ

i

, (6.7)

and

q (Z1:n ) ∝

Y
k=1:n

Ψu (Zk ) exp 


X



q (Tk,j ) log Ψl Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ; µ 

(6.8)

Tk,j

As it is a computationally intractable task to compute exact label marginals

q (Zk,j ) and pair-wise label marginals q Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j which are required for
updating the variational mapping distribution in Eqn. 6.7, we find their approximations by employing variational message passing [13]1 .
The variational message (vm) which random variable Zk,j sends to its temporal
neighbour Zk−1,Tk,j is defined as follows.
h

 X
i
vmZk,j →Zk−1,Tk,j Zk−1,Tk,j =
exp q (Tk,j ) log Ψl Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ; µ
×
Zk,j

×

Y

vmn→Zk,j . (6.9)

n∈N e(Zk,j )\Zk−1,Tk,j

Using the above messages, the approximate variational posteriors and pairwise
posteriors can be obtained in the following manner:
q (Zk,j ) ∝

Y

vmn→Zk,j ,

(6.10)

n∈N e(Zk,j )
1

Note that the model represented by a factor graph in Fig. 6.2 does not appear to contain
loops. The reason for such an impression is that video regions (super-pixels) of each frame are
merged into a single variable. When looking at a more detailed (per video region) level, loops
are formed by enforcing mapping of video regions in neighbouring frames.
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q Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ∝

Y

vmn→Zk,j

n∈N e(Zk,j )\Zk−1,Tk,j

Y

vmn→Zk−1,Tk,j



n∈N e Zk−1,Tk,j \Zk,j

i
h
 
. (6.11)
exp q (Tk,j ) log Ψl Zk,j , Zk−1,Tk,j ; µ

6.3.2

Implementation Details

In our experiments, we first set all the variational posteriors to uniform distributions. We then compute q (Tk,j ) once at the first iteration. We omitted iterative
updates of temporal structure due to its significant computational costs and lack
of significant effect on the segmentation output caused by fully factorized form
of the variational approximation.
As in previous chapters, we use the three stage approach to segmentation.
We first iterate the update of q (Zi,j ) following Eqn. 6.10 for a fixed number of
iterations (see Section 6.5). Notice that as q (Tk,j ) is updated only once, the
update in Eqn. 6.11 is never performed. We then learn Ψu from the inferred
labels. Note, that, as in Chapter 5, we employ forward and backward trees of
super-pixels. We then inject classifier predictions back to the model through label
unaries to obtain the final segmentation output. The summary of our inference
algorithm is provided in Alg. 5.

6.3.3

Influential Parameters

In order to have more control over this highly loopy model, we introduce two
parameters: α, which controls the effect of mixing from different trees for label
inference and β, which controls the strength of variational messages. We compute
q (Tk,j )α and re-normalize to obtain an α controlled posterior over the temporal
mapping variables. Larger values of α imply the label inference is influenced by
fewer components of the temporal mixture of trees. This reduces the number of
loopy cliques in the model.
As the MoT model is loopy by construction and the features used to make
temporal linkages (see Eqn. 6.1) can be arbitrarily weak, in practice, variational
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Algorithm 5: Mixture of Trees (MoT) model for Video Segmentation
Input: Super-pixels I0:n (video), User labelled frames.
Output: Pixel label probabilities.
Initialisation
Set the initial values of µ to those given in Section 6.5.
Set all unaries to uniform distributions.
Set all variational posteriors to uniform distributions.
Set max iter = 50;
Building the temporal structure
Infer temporal mapping posteriors q (Ti,j ) using Eqn. 6.7 for both forward and
time reversed sequences.
Propagating labels
S1. for i = 1 to max iter do
Infer q (Zi,j ) using Eqn.6.10.
Do this for both forward and backward MoT models.
S2. Train the Random Forest with average of posteriors q (Zi,j ) from both
forward and backward MoT models.
S3. Set the super-pixel unaries to the predictions from the Random Forest and
repeat S1. See Section 6.4.

messages reduce to a nearly uniform distribution after a few frames only. To
tackle this problem, at each iteration of variational message passing we raise the
messages to a power β and re-normalize. This step helps propagate messages over
longer durations. In Section 6.5 we discuss the effect of varying these parameters versus the accuracy of segmentation. Note that as increasing the value of
parameter µ has a similar (though not identical) effect, we did not explore different settings of it. We simply set it to a value which would provide a reasonable
number of labels at stage S1 and kept it identical for all the sequences.

6.3.4

Best Tree versus Mixture of Trees

If we approximate the variational posterior q (Ti,j ) by a single point posterior at
its MAP location then the variational message passing (see Eqn. 6.9) reduces to
standard message passing on a best tree structured MoT model (exact inference).
Inference on such a best tree structure can be performed very efficiently at low
memory and computational cost (see Table 6.3). It also often demonstrates better
segmentation performance than when the full mixture of trees model is used. This
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is particularly visible when the features used to measure super-pixel similarities
are noisy and thus are unable to provide a good quantitative ranking of the
possible super-pixel matches. This poor ranking is directly reflected in the q (Ti,j )
distribution where the probabilities of each state of Ti,j become unreliable. In our
experiments, we have found instances where the mixture model performs better
than the best tree model and some others where its performance is inferior to the
best tree model (see Section 6.5).

6.4

Learning

We follow the approach discussed in previous chapters to learn a Soft Label
Random Forest classifier using the inferred super-pixel labels in order to capture
the dependencies between distant frames. To bootstrap the predictions from the
learnt classifier into the MoT time-series model, we first assign each super-pixel
the average of classifier predicted label distributions of its pixels. The averaged
distribution is the unary Ψu (Zk,j ) for each super-pixel. The details of the classifier
implementation are given in Section 6.5. We keep the rest of parameters fixed.

6.5

Experiments and Results

We perform three experiments to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of our
proposed semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm.

6.5.1

Tracking

In the first experiment we evaluated the performance of our approach in a joint
tracking and segmentation scenario on six sequences from the SegTrack [98]
dataset. To perform the evaluation, labels of the first frame were used and the
segmentation was obtained for the rest of the frames for each video sequence.
Our algorithm was compared with various state of art tracking and segmentation
algorithms as shown in Table 6.1.
To establish the temporal mappings between super-pixels the patch size was
set to be of 3 × 3 pixels. Super-pixels were restricted to be connected if the
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Properties
Video
sequence

Performance comparison of various methods

Patch MoT model
Super-pixel MoT model
Average
No of Chockalingham
Tsai
Fathi
With
object size frames
et. al [36]
et. al [98] et. al [45] Without With EST* Best tree Without
EST*
classifier classifier
3683
51
502
235
251
404
258
429
301
296

Parachute
Girl

8160

21

1755

1304

1206

1705

820

3795

2387

Monkeydog

1440

71

683

563

598

736

387

2054

509

1200
412

Penguin

20028

42

6627

1705

1367

19310

1212

3218

1736

29461

Birdfall

495

30

454

252

342

468

259

570

434

508

Cheetah

1584

29

1217

1142

711

1501

923

851

870

855

*EST – edge sensitive smoothing

Table 6.1: This table provides quantitative evaluation of various segmentation
and tracking methods on the SegTrack [98] dataset. In all these experiments only
the start frame is labelled. The score is the average label mismatch per frame
computed using the ground truth. Our proposed method, with manually selected
parameters, outperforms nearly all other methods in two sequences (Girl, Monkeydog) and shows comparable performance in another two (Parachute, Cheetah).
Performance is poor in the Birdfall sequence due to the very small size of the foreground object and due to severe foreground/background overlap in the Penguin
sequence.

Parachute
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Cheetah
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1

1

2

2

2
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Figure 6.3: This figure illustrates the sensitivity of pixel labelling accuracy to parameters α, β (see Section 6.3.3) for three of the SegTrack [98] sequences. In each
heat map, dark blue hues represent very low accuracy and dark red hues represent
high accuracy. It is clear from these maps that there is no common parameter
value(s) which provide high performance in all sequences. In the Parachute sequence, high accuracy is obtained for low values of α which corresponds to many
mixture components in the MoT model. In the Monkeydog and Cheetah sequences, the α values progressively increase for higher accuracy. This reduces the
number of influential components in the mixture, making the model less loopy.
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a) Frame: 1
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c) Best tree inference
result

d) Full mixture model
inference result

Max of marginal posterior colour code: 0.0
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Figure 6.4: This figure illustrates qualitative difference in segmentation when
only the best tree of the mixture is used for segmentation as compared to when
the full mixture of trees is used. The best tree is computed by retaining only
the MAP estimate of each of the temporal mapping variables. In this example,
the best tree based inference where each super-pixel has only one link to another
super-pixel in the previous frame, performs poor quality label propagation. This
is because of some erroneous super-pixel linkages in the tree (connections between
foreground and background super-pixels). In contrast, in the MoT model each
super-pixel is connected to several others in the neighbouring frame. Therefore,
even if the best link for a super-pixel is erroneous, still erroneous label propagation
can be avoided if the majority of other possible links are correct, i.e connect to
the correct class.
difference between their centres was not more than 25 pixels. We also used the
Soft Label Random Forest classifier with identical settings as in the experiment
described in Section 5.5.4. The output of stage S3 of our algorithm was employed
as the final result for all but the Girl sequence. For the Girl sequence the unary
term learnt from only the first frame was included in the first stage (S1) of the
algorithm.
We found that to perform segmentation of all six sequences in the SegTrack
dataset a single value of influential parameters α, β was insufficient. Therefore,
we chose suitable influential parameters by plotting the global accuracy plot (see
Fig. 6.3) for the segmentation output of stage S1 for various values of the parameters. Using this plot, we selected the parameter settings for each sequence which
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Figure 6.5: This figure illustrates qualitative results on the SegTrack [98] dataset. In all these experiments only the start frame of the video sequence is user
labelled. Notice how our algorithm is able to cope with fast motion, motion blur,
shape changes (a,c,i) and small sized objects (f). The main failure case is (e) due
to its small size.
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result in the highest global accuracy in stage S1.
Segmentation results reported in Table 6.1 show that our proposed method,
with manually selected parameters and use of the full mixture model, outperforms
nearly all other methods in two sequences (Girl, Monkeydog) and shows comparable performance in another two (Parachute, Cheetah). We perform poorly in
the Birdfall and the Penguin sequences. Low accuracy in the first sequence is
due to a small size of the foreground object, whereas poor performace in the
second sequence is due to a severe foreground/background overlap. However, if
result of stage S1 is considered, a competitive score is obtained. Also note that
segmentation based on the inference using only the best tree approximation of
the mixture of temporal trees performs poorly. Such a behaviour is caused by
erroneous temporal linkage, which is corrected by the loopy structure as shown in
Fig. 6.4. Finally, it is important to note that a lower quantitative score does not
necessary imply a poor qualitative result. For instance, as shown in Fig. 6.5, in
the fast motion Cheetah sequence, the foreground object is tracked and segmented
reasonably well. However, due to a small part of the background appearing in a
few frames (21 to 26 in Fig. 6.5) the quantitative score is reduced.

6.5.2

Label Propagation

In the second experiment, we performed multi-class label propagation on long
and challenging video sequences from the publicly available CamVid [24] driving
video dataset. We chose sequence seq05VD (30Hz) in this dataset and divided
it into 6 smaller sequences as in previous chapters. As in previous chapter we
used three (SEQ1, SEQ4, SEQ5) of the six sequences. All the three sequences
are of 750 frames in length and are uniformly sampled (6Hz) to a length of
150 frames in order to reduce computational and memory requirements. Their
start and end frame numbers are provided in Table 6.2. In order to make a fair
comparison with our semi-supervised videos segmentation algorithms described
in the previous chapters we down-sample frames to resolution of 320 × 240 pixels.
As in Chapters 4 and 5, the quantitative analysis reported in Table 6.2 was
performed on nine static classes like roads, pavements, road markings as well as
a “void” class, corresponding to parts of the scene which was not assigned any of
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Table 6.2: This figure illustrates a qualitative comparison with our semisupervised video segmentation algorithms proposed in Chapters 4 and 5. The
first algorithm is based on a sliding window inference. The second algorithm is
using patch-based MoT model and the marginal posterior inference over the full
video volume. Video segmentation is performed on long and complex (750 frames)
sequences the from the CamVid [24] dataset. Our method obtains comparable
accuracy over large static classes (road, sky, building, pavements) for a similar label density and a similar false positive rate as the method using patch-based MoT
model for sequence SEQ1. The average accuracy is lower in sequences SEQ4 and
SEQ5, mainly due to misalignment of super-pixels with class edges and a poor
ranking of super-pixel matches across adjacent frames. However our segmentation algorithm is both faster and more memory efficient by about two orders of
magnitude.
the nine labels belonging to the static background objects. The metrics used
for this evaluation are the global accuracy (percentage of pixels labelled correctly)
and class average accuracy. They are measured for all static classes (ASC), small
static classes (SSC = {signs, poles, road markings}) and the large static classes
(LSC), which consists of all static classes except the small static classes. These
accuracies are computed only over pixels labelled into known classes in the ground
truth.
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The experimental set up for label propagation and Soft Label Random Forest (slRF) learning is nearly identical to the tracking experiment described in
Section 6.5.1, including the method to choose the optimal values of the α and β
parameters. The only difference is that, the patch size used to calculate similarity
between super-pixels is set to 7 × 7. The other difference is that we empirically
set the value of µ to 0.7.
We first discuss a study of the performance of the stages S1, S2, S3 (see
Alg. 5) of our proposed semi-supervised segmentation algorithm. In Fig. 6.6 we
present evaluations of our algorithm under various metrics for sequence SEQ1.
The graph on the left of Fig. 6.6 shows how the segmentation accuracy changes
when the number of accepted pixel labels is varied by applying different thresholds
over the uncertainty of the most likely pixel label. The segmentation accuracy
improves as we move from stages S1 to S3. This shows the beneficial effect of
semi-supervised learning using the pixel label distributions, particularly as the
number of accepted points are increased. This point is again emphasized in Fig.
6.7 which shows qualitative results for each one of the three stages along with
their uncertainty maps.
The graph in the middle compares global accuracy and percentage of labelled
points obtained at various thresholds of label uncertainty for the MoT model at
different values of the α parameter (this controls the “loopiness” of the model),
including the MoT model which only uses the best tree structure (see Section
6.3.4). The highest accuracy is obtained for the best tree structured MoT model
and the MoT model with α set to 32. At such a high value of α there are
very few tree components in the MoT model and it begins to resemble the best
tree structured MoT model more closely. For lower values of α, which retain
many components in the mixture, the labels of pixels towards the middle of
the sequence bevome falsely confident, and thus the accuracy for a particular
threshold is poorer even though the label density is higher.
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Figure 6.6: The three plots illustrate various performance measures for different stages of our algorithm on the
sequence SEQ1 for the CamVid [24] dataset. The plot on the left panel indicates that the segmentation quality
increases from stage S1 to stage S3. The middle panel shows that for high values of α (with fewer tree components
in the mixture) we obtain a better global accuracy as the threshold over the super-pixel MAP label uncertainty is
varied. The plot on the right panel demonstrates how average accuracy and number of potentially correctly labelled
points (true positives and uncertain labels) behaves depending on the uncertainty threshold. This plot is used to
choose an optimal threshold over label certainty to obtain the results reported in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.7: This figure illustrates the three stages S1(c,d), S2(e,f), S3(g,h,i)
of our segmentation algorithm performed on sequence SEQ1 from the CamVid
[24] dataset. Rows (c,e,g) indicate the most likely class with its corresponding
marginal posterior or uncertainty map represented respectively in rows (d,f,h).
Row (i) shows the segmentation result when a threshold of 0.756 is applied over
the marginal posteriors represented in row (h). Note the increasing super-pixel
label uncertainty further away from the labelled ends in (d). Also note that large
static classes (LSC) such as road, pavement, building are labelled quite well.
However, our algorithm performs poorly for small static classes (SSC) such as
signs, road markings or poles, mainly due to their very small resolution. Note
that pixels which have completely uncertain label distributions are shown in black
colour in (c,e,g,i).
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Finally, the graph on the right panel shows a more detailed analysis of the class
average accuracy of our algorithm on all static classes (ASC), large static classes
(LSC), small static classes (SSC) and outlier class (OC). The outlier class consists
of all pixels with a “void” label in the ground truth. As the threshold over the
uncertainty of the most likely label at each pixel is increased, the accuracy of all
static classes (ASC) and large static classes (LSC) increase with a corresponding
decrease in label density. The true positive labels and uncertain labels over
SSC also increases, which indicates that these classes are not falsely labelled as
other large classes. Similarly, the uncertain labels over outlier classes (OC) also
increases, which indicates that the algorithm does not fill in “void” labels with
other classes as the threshold in increased. We use this graph to compute an
optimal threshold for pixel MAP label uncertainty such that there is a balance
between the percentage of labelled points and the class average accuracy.
We now discuss the performance of three different algorithms presented in
this and previous two chapters: (i) method using sliding window label inference
(Chapter 4), (ii) method using patch-based MoT model (Chapter 5) and (iii) our
currently discussed method based on super-pixel MoT model. Table 6.2 compares
the accuracy of stage S3 for all the three methods. We also report the accuracy
for different α values used for the super-pixel based MoT.
For sequence SEQ1, we obtain accuracies comparable to the other methods,
however the performance is poorer for the remaining sequences. This is due to
the use of an off-the-shelf super-pixelisation algorithm which produces super-pixel
boundaries which often do not align with class edges. It also is affected by the
use of simple features (number of shared patch matches) to measure super-pixel
similarities. The use of simple features causes an unreliable ranking of similarities
between super-pixels, which therefore provides the probabilities of different states
of the mapping variables which are not a true indicator of their relative strength.
This claim is supported by the observation that there is an increase in global as
well as class average accuracies with an increase in α values (highest accuracy is
achieved by the best tree structured MoT model), for all three sequences in our
model. See Fig. 6.8 for a qualitative example.
Note that a completely opposite relative performance of the inference algorithms using on the best tree temporal structure as opposed to full mixture of
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Figure 6.8: This figure illustrates our segmentation output (labels and corresponding marginal posteriors) for MoT models with different α values on sequence
SEQ1 from the CamVid [24] dataset. The higher the value of this parameter, the
fewer trees contribute to the mixture, thus making the model less loopy. The
best result, as also seen from Fig. 6.6 and Table 6.2, is achieved when only
the best tree in the mixture is used for inference. This is mainly due to misalignment of super-pixels to class edges and poor ranking of super-pixel matches
across adjacent frames, which fails to exploit the flexibility of the mixture model
as compared to the binary segmentation problem. Note that pixels which have
completely uncertain label distributions are shown in black in the “labelling”
panels.
temporal mappings is reported in Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.4. Such a difference can
partly be explained by the aforementioned reasons of simple features and superpixels unaligned to class boundaries as the CamVid [24] dataset contains more
complex objects than the SegTrack [98] dataset. It also can be partly explained
by the inability to exploit all possible parameter value space of α, β and µ. This
is due to the fact that for long sequences from the CamVid [24] dataset one has
to choose parameters in such a way that the middle of sequences have low cer-
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tainty. Choosing parameters which favour “loopiness” or message peaking, result
in confident estimates through out all of the video as variational message passing
causes message reinforcement when iterated. Furthermore, the low performance
in multi-class segmentation can also be caused by sensitivity of variational message passing to even small numerical approximations and round-off errors.
Complimentary to Table 6.2, Fig. 6.9 illustrates the analysis of our proposed
super-pixel based label propagation algorithm (α = 32) with and without a classifier over time. The six graphs correspond to stage S1 and stage S3 results on three
sequences (SEQ1, SEQ4, SEQ5). Along with the per class accuracy, the global
and average accuracies are plotted. The number of small static classes points
labelled correctly or with “void” labels and the percentage of points from outlier
classes which are labelled as “void” are also shown. The per class accuracy results
vary greatly for different frames in different sequences. This is partly due to the
complexity of the sequences where objects frequently appear and disappear. As in
previous chapters, graphs reveal that most of the accuracy numbers in Table 6.2
for the stage S1 are affected by 10% of frames from both ends as label density
drops in the middle. Large classes such as sky, pavement and building dominate
with the high accuracy and differently to graphs in Figs. 4.8 and 5.12 the ability to label small classes is nearly completely lost. In stage S1 the label density
drop is much more visible than in previously described MoT models. This is the
case as is not straightforward to control uncertainty drop in the proposed loopy
model. The sharpness of the uncertainty drop indicates that uncertain labels
appear not because of clashes of different label predictions but mainly because of
the increased distance from the labelled data. As in our analysis of segmentation
frameworks based on sliding window inference and marginal posterior inference
in patch-based model (see Figs. 4.8 and 5.12) the change from the stage S1 to
the stage S3 involves shifting the label density graph upwards while maintaining
per class accuracies at marginally lower levels. With an exception of a significantly reduced accuracy over small classes the behaviour of stage S3 is similar
to the one in the previous chapter. Note that even while super-pixels are not
well suited for the labelling of small objects, only marginally lower (compared to
patch-based model) percentages of correctly and “void” labelled SSC points and
“void” labelled points from outlier classes are seen in sequences SEQ1 and SEQ4.
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Figure 6.9: This figure illustrates the analysis of the super-pixel based MoT
label propagation algorithm (α = 32) with and without a classifier at a per class
accuracy level over time. The six graphs correspond to stage S1 and S3 results
on three sequences: SEQ1, SEQ4 and SEQ5. Along with the class accuracy and
the global as well as average accuracies, the percentage of SSC points labelled
correctly or with a “void” label and the percentage of OC points labelled as
“void” are reported.
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6.5.3

Interactive Segmentation

In our final experiment we qualitatively compare the performance of super-pixel
based MoT model using two inference strategies in an interactive video segmentation scenario. In the first inference strategy, we employ the best tree estimate
of the temporal structure, and in the second strategy we employ the full mixture
model.
To perform the comparison, we use a segment (first 60 frames) of a video
used in a TV advertisement campaign aired in Lithuania (see Fig. 6.10). Five
object labels (man, flowers, lamp, woman and background), indicated by different
colours, are used to segment the video. The user interaction is provided by
assigning labels to full super-pixels. This labelling approach is chosen in order
to help the user to easily label complex edges. The provided labels can be seen
as coloured regions superimposed on the video frames in row (a) in Fig. 6.10. In
total only four frames were assigned some labels by the user.
As shown in Fig. 6.10 rows (b) and (d), both approaches result in a nearly
perfect segmentation. The differences can be spotted by looking at the labelling
of the man. The approach, which uses the best tree estimate of the temporal
structure, segments the head of the man in all frames. The approach, which uses
the full mixture of temporal trees, frequently mislabels the head of the man. This
is mainly due to noisy linkage caused by the use of relatively simple similarity
measure and by the use of super-pixels which do not respect object boundaries.
As the tree structure uses only the best match, there is less risk of connecting
super-pixels corresponding to different classes. Note that in this video all objects
of interest were very distinctive in their neighbourhood, therefore, in contrast to
Monkeydog sequence (see Fig. 6.4), no label drift was observed. Also note, that
despite performing poorly on segmenting the head of the man, the approach,
which is based on the use of the full mixture of temporal trees, successfully fills in
background labels for the majority of super-pixels belonging to the background.
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Figure 6.10: This figure illustrates qualitative comparison of interactive segmentation using two inference strategies.
The first strategy infers labels using only the best temporal tree structure and the second one uses the full mixture
of the temporal trees. Video sequence in row (a) has been obtained from a real TV advertisement, which was aired
in Lithuania. User interaction is displayed by different coloured superimposed on top of the video frames. In total
only four frames had some labels assigned. Rows (b),(c) and (d), (e) correspond to marginal posteriors of inferred
labels and their map estimates for both inference strategies. Row (f) shows the final segmentation result obtained
from labels in (d). For reader’s convenience, background class pixels are assigned with their RGB values.
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Table 6.3: This figure illustrates a comparison of computational requirements of
semi-supervised video segmentation algorithms using patch-based (see Chapter 5)
and our proposed super-pixel based “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical
models. Note that algorithm using super-pixel based MoT is faster and consumes
less RAM by two orders of magnitude. This makes it applicable to real time
interactive video segmentation applications. ∗ 2 minutes is the estimate when
only 8GB of RAM is available, while the time reduces to 11 seconds when there
is no such restriction.

6.5.4

Computational Requirements

All experiments described in this and the previous chapters were performed on
a machine with 8 core Intel Xeon (2.5 GHz) CPU with 8GB of RAM. Table 6.3
compares time taken per frame and the maximum RAM requirement for various
stages of the algorithms proposed in this chapter and in the semi-supervised video
segmentation based on the patch-based MoT video model described in Chapter 5.
The manner in which the temporal structure is inferred and the training of the
classifier is identical in both algorithms, hence identical memory usage and CPU
usage numbers are reported for those steps. The main difference in computational
effort between the compared algorithms can be seen in the label inference stages.
For example, for sequences from the CamVid [24] dataset, the patch-based model
contains around ten million random variables, whereas our proposed super-pixel
based model contains around one hundred thousand. As a result the patch-based
MoT video model requires large amounts of RAM for both binary and multiclass segmentation. For the same reasons, it is also significantly slower than our
super-pixel based tree structured MoT model. The difference in computational
time between the super-pixel based MoT model (which exploits the full mixture
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of temporal trees) and the patch-based MoT model is smaller as performing
several iterations of variational message passing is time consuming. The difference
in computational time and memory requirement for the two algorithms is very
large for the multi-class segmentation of sequence SEQ1 from the CamVid [24]
dataset. This is due to the need of storing and loading large amounts of memory
into a limited RAM. Finally, note that at a similar speed our super-pixel based
“Mixture-of-trees” algorithm outperforms the level-set based algorithm by [36]1
(see Table 6.1). Even larger gains could be obtained in interactive video labelling
scenarios where a single or few separate tree (as opposed to loopy) structures
could be used.

6.6

Discussion

The main advantages of our proposed semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm are listed below.
• Our proposed “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical video model and
the accompanying efficient variational inference scheme alleviate the need
to perform overlapping time window based video volume processing.
• We infer pixel-wise labels and their confidences (marginal posteriors) which
can be used various for semi-supervised and active learning systems.
• We model uncertainty in the temporal links explicitly which enables incorporating relative strength of temporal mappings into the label propagation
mechanism. Modelling of a distribution of temporal links allows to correct for erroneous linkage established in a tree-structured MoT when the
estimate of the most likely temporal link is incorrect (see Fig. 6.4).
• Our inference algorithm is both computationally and memory-wise efficient,
permitting video segmentation at interactive speeds (see Table 6.3).
The main drawbacks of our proposed semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm are:
1

CPU and memory usage of other algorithms listed in Table 6.1 are not provided by the
authors.
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• The influential parameters α, β are manually set using a straight forward
grid-search. This is made possible due to a use of efficient label inference.
Our proposed algorithm would be more applicable with an automatic mechanism to learn these parameters.
• We use simple patch cross correlation based features to set the temporal
links. This can degrade performance and in the future must be replaced
with more sophisticated features such as the ones used by Fathi et al. [45].

6.7

Summary

We presented a semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm, which employs a
novel super-pixel based “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical model. We provided a computationally and memory-wise efficient inference scheme to estimate
pixel-wise labels and their confidences. We demonstrated its efficacy on challenging tracking and multi-label video segmentation datasets. In all experiments our
novel super-pixel based segmentation framework displayed a competitive segmentation accuracy when providing two orders of magnitude gain in use of computational resources. Our efficient super-pixel based MoT model has extremely low
computational costs and thus can be used for interactive video segmentation on
devices with limited computational power such as smart phones or tablet PC’s.
We also found that the inference algorithm using a tree-based approximation of
the mixture of temporal trees demonstrates a surprisingly good performance and
in some cases it performs better than the full mixture of trees. This is due the
difficulty in finding correct parameter settings for the loopy model and also noisy
temporal links. More research is needed to identify features which could be used
to establish more correct temporal mappings. We look forward to exploiting our
proposed segmentation framework in solving semi-supervised video segmentation
tasks.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1

Findings

The main objective of our work was to develop a general segmentation framework
to be applied for solving different tasks concerning semi-supervised video segmentation, such as label propagation, object tracking and interactive segmentation.
The key challenges faced included performing semi-supervised video segmentation
on long and complex video sequences and efficiently using user-provided labels
and computational resources. We achieved the objective by developing a series
of novel probabilistic models of the temporal structure of a video, which allowed
for efficient estimation of the uncertainty of inferred labels, explicit modelling of
temporal mappings, and semi-supervised learning from user-provided labels. Our
primary contributions were threefold. Firstly, we proposed a series of “Mixture-oftrees” (MoT) probabilistic video models for semi-supervised video segmentation.
Secondly, we developed efficient inference algorithms allowing for semi-supervised
updates of the model parameters and temporal structure. Finally, we provided an
extensive quantitative and qualitative analysis of the proposed semi-supervised
segmentation framework for label propagation, tracking and interactive segmentation tasks.
The first half of the thesis concentrated on describing general video segmentation approaches and specific design choices for a semi-supervised video segmentation framework based on a family of MoT models. In Chapter 1 we defined our
goal of a general semi-supervised video segmentation framework. We then anal-
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ysed the design challenges and proposed design requirements for such a system.
The requirements include the need to explicitly model the temporal structure of
a video, ability to estimate label uncertainty and to use it for semi-supervised
learning of model parameters. In Chapter 2, we examined state-of-the-art algorithms for unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised video segmentation,
which implemented various combinations of the aforementioned design requirements. We found that unsupervised video segmentation frameworks often use
explicit modelling (probabilistic or otherwise) of temporal mappings, whereas
semi-supervised and supervised approaches tend to use a fixed temporal structure
(e.g. mappings established by optical flow) and mainly focus on label inference
algorithms. The significant difference between semi-supervised and supervised
approaches lies in the complexity of classifiers used. Semi-supervised approaches
often employ a simple global colour model or simple local classifiers trained on
sparse user-provided labels. In contrast, supervised approaches learn complex
classifiers using external datasets. Moreover, very few approaches provide uncertainty estimates of inferred labels and even fewer have the efficient inference and
learning algorithms required to iterate between label inference and parameter update. In Chapter 3, we introduced a family of “Mixture-of-trees” temporal structure models which use insights from the previous works and implement the design
requirements introduced in Chapter 1. The design properties of this novel family
of models include an explicit modelling of temporal structure, an estimation of
uncertainty of labels and updates of model parameters via semi-supervised learning of a classifier. We named the family “Mixture-of-trees” (MoT) probabilistic
graphical video models, since for each estimate of temporal mapping variables, a
tree structure of video regions is formed. We explored various design choices in
modelling, inference and learning for MoTs. We demonstrated that undirected
graphical modelling should be favoured over a direct graphical modelling approach
and that temporal mapping regularisation reduces the quality of inferred object
boundaries. We also showed that label uncertainty estimates based on marginal
posteriors [13] produce more desirable uncertainty estimates than other common
uncertainty estimation techniques. Finally, we provided motivation for the use
of semi-supervised classifier learning in order to capture non-local dependencies
between distant video frames.
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In the second part of the thesis, we concentrated on describing and analysing
three specific “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical video models. In Chapter 4, we extended the video model of Badrinarayanan et al. [5] to perform label
propagation over long and complex video sequences. Two significant changes
were employed: the introduction of an artificial label “void” corresponding to
uncertain labels and the addition of a Soft Label Random Forest [27, 41] for
capturing dependencies between distant frames. Promising results were demonstrated for multi-label propagation tasks. However, a more extensive application
of the framework was limited as it lacked a principled uncertainty estimation
mechanism. In Chapter 5 we proposed a simplified temporal structure model
using overlapping patches. The simplification permitted a structured variational
inference of labels and corresponding uncertainties. The inferred marginal posterior distributions of label variables demonstrated the desirable effect of decreasing uncertainty for objects further away from labelled pixels. Encouraging
performance in label propagation, tracking and interactive segmentation tasks
was demonstrated empirically on two-class and multi-label datasets. Finally, in
Chapter 6 a “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic video model, defined over a set of
non-overlapping super-pixels, was proposed. As opposed to the earlier patch
based model, removing the overlap and decreasing the number of video regions
per frame led to a reduction in the number of random variables by three orders
of magnitude. This resulted in a significantly more efficient inference algorithm.
However, due to the simplification introduced by the use of super-pixels, a moderately inferior accuracy to the model in Chapter 5 was observed. On the other
hand, a great reduction in the number of variables allowed for an implementation
of a fully functional video segmentation tool. In the future, we plan to increase
performance of the super-pixel based framework by simultaneously performing
video super-pixelisation and segmentation.
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7.2

Limitations

Despite encouraging results on the three semi-supervised video segmentation
tasks, the proposed segmentation algorithms have some limitations. The major limitation, which applies to all the proposed methods, is a slow learning rate
from user-provided labels in challenging videos. This is mainly due to the local nature of updates of variational distributions of temporal structure variables
and the lack of consideration of high-level, object-related knowledge. The latter
could potentially be alleviated by the use of more expressive features for both
classification and for measuring temporal similarity. The former is harder to
tackle as providing more global updates of the temporal mapping variables would
significantly increase the computational complexity of the inference algorithm.
The specific limitations of the segmentation frameworks described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are the following:
• Reduced number of object labels. The major limitation in the segmentation framework, described in Chapter 4, was the reduced number of
object labels assigned. It was caused by the use of a sliding window inference scheme and an inflexible label uncertainty estimation mechanism.
To avoid erroneous propagation, label variables with probability of most
likely class below a particular threshold were labelled as fully uncertain.
We addressed this limitation in Chapters 5 and 6.
• Computational efficiency. An important limitation of the model, described in Chapter 5, was the lack of computational efficiency. It was
caused by a particular choice of representing a video as a set of overlapping patches. Such a design decision was motivated by improved accuracy
of label estimates. However, the repetition of variables required significant
computational resources as each frame had more than five million variables
associated with it. We addressed this limitation in Chapter 6.
• Static super-pixel boundaries. In our work described in Chapter 6, we
chose to represent a video as a set of non-overlapping super-pixels. Superpixelisation was used as a pre-processing step. As super-pixelisation was
performed before the knowledge of labels was considered in the model, some
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of the super-pixels did not respect the true boundaries of classes. Superpixels covering objects of different classes caused false connections, affecting
the segmentation accuracy. Estimating the full posterior distribution of
temporal mapping variables in such scenarios decreased the performance
even further. We expect to address this limitation in the future work as
explained in Section 7.3.

7.3

Future Work

While working on “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic video models for semi-supervised video segmentation we have identified several promising directions for further
investigation:
• Active learning for interactive video segmentation. Active learning
is a vibrant sub-field of machine learning. However, it is yet to be extensively explored in semi-supervised video segmentation scenarios as providing
labelling hypotheses for objects or object parts is a challenging task. To
simplify the problem, most state-of-the-art methods, such as [104], only
consider suggesting full frames to label. We are interested in exploring the
possibility of exploiting uncertainty estimates provided by our model (see
Chapter 5) to produce hypotheses for objects of complex shapes. The initial
step would be to verify if various segmentation hypotheses corresponding to
different label confidences (as in Section 5.5.6), could be exploited to solve
this problem.
• Simultaneous super-pixelisation and label propagation. The main
limitation of the super-pixel based semi-supervised video segmentation algorithm, proposed in Chapter 6, was the static nature of the super-pixels.
Super-pixels were calculated before label information was obtained, resulting in lack of guarantee to respect object boundaries. Iteratively combining
the determination of super-pixel regions with label estimation might lead
to better qualitative and quantitative results. The initial step for work in
this direction could involve including super-pixel related variables into our
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model and inference algorithms. A modelling approach, proposed in the
work on joint segmentation and optical flow estimation by Zitnick et al.
[118] (see Chapter 2), could be employed.
• Joint similarity functions for appearance and label information. In
Chapter 3, we argued that the separation of video region similarity measures
based on appearance and label information allows for an introduction of
intuitive similarity functions. This is the case in semi-supervised video
segmentation scenarios, however, it is not true when some external label
information is available. It would be exciting to explore the possibility of
using similarity functions combining both label and appearance, which are
learnt from weakly labelled external data (e.g. user-annotated videos on
YouTube). The initial step could consist of the adaptation of the Decision
Tree Fields framework by Nowozin et al. [76].

7.4

Final Remarks

Semi-supervised video segmentation is one of the most exciting sub-fields of Computer Vision as it presents both challenging research problems and exciting opportunities for commercial applications. Historically, such problems and applications
have been researched as separate tasks of label propagation, tracking and segmentation. However, the recent arrival of more powerful computing machinery and
algorithms has begun to unify the solutions to the different problems. We hope
that our work on the “Mixture-of-trees” probabilistic graphical video model is a
step forwards towards this goal.
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